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Never ask a 
lightweight rotor to do 
a heavyweight's job. 

Selling your customer a lightweight rotor when 
he has a large antenna array just doesn't make 
sense. Especially since you can offer him an 
alternative: the heavy-duty "Bell Series" rotor, 
from CDE. 

Available in both automatic and manual forms, 
this rotor is designed specifically for large, 

heavy antenna arrays... designed specifically for 
unmatched fringe -area reception ...designed 
to give your customers the finest colör TV reception 
possible. In fact, this is the only 
heavy-duty rotor available. 

We call it the Bell Series because of its 
completely weatherproof, die-cast aluminum 

housing. You'll call it rugged because it has 4 to 
5 times the stalling and braking torque of any other 
rotor! This means any antenna will turn, even 
under the most adverse weather conditions... 
and that your customers will get terrific color or 
black and white reception despite high winds 
or heavy icing. Great FM reception too! 

The Bell Series rotor: one -of -a -kind built for 
one -of -a -kind performance! 

cog CORNELL- 
DUBILIER 

Circle 1 on literature card 
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November, 1968 

PF Reporter 

¡ube Substitution 

Sunulement 
This Supplement has been designed to provide you with the 
latest up-to-date information on new tubes. The format 
allows maximum use during a house call or at the bench. 

TUBE 

SUBSTITUTION 

REMOVE THIS 

SUPPLEMENT FROM 

PF Heporlor® 
and put it in 

the back of your 

TUBE 
SUBSTITUTION 

HANDBOOK 

direct substilules 
Included are the older tubes that will substitute 
directly for the new tubes. This information sup- 
plements the sections in the Tube Substitution 
Handbook for American Receiving Tubes and 
Picture Tubes. 

basing diagrams 
The basing diagram for each new tube will help 
you in the servicing of new receivers when serv- 
ice literature is not available. 

typical characteristics 
The typical, or average, characteristics of each 
new tube can be of great help when troubleshoot- 
ing new circuits. 

easy reference 
The direct substitution list will be cumulative 
each month. Thus, only the latest edition need 
be carried in the Tube Substitution Handbook. 
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Direct Substitutions 
To Replace Use To Replace Use 

3CU3 
3CV3 
3CX3 
6A H9 
6A K9 
6CA11 
6CT3 
6J E6C 
6J R6 

3AW3 15LP22 
15NP22 
15RP22 
15SP22 
16CSP22 
16CWP4 
16CXP4 
16CYP22 
19FRP4 

6JS6B 6JS6 19GHP4 19DUP4 
6JS6A 19EAP4 

6LF6 19ENP4 
6LG6 
6LH6A 6LH6 19GSP22 

19ENP4A 

6LQ6 19GYP22 
6LR6 19HBP22 
6M L8 19HGP4 
6M N8 20ABP4 20RP4 
8AC10 20YP4 
11CA11 20ZP4 
11LT8 20RP4 20A B P4 
13JZ8 20YP4 
16AK9 20E P4 
16LU8 
17BW3 19CG3 

20SP4 
20TP4 

17CT3 
17JR6 

20WP4 
20XP4 

21 LG6 20YP4 20A.BP4 
22JR6 
24BF11 

20F P4 
20ZP4 

24JZ8 20ZP4 20A.BP4 
24L46 20F P4 
35LR6 20YP4 
36KD6 21 GAP4 21 GAP4A 
53HK7 21 GAP4A 21GAP4 
9VP4 
10ARP4 
11UP4 
12BUP4B 

12CNP4A 

11RP4 
12BUP4 
12BUP4A 

21 GTP4 
22SP22 
23G HP4 
23HMP4 
23JEP4 

. 

23HGP4 
12CVP4 23JFP4 
12CWP4 23JGP4 
12DCP22 25ABP22 
13DP4 25AJP22 
15KP22 25AKP22 

No substitution at present time. 

Eleventh edition of Tube Substitution Handbook now available at your distributor. 

b 
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General Specifications 

Chroma Matrix Amplifier 
Fil. -6.3V @ 0.9A 
E P = 125V 
EG = - IV 
IP = I I ma 
G m = 9000 µmhos 
Mu = 50 

Horizontal -Output Amplifier 
Fil. -35.0V @ 0.45A (II sec) 
EP = 175V 
ESG = I10V 
E _ -20V 
IP = 140 -na 
I SG = 2.4 ma 
G m = 16,000 µmhos 

Protection-Banded 
Deflection -90° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.3A 
Grid 2-140V 
Neck Diameter -0.840" 

6MN8 

I2HU 

35LR6 

I2FY 

10ARP4 

7GR 

C 
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Protection-Banded 
Deflection -89° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.9A 
Grid 2-390V 

Protection-Banded 
Deflection -90° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.9A 
Grid 2-300V 

Protection-Tension Band 
Deflection -1 10° 
Filament -6.3V @ 0.315A 
Grid 2-50V 

d 

12DCP22 
RED GRN BLUE 

I 4BH 

16CYP22 
RED GRN BLUE 

I 4BH 

23JFP4 

8HR 
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MALLORY Tips for Technicians JJJLfv_ 

Low -drain Sonalert signal 
has dozens of uses 

S 1 A 
T1 

110 
VAC 

PC 

Turns "ON" 
with light 

Rl 
110 VAC (when illuminated 

Turns "OFF" 

+ ' 
28 VDC (MAX.) 

Most audible signals take considerable power to oper- 
ate. But here's a different one ... the Sonalert... 
that is completely solid state and works on a few 
milliamps. And because of this characteristic, it can 
be used in signalling, warning and testing arrange- 
ments that would otherwise be impractical, compli- 
cated or costly. 

Here's an intrusion alarm circuit using the Sonalert 
(SA in the diagram). Switches S4 and S5 are control 
line contacts in a low -voltage AC circuit ... which, 
when opened, will cause the relay contacts to open, 
gate the SCR and the Sonalert will immediately sound 
off. S4 and S5 can be door or window contacts, for 
example. This is a "fail safe" circuit. The Sonalert is 
powered by a battery (a 9 -volt Mercury Duracell® 
battery TR -146X is ideal). Any loss of AC power will 
sound the alarm. S2 is an "arming" switch, and S3 
lets you test battery condition. 

By using fusible links in the S4 and S5 positions, you 
can convert this to a fire alarm. 

In conjunction with photo cells, Sonalert can be ar- 
ranged to do all sorts of tricks. Its drain is so low that 
it can be coupled directly to low-cost cadmium sulfide 
cells. Two simple circuits are illustrated; one turns 
the Sonalert on when illuminated, the other turns the 
Sonalert on when light goes off. 

Other uses ? Sonalert works great as a continuity 
checker, code practice oscillator, swimming pool splash 
alarm. In your automobile it can be hooked up as a 
water temperature or oil pressure signal, or as a 
"headlights on" alarm. We've published a booklet 
that describes how to make many different circuits. 
Ask your Mallory Distributor for a copy of Folder 
9-406, or write to Mallory Distributor Products Com- 
pany, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indian- 
apolis, Indiana 46206. 

®Duracell is a registered trademark of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc. 

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM eclat Bede eteed4 6etC?" 
Circle 3 on literature card 
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14 Analyzing Color Problems with the Vectorscope. A case his- 
tory that illustrates chroma troubleshooting and alignment 
using the "petal" pattern, by Stan Prentiss. 

22 Chroma Demodulator and CRT Input Troubles. Missing 
colors, poor b -w, blooming picture, poor focus and intermittent 
color are just a few of the trouble symptoms that can be 
caused by defects in these sections of the color receiver, by 
Homer L. Davidson. 

28 Practical Stereo -FM Servicing, Part. 1. Introduction of a series 
of articles that will provide operational analysis and step-by- 
step troubleshooting and alignment procedures in stereo sys- 
tems. Frequency response is the subject of this first article. 
by Robert G. Middleton. 

49 Toward More Proficient Servicing. A periodic report on new 
electronic courses and training sessions currently available for 
upgrading your servicing proficiency. 

52 Solving Wrong -Hue Symptoms. Green Indians, orange horses 
and blue faces can be quickly cured by applying the diagnostic 
procedures outlined in this article. by Carl Babcoke. 
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displayed on this month's 
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OVERHAUL 

GUARANTEED 

for 1 Year 

OVERHAUL 59.75 REPLACEMENT TUNERS .. °51O.45 
Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in- 
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely 
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white. 
UV combos only $15. 

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec- 
tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage. 
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's 
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and 
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturer- 
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. 

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy 
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside 
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to 
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and 
perform-like new. 

Prefer a universal replacement? Sarkes Tarzian will 
give you a universal replacement for only $10.45. This 
price is the same for all models. The tuner is a new 
tuner designed and built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian 
for this purpose. It has memory fine tuning-UHF 
plug-in for 82 channel sets-universal mounting- 
hi-gain-lo-noise. 

ORDER TUNERS BY PART NUMBER, 
AS FOLLOWS: 

Part # 
Intermediate 
Frequency 

AF Amp Osc. Mixer 
Tube Tube Heater 

MFT-1 

MFT-2 

MET -3 

41.25 me Sound 
45.75 me Video 
41.25 me Sound 
45.75 me Video 
41.25 me Sound 
45.75 me Video 

6GK5 

3GK5 

2GK5 

6L18 

5LJ8 

5CG8 

Parallel 6.3V 

Series 450 MA 

Series 600 MA 

Prefer a customized replacement tuner? The price will 
be $18.25. Send us the original tuner for comparison 
purposes, also TV make, chassis and model numbers. 

SEND ORDERS FOR UNIVERSAL AND CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENT TUNERS TO OUR OFFICE IN INDIANAPOLIS. 

TSC 
TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE 

MIDWEST 

EAST 
SOUTH-EAST 
WEST 

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana 
(Home Office) 

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey 
938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia 
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION 
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California 

WATCH FOR NEW CENTERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

TEL: 317-632-3493 

TEL: 201-792-3730 
TEL: 404-758-2232 

TEL: 213-769-2720 

Circle 4 on literature card 
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E FLFC7RONlC SCANNER 
NATESA Director Voices Opinions at Convention 

Independent service shops are in danger of being 
phased out. This ominous warning was voiced by Frank 
Moch, Executive Director of the National Alliance of 
Television and Electronic Service Associations, in his 
keynote address to members attending NATESA's 1968 
convention held in Chicago, August 22 through 25. 

Commenting on the possible effects on the servicing 
industry of extended warranties and factory operated 
service centers, Mr. Moch stated that the facts on hand 
indicate that after 40 years, with factories relying on 
independents to do the servicing, set sales have zoomed, 
but "... suddenly independents have gone out of style 
and are scheduled for phasing out. Most of you, at this 
moment, are in the enviable position where you have 
far more than enough business. Don't be deluded. 
Phasing out would, of necessity, be a gradual transistion 
of a year or so as factories became geared. Some fac- 
tories, I am sure, have no intention to deprive you of 
the right to compete, and will resist, but don't forget 
that none 'had a gun to their heads' on the extended 
warranty gambit either." 

Mr. Moch continued on the subject of extended war- 
ranties and where they are leading by commenting that 

the factories deprive every service technician who is 
not part of the captive service or warranty system of 
"... the right to compete for the sale of a replacement 
of a worn out color picture tube and simultaneously 
assure the sale on a prebilled basis, to the factory." 

He went on to state that only the captive service 
company or a few warranty agencies can compete for 
the right to service the sets, and the fees paid such war- 
ranty agencies have never been paid to them directly. 
He added "... these agencies have always been used 
to develop patterns for the factory, for which no com- 
pensation is paid. 

"Extended warranties do unfairly bar competition by 
well qualified service people for periods of two, three 
and even eight years. Can independents survive being 
isolated from all new color sets for such periods? They 
could if parts for older sets were readily available and 
at a cost that wouldn't make service cost prohibitive 
compared to alleged advertised cost of a replacement 
set. Do not discount that this total owner control by 
these extended warranties presents a great propagandiz- 
ing opportunity that we must expect will be used." 

Refering to the Defense Department's "Project 
Transistion" program (Scanner, April, 1968), con- 
ducted in cooperation with the Electronic Industries 
Association's Service Technician Development Program, 
Mr. Moch made the following statements: "It just might 
produce all of 200 `factory style' experts to fill today's 
shortage of 10,000 technicians. 

"So few men at so great an expense could hardly be 
the real goal. More likely, these are merely pilot opera- 
tions meant to guide individual set producers to create 
men for their own operations. . . . No independent 
operator could possibly use these minimally trained 
men, especially at the wage rates guaranteed them by 
the government and the trainer. There is only one logi- 
cal answer-these are merely `robots,' trained to service 
by rote from a 'spec book' prepared by a knowledge- 
able technician and working on one single model. Re- 
placement men will roll off the `training assembly line' 
fast enough to fill drop out and other vacancies. 

"If the independent operator can't use this man, the 
factory can. Today, (of) the few set producers that sur- 
vived, each has a heavy concentration of sets in each 
of its market areas. Factory operations are being based 
near traffic arteries for easy access. Those alongside of 
expressways will permit traveling substantial distances, 
because when the `robot' gets there quickly he has eight 
or more calls within a few minutes of each other." 

To put his comments in the proper perspective, Mr. 
Moch said, "My comments, I hope, will be interpreted 
by industry in the spirit in which I make them." He 
went on to say that his comments are not intended as 
a declaration of war, but as a plea to recognize a very 
basic fact: that independent service, by virtue of its 
great and varied contributions to making home elec- 
tronics one of the top American industries in a life 
time, has earned a position of equality and proper 
survival." 

Mr. Moch concludes, "I am certain that you, as I, 
have recently had a good reason to wonder about the 
intelligence quotient and morality of the overall in- 
dustry. I am sure you, as I, have wondered whether 
being in this industry is worth the effort, costs, etc." 
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Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, offers the following services to 

solve ALL your television tuner problems. 

OVERHAUL SERVICE - All makes and models. 

VHF or UHF tuner $9.95 

UHF -VHF combination (one piece chassis) $9.95 

TRANSISTOR tuner $9.95 

COLOR tuner $9.95 
(Guaranteed color alignment ... no additional charge) 

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors. 

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes, 
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number 
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and 
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original 
standards and warranted for 90 days. 
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle 
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit 
only. 
And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader 
in this specialized field . .. your assurance of the best in 
TV tuner overhauling. 

CUSTOM REPLACEMENTS 
Exact replacements are available for tuners that our inspec- 
tion reveals are unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 ex- 
change. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.) 

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS 

Prefer to do it yourself? 

Castle universal replacement tuners are available with the 
following specifications. 

STOCK 
No. HEATERS 

SHAFT 
Min.* Max.* 

I.F. OUTPUT 
Snd. Pic. PRICE 

CR6P Parallel 6.3v 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 8.95 

CRIS Series 600mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50 

CR9S Series 450mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50 

CR6XL Parallel 6.3v 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 10.45 

CR7XL Series 600mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00 

CR9XL Series 450mA 21/" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00 

*Selector shaft length measured from tuner front apron 
to extreme tip of shaft. 

These Castle replacement tuners are all equipped with memory fine tun- 

ing, UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner, rear shaft extension and 

switch for remote control motor drive ... they come complete with hard- 

ware and component kit to adapt for use in thousands of popular TV 

receivers. 

Order universal replacements out of Main Plant (Chicago) 
only. 

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC. 
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645 

EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 

Circle 5 on literature card 
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BUS 
SMALL DIMENSION FUSES AND F 

LITY 
EHOLDERS 

For The Protection of All Types of 
Electronic and Electrical Circuits and 
Devices ... 
includes ement "slow -blowing", 
single -ele quick -acting" and signal or 
visual in mg types... in sizes from 
1/500 am p. 

HKP panel mounted hold 
for % x 11/4 in. fuses. 

HMR-RF shielded holder HKA lamp -indicating, signal 
for % x 11/4 in. fuses. activating holder. 

TRON Rectifier Fuses 
For the Safe Protection of Solid 
State Devices 
Provide extremely fast opening on 
overload and fault currents, with a 
high degree of restriction of let-thru 
current. Many types and sizes avail- 
able. Ampere ratings from l to 1000 
in voltage ratings up to 1500. 

Jobless To Be Trained As TV Technicians 
Radio Corporation of America will train 400 of the 

Nation's hard-core jobless in four cities as television 
technicians. 

In a ceremony in Washington, D. C., RCA Service 
Company president, Edgar H. Griffiths, and assistant 
secretary of Labor and Manpower administrator, Stan- 
ley H. Ruttenberg, signed a $2.5 million training con- 
tract. The 400 will be trained at RCA Service Com- 
pany facilities in Camden, Newark, Chicago and Los 
Angeles. 

A substantial portion of the program's cost will be 
assumed by RCA. This will include administrative staff 
and attendant costs, training center facilities, and all 
office, classroom and laboratory equipment. RCA an- 
ticipates spending about $1 million over and above the 
government's investment. 

Griffiths expects that RCA's "Four Cities Program" 
will "help alleviate one of the most acute problems in 
the electronics industry-a shortage of from 50,000 to 
75,000 technically trained service people." 
The program calls for the training of 80 persons each 

in Camden and Newark and 120 each in Chicago and 
Los Angeles. 

The training period will last 18 months, during which 
time the trainees will earn $1.80 to $2.00 per hour. 

After training, qualified graduates can progress 
through stages to $3.45 an hour. 

New Warranty and Service Concept Offered by 
Broadmoor 

Broadmoor Industries, Ltd., marketers of portable 
and table model radios, clock -radios and portable 
monochrome and color television sets, has announced 
a new warranty program effective September 1. 

Previously all Broadmoor radios and clock -radios 
have been covered by a one-year, over-the-counter war- 
ranty. The consumer has the option of returning the set 
to the dealer, or to Broadmoor, for warranty exchange. 
It will be retained as the standard warranty. In addi- 
tion, however, under the new program, the purchaser 
has the option of requesting a "Lifetime Service Plan," 
which covers parts and labor on factory defects for as 
long as the customer owns the set. Fees to the con- 
sumer are on a sliding scale basis: AM radios, $3.95; 
AM clock -radios and AM -FM radios, $4.95; AM -FM 
clock -radios and multiband sets, $5.95. Defective sets, 
under the new Lifetime Service Plan, must be sent to 
Broadmoor for repair. The only charges will be for 
postage and handling. There will be no charge for parts 
or labor, unless the set has been damaged, abused or 
serviced by unauthorized personnel. Cabinets, decora- 
tive items, telescoping antennas and batteries, are ex- 
cluded from the warranty. 

On Broadmoor monochrome TV, the standard war- 
ranty has been 90 days on parts, one year on picture 
tube. Under the new program, this standard warranty 
now will include labor on parts replaced within the 
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90 days. Also, the purchaser now has the option of 
requesting an extended warranty, "One Year Parts and 
Labor Carry -In Plan," upon payment of a $5.95 one- 
time fee. This extends the warranty to cover parts and 
labor (including the picture tube) for one full year. The 
"Carry -In" provision merely means the consumer must 
bring the set to an authorized Broadmoor TV service 
station, or else send it to Broadmoor, prepaid. 

On color TV, a field which Broadmoor only recently 
entered with the introduction of Model 6916 15" port- 
able at the Consumer Electronics Show, the warranty 
is one year on parts and two years on the color picture 
tube. 

The mechanics of the new warranty program are 
very simple. All the dealer does is explain the warranty 
program to the consumer, who fills out the necessary 
cards and sends them to Broadmoor along with appro- 
priate remittance for the optional extended warranty 
plans. Broadmoor registers the warranty and in the case 
of standard warranties, returns only the cards to the 
consumer. When the purchaser has chosen an extended 
warranty plan, Broadmoor also sends him a self- 
adhesive sticker containing all the necessary informa- 
tion to verify that the set is under an extended war- 
ranty. 

In the case of the standard radio warranty, the 
Broadmoor dealer is not obligated to perform the 
"over-the-counter" exchange, during the one year life 
of the warranty. He can ask the consumer to return the 

set to Broadmoor; a new set is then sent to the con- 
sumer, who pays the postage and handling charge. If 
the dealer makes the exchange, there is no such charge. 

At the same time, a new Service Supervisor, Dan 
Sporer, has been appointed. Sporer will be responsible 
for the quality of service work, both in the field and 
at the factory here in Des Plaines, Illinois. 

According to Ted Collins, Broadmoor vice president, 
the new extended warranty program is being offered 
at a time when many manufacturers are adding respon- 
sibility for extended warranties to their dealers. "Our 
studies show," he said, "that dealers prefer not to 
handle warranty service problems. We agree with this 
trend. We feel the manufacturer should assume his 
share of the responsibility for extended warranty ser- 
vice for two reasons: (1) It assures the consumer of 
uniform application of the warranty plans; (2) If there 
are design or production problems, it is only right that 
the producer 'pay the Piper' for his mistakes." 

Broadmoor's goal for authorized TV service stations 
is 500. Collins commented that their drive is meeting 
with success because it is based upon practical business 
principles. Before they approach a service agency, they 
evaluate the quality of their work. If it meets Broad - 
moor's standards, they agree to pay the service agency 
their standard rate. "In this way," said Collins, "the 
service agency makes a legitimate profit on service 
work performed for Broadmoor. Broadmoor radios are 
not serviced in the field. The reason for this, according 

The Complete Line of Signal -Indicating 
Alarm -Activating Fuses 

For use on computers, microwave units, 
communication equipment, all electronic 
circuitry. 

ß 
BUSS GLD-% x 1'/< in. 
Visual -Indicating, 
Alarm -Activating. 

BUSS GBA-'/, x 1'/e in. 
Visual -Indicating. 

BUSS MIC-13/32 x 11 
in. Visual -Indicating, 
Alarm -Activating. 

BUSS MIN -13/32 x 11/2 

in. Visual -Indicating. 

FNA FUSETRON Fuse 13/32 
x 11/2 in. slow -blowing, Visu- 
al -Indicating, Alarm -Activat- 
ing. (Also useful for protection 
of small motors, solenoids, 
transformers in machine tool 
industry.) 

BUSS Grasshopper 
Fuse, Visual -Indicating, 
Alarm -Activating. 

BUSS ACH 
Aircraft Limiter, 
Visual -Indicating. 

BUSS GMT and HLT 
holder, Visual -Indica- 
ting, Alarm -Activating. 

For fuses and fuseholders of unquestioned high quality 
for every protection need ... 

SUB -MINIATURE FUSES 
Ideal for space tight applications, light weight, vibration and 
shock resistant. For use as part of miniaturized integrated 
circuit, large multi -circuit electronic systems, computers, printed 
circuit boards, all electronic circuitry. 

/, 

TRON 
Sub -Minia 

Fuses 
tube 

igtail 

size only .145 x .300 inches. Glass 
ction permits visual inspection of ele- 

m- rmatically sealed. Twenty-three ampere 
rom 1/100 thru 15. 

BUSS Sub -Miniature GMW 

Fuse and HWA Fuseholder 

Fuse size only .270 x .250 inches. Fuse has window for 
visual inspection of element. Fuse may be used with 
or without holder. 1/200 to 5 amp. Fuses and holders 
meet Military Specifications. 

Write for BUSS Form SFB 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co. St. Louis, Mo. 63107 

SUPPLIED THE ECONOMICAL WAY .. . 

THRU DISTRIBUTORS 

lUTSs QuALITY 
FUSES 
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REVOLUTIONARY 

NEW 

The COLOR -TUNED 
Family of 
Antennas 

CT -34G 
UHF -VHF 

T' S 

FIRST 
FROM KAY -TOWN E 5 

AN ENTIRELY NEW CONCEPT IN ANTENNA DESIGN! 

Most conventional UHF -VHF combination an- 
tennas use the "pass through" coupling system. 
The VHF signals pass through the UHF an- 
tenna, acting as a section of the transmission 
line. The presence of the UHF elements at- 
tached to this transmission line results in a 
line mismatch at various VHF frequencies with 
the standing waves being detrimental to color 
reception. 

NOW - RECEIVE TRUE COLOR 
AS IT IS TRANSMITTED! 

Kay -Townes new "Color -Tuned" concept ob- 
soletes the old "pass through" system. The 
high gain, nine driven element UHF antenna 
is coupled to the VHF portion in a manner 
that actually tunes the VHF section. The an- 
tenna features a double stub UHF trap to 
assure 100% isolation, resulting in a no -loss 
coupling of the two systems to a single trans- 
mission line. A corner reflector doubles as a 
high gain UHF reflector and a broad, high 
band, high gain director on VHF channels 7-13 
and reduces the space loop losses in both bands. 

Kay_ To wives ANTE N NA COMPANY 
Box 593 Rorne,Ga.30162 
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to Collins, is that most service agencies prefer not to 
service portable radios. It presents a tremendous parts 
stocking problem, and it usually is not profitable. 
Therefore, Broadmoor asks their service agencies to 
service TV sets only. 

An advantage to service agencies of the new ex- 
tended warranty service program on TV, is the war- 
ranty sticker which the consumer receives. All the ser- 
viceman has to do to determine whether or not a set 
is in warranty, is to check for the warranty sticker on 
the set. 

Collins revealed that a preliminary test mailing to 
Broadmoor set owners indicates that up to 50 percent 
will select the optional extended warranty plans. 

Microfilm Service Data System 
A microfilm system which instantly locates technical 

information on all home entertainment products ever 
produced by Sylvania has been placed in operation by 
Sylvania Entertainment Products, an operating group 
of the company. 

The service, which is being made available to 
Sylvania distributors, dealers and servicing contractors 
on a lease basis, consists of two reel-to-reel microfilm 
cartridges and a desk top reader unit which projects 
the material on an 8"x101/2" screen. The service is 

designed as a supplement to Sylvania's regular printed 
service literature which is published as new products 
are introduced. 

The microfilm library would be updated periodically 
at no additional charge to subscribers. 

At present all Sylvania service data is contained on 
one and a half scaled cartridges, the equivalent of ap- 
proximately 6,000 printed sheets. There is room for an 
additional 2,000 sheets of literature on the second 
cartridge, enough for about two more years of normal 
service literature before a third cartridge has to be 
added to the system. 

According to Sylvania, it is impossible to place the 
cartridges incorrectly on the reader, and a technician 
can manually advance the film at about 200 frames per 
second. 

Printed indexes are provided with each cartridge and 
an index also is contained on each reel. The reader 
unit, which operates on normal household current, 
weighs 11 pounds and is fully portable. It has three 
simple controls: an on -off switch, a focusing lever, and 
a film advance -reverse knob. 

Sharp Two -Year CRT Warranty 
A two year picture tube warranty on all current 

Sharp color television models has been announced by 
Sharp Electronics Corporation. 

The Sharp color TV line presently consists of an 
18 -inch table model, a 14 -inch portable, and a 12 -inch 
portable. The new picture tube warranty goes into ef- 
fect immediately. 

All Sharp color models carry a one year warranty 
on all other parts, and the 12 -inch and 14 -inch port- 
ables include a 90 day carry -in service policy at no 
additional cost. 

RCA Tops Three Billion in Tube Production 
On September 12th of this year RCA marked a new 

milestone in electronics-production of its three bil- 
lionth receiving tube-on the same site purchased in 
1881 by Thomas A. Edison for the manufacture of 
incandescent lamps. 

RCA acquired the Harrison plant in 1930 and began 
making tubes for its early "Radiola" radio sets. The 
three billion tubes represent almost one-third of all the 
receiving tubes produced by the industry. 

"The receiving tube has enriched the lives of people 
throughout the world, making possible such things as 
commercial radio broadcasting, television, talking pic- 
tures, high-fidelity phonographs, and computers," ac- 
cording to John B. Farese, executive vice president, 
RCA Electronic Components. 

Noting that receiving tubes today are meeting severe 
competition from transistors and other solid-state de- 
vices, Mr. Farese said "tubes will continue to be widely 
used because of their low-cost, high reliability and ef- 
ficient performance." He said RCA alone markets more 
than 1,000 different types of receiving tubes which are 
used for the amplification, detection and oscillation of 
radio signals. 

Mr. Farese predicted that over the next five years 
industry sales of receiving tubes would approximate 1.4 
billion units. 

RCA's milestone receiving tube is a type widely used 
in both the 1969 model color and black -and -white tele- 
vision sets. It is designated as the RCA 6GH8A type. 

The three billion receiving tubes made by RCA 
represents enough units to equip 150 million color 
television sets, each of which has an average of 20 
tubes. Approximately 90 per cent of the color television 
sets produced this year and 1969 will use receiving 
tubes, the executive stated. 

In manufacturing three billion receiving tubes, Mr. 
Farese added, RCA consumed 187,000 tons of glass, 
544,000 miles of tungsten wire, and 2,600 tons of mica. 
If laid end -to -end, the tubes would stretch approxi- 
mately 140,000 miles. 

New Company Formed to Manufacture 
TV Components In Latin America 

The formation of a new company, Sylvania of Puerto 
Rico, Incorporated, which will manufacture television 
set components and accessories for distribution through- 
out Latin America, has been announced by General 
Telephone & Electronics International Incorporated. 

The new company was organized to supply com- 
ponents and complete TV "kits" for companies which 
manufacture Sylvania sets in Costa Rica, Jamaica, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela, Colombia, and Peru. 
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When you think 
Meters... 

Think Best Value! 
Choose Heath! 

N EW 
Heathkit 1M-28 

Bench Type VTVM 

Heathkit 1M-17 
Solid -State 

Volt -Ohm -Meter 
4 AC & DC volts ranges from one 

volt full scale to 1000 volts 4 
Resistance ranges measure from 
0.1 ohm to 1000 megohms 11 
megohm DC input impedance, 1 

megohm AC Response 10 Hz to 
1 MHz Battery powered Includes 
all probes and portable case 

Kit 
$36.50 
Wired 

$56.95 

New Heathkit styling 7 DC & AC volts ranges - 1.5 volts full scale to 1500 
volts 7 Resistance ranges measure from one ohm to 1000 megohms Response 
25 Hz to 1 MHz 11 megohm DC input impedance, 1 megohm on AC AC 
powered 6" meter 

NEW Heathkit 1M-18 
Standard VTVM 

A restyled version of the IM -11 
7 DC & AC volts ranges from 1.5 

volts full scale to 1500 volts 7 
Resistance ranges measure from 
one ohm to 1000 megohms Re- 
sponse 25 Hz to 1 MHz 11 meg- 
ohm DC input impedance, 1 meg- 
ohm on AC AC powered 

NEW Heathkit 1M-38 
Lab AC VTVM 

Features the Heath "New -Look" 
10 AC volt ranges measure from 

0.01 to 300 volts RMS full scale 

Wired Decibel range -52 to +52 total in 
ten ranges Response 10 Hz to 

$54.95 1 MHz 10 megohm input im- 
pedance AC powered 

Kit 
$39.50 

Heathkit 1M-25 
Solid -State Volt- 
Ohm-Milliammeter 

9 DC & AC volts ranges - 150 millivolts full scale to 1500 volts 7 Resistance 
ranges measure from one ohm to 1000 megohms 11 Current ranges - 15 uA 
full scale to 1.5 A. Response to 100 kHz 11 megohm DC input impedance, 
10 megohm on AC Battery or AC power 

Kit 
$28.50 
Wired 
$47.95 

Kit 
$80 

Heathkit 1M-16 
Solid -State 
Volt -Ohm -Meter 

8 DC & AC volts ranges - 500 millivolts full scale to 1500 volts 7 Resistance 
ranges measure from one ohm to 1000 megohms 11 megohm DC input im- 
pedance, 1 megohm on AC Battery or AC power 

Wired 
$115 

r 

Kit 
$44.95 
Wired 

$64.95 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-11 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send my FREE 1969 Heathkit Catalog 

D Enclosed is S , plus postage 

Please send model (s) 

Name 

Addresq 

City State 
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 

Zip 
TE -192 J 

The new company also will manufacture TV sets for 
sale in Puerto Rico. 

Occupational Outlook Report on Servicing 
Industry 

According to an occupational outlook report pub- 
lished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Depart- 
ment of Labor, about 125,000 television and radio 
service technicians were estimated to be employed in 
early 1967, of whom about a third were self-employed. 
About three -fourths of all service technicians worked in 
service shops or in stores that sell and service television 
receivers, radios, and other electronic products. Most 
of the remaining service technicians were employed by 
government agencies and manufacturers, including 
manufacturers that operated their own service branches. 

The report states that information obtained from 
proprietors of independent service shops and manu- 
facturers who operate service centers located in major 
metropolitan areas indicates that, in early 1967, many 
service technicians in entry jobs had straight -time 
weekly earnings ranging from about $70 to $100 and 
many experienced service technicians had weekly earn- 
ings ranging from $110 to $180. 

The report also states that employment of television 
and radio service technicians is expected to increase 
rapidly throughout the 1970's. Although technological 
improvements will continue to reduce servicing re- 
quirements in the years ahead, new developments and 
consumer acceptance and use of new electronic prod- 
ucts, such as video tape recorders, will increase employ- 
ment opportunities for those technicians who have 
theoretical as well as practical knowledge of electronic 
circuits and know how to use the latest test equipment. 

Oregon Association Joins NEA 
President Rod Gregg, Oregon Television Service 

Association, has announced that the membership of 
OTSA voted to join the National Electronic Associa- 
tions, Inc. This action took place at the fall convention 
of OTSA, September 21 through 22 at Eugene, Oregon. 

Oregon's joining NEA closely follows similar mem- 
bership gains made by substantial groups moving into 
NEA in the past few months, from the Texas Elec- 
tronics Association, the California State Electronics 
Association and the Nebraska Electronic Service Asso- 
ciation. 

The Oregon Association took the occasion of their 
convention to present Mr. Al Lamer, CET, with his 
Certified Electronic Technician certificate, the first in 
the state. Also, thirty technicians sat for the CET test 
session that was monitored by two of NEA's vice 
presidents; Mr. Colin Gregory, of McMinnville, Oregon 
and Mr. Emmett Mefford, CET, Fontana, California. 

Plans Revealed for 1969 NEW Show 
Milton Friedberg, President of Antenna Specialists, 

Cleveland, Ohio, has been elected president of Elec- 
tronic Industry Show Corporation, and will preside 
over the planning and operation of the 1969 NEW 
Electronics Show, to be held at the Sahara Hotel Con- 
vention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada, May 21 to 23, 
1969. The annual trade show for electronics distribu- 
tors is expected to be one of the largest conventions 
ever held in the world entertainment capital. 
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Letters to the editor 

AGC Operation Explained 
I am writing concerning an arti- 

cle in your June, 1968 PF Reporter. 
The article in question is found on 
page fifty and is entitled "Transis- 
torized AGC" by Jack Darr. 

I found myself faced with a lack 
of understanding of "positive going" 
AGC on NPN transistors. I must 
say that Mr. Darr's article has been 
a great help. 

However, I would like to point 
out one small "fly in the ointment". 
In the column titled "What are all 
those diodes for?", Mr. Darr's anal- 
ysis of the function of X33 does not 
conform with Westinghouse's no- 
menclature for this diode (AGC 
Decoupling). 

Mr. Darr states, in essence, that 
X33 will not conduct until the ap- 
plied AGC voltage "goes above" a 
preset level determined by the set- 
ting of R6. (Mr. Darr might do well 
to heed his own advice, given ear - 

+12V -4 

TUNER 

AGC - 
3.0V 

IF AGC 

R136 

'VVB 

R6 

AG C 

CROSSOVER 
250052 

2ND V IDEO X32 

AMP >I 
EMITTER 

/\./\/\/-4 
150052 

lier in the article, to avoid the use 
of such terms as "goes above"). 

May I correct the above state- 
ment by saying that diode X33 con- 
ducts at all times, except when the 
collector of Q7 biases the cathode 
of X33 more positive than the volt- 
age level on the anode, which is 
preset by R6. Futhermore, conduc- 
tion through X33 takes place as 
follows: from ground through R80 
to the positive 12 -volt source. I 
might also mention that when no 
positive AGC voltage is being ap- 
plied to the cathode of X33, the 
current flowing through X33 from 
ground is one of the major factors 
determining the amount of forward 
bias on the base -emitter ¡unction 
of the 2nd video IF transmitter. As 
the AGC transmitter Q7 begins to 
conduct, its collector becomes in- 
creasingly positive. This action 
causes the conduction through X33 
to decrease, thus causing current 

Wv 
10K 

01-15m'd 390052 

-.001 I 560052 

+12V 

AGC KEYING 

Q C1.6V 
B+15V 

+ 
5 mfd 

PULSE Y 

WINDING +12V 

ON FLYBACK 
+12V 

5 

0 
5mfd 

I 
20mfd 

à p 'e e Service 

On All Makes 
OF TV TUNERS 

Maximum `Tithe nJSfiop`24 rs. 
Price Change Effective August 1, 1968 

s4ei 
4.1r 

(WE SHIP C.O.D.) 

$ .95 

Block & 

White 
or Color 

VHF or 
UHF 

UV Combo's $16.50 

Price includes all labor and parts 
except Tubes, Diodes & Transistors. 
If combo tuner needs only one unit 
repaired, disassemble and ship only 
defective unit. Otherwise there will 
be a charge for a combo tuner. 
Ship tuners to us complete with 
Tubes, Tube Shields, Tuner Cover 
and all parts (including) any broken 
parts. State chassis, model number 
and complaint. 

All tuners are serviced by FACTORY 
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with years 
of experience in this specialized 
field. All tuners are ALIGNED TO 
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION 
on crystal controlled equipment 
and air checked on monitor before 
shipping to assure that tuner is 
operating properly. 

GEM CITY TUNER 

REPAIR SERVICE 
Box 6C Dabel Station 

2631 Mardon Drive 

Dayton, Ohio 45420 
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New! IRC 

STRIPTROL 
A real time and money saver. Striptrol 
is a fast, convenient way to do shop 
replacement of side -by -side strip con- 
trols in leading color and black and 
white sets. Big selection of IRC/CTS 
adjustors, elements, and housings. No 
need to wait for original parts. Parts 
are easy to assemble. Low cost, too. 

2 LOW-COST STOCKS 

Your IRC Distributor offers two ver- 
satile stocks. Both include a sturdy, 
12 -drawer steel cabinet, dividers, la- 
bels, Striptrol assembly instruction, 
and replacement data. 

STRIPTROL 
Now at leading IRC Distributors 

DIVISION OF TRW INC. 
401 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa. 19108 
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flow through R80 to decrease. This 
raises the positive potential at the 
junction of R80 and X33, in turn 
increasing the "positive going" bias 
on the 2nd video IF transistor. This 
of course decreases the overall gain 
of the IF strip. 

When the conduction through 
the AGC transistor Q7, increases 
due to an increased video signal, 
the collector of Q7 becomes more 
positive. When this positive poten- 
tial, which is applied through R81 
to the cathode of X33, becomes 
more positive than the preset volt- 
age on the anode of X33, then, and 
only then, the phenomenon of "de - 
coupling" takes place. This means 
that any further increase in positive 
potential on the cathode of X33 
will no longer have any effect on 
the anode of X33, hence no further 
effect on the AGC bias of the IF 
strip. 

Shortly before this point is 
reached, and as soon as a positive 
potential of three volts or more ap- 
pears at point A, X34 begins to 
conduct and decreases the gain of 
the NPN RF amplifier transistor, 
which, along with the oscillator and 
mixer transistors, the PHOTOFACT 
Folder has mistakenly shown as 
PNP transistors. 

In the column preceeding the one 
I have discussed, Mr. Darr states 
that there is no external voltage 
supply at the collector of Q7. I'm 
afraid that in this case there is a 
small, fixed, positive voltage com- 
ing through R80 and X33 to the 
collector of Q7, approximately 1.7 
volts. 

By the way, could you give me a 
logical explanation for the function 
of X32 in this same "Monster". 

In all seriousness, I do appreciate 
your fine publication. It is the big- 
gest and the best help there is to 
the serviceman, if he will take the 
time to read and understand it. 

I feel sure that you won't publish 
this letter, but I would be inter- 
ested in an answer as soon as pos- 
sible. I am a subscriber to every- 
thing that Howard Sams publishes. 

Neil V. Asselin 
Lexington, Mich. 

Mr. Asselin, your analysis of the 
operation of this AGC system is 
absolutely correct. To further clar- 
ify the operation of this system, it 
should be pointed out that even 
with low levels of signal input, ap- 

proximately 2 volts of positive AGC 
voltage is applied to the video IF's. 
As the input signal strength in- 
creases, the collector current of Q7 
increases, making the voltage at 
both the anode and cathode of X33 
more positive. When the voltages at 
the anode and cathode of X33 be- 
come equal (a condition dependent 
upon the setting of R6) the diode 
ceases to conduct. Although in- 
creased conduction of Q7 will fur- 
ther increase (make more positive ) 

the voltage at the cathode of X33, 
the anode voltage of this diode 
will remain at a maximum level of 
approximately +3 volts. Thus, the 
IF AGC voltage will vary between 
+2 and +3 volts, depending on the 
strength of the incoming signal. 

The RF AGC diode, X34, has on 
its cathode a fixed reverse bias of 
approximately +3 volts. This bias 
is produced by the flow of current 
from ground, through R77 and R78 
to the 12 -volt source. With X33 cut 
off, any further increase in the col- 
lector current of Q7 increases the 
positive voltage at point A and, 
consequently, at the anode of X34. 
When this voltage exceeds, or over- 
comes, the fixed reverse bias on the 
cathode of X34, the diode conducts 
and effectively offers zero resis- 
tance to the positive potential at 
its anode. Thus, any further in- 
crease in the positive voltage 
(above 3 volts) at point A will be 
applied directly through X34 to the 
AGC terminals of the tuner. 

Diode X32 provides the "keying" 
function for transistor Q7. There 
are two signals applied to X32: A 
negative -going composite video sig- 
nal from the 2nd video amplifier is 
applied to the anode and effectively 
reverse biases the diode. A nega- 
tive -going pulse from the hori- 
zontal -output transformer is ap- 
plied to the cathode of X32 to over- 
come the reverse bias of the anode. 
When the horizontal pulse is pres- 
ent on its cathode, X32 conducts, 
passing the video signal and for- 
ward biasing Q7 into conduction. 
Thus, the keying action. 

Thank you for pointing out the 
error in Mr. Darr's article and those 
in the PHOTOFACT Folder. Al- 
though we strive to eliminate all 
technical inaccuracies, occasionally 
one does slip by. When it does, we 
appreciate having it brought to our 
attention, as you have done in this 
case. 
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Better Grease 
We note that in the article, "Ro- 

tators-Selecting, Installing, Servic- 
ing" in your May issue, that Dow 
Corning 7 compound is recom- 
mended as a lubricant for antenna 
gears and bearings. 

A better choice for this appli- 
cation would be Dow Corning 33 

grease, which was developed spe- 
cifically for this type of applica- 
tion. Dow Corning 7 compound 
was developed as a release agent, 
and is not recommended for use 
as a lubricant for gears, although 
it may work satisfactorily if the 
gears are lightly loaded. 

Philip K. Blumer 
Publicity Specialist 
Dow Corning Corp. 

Modular Designs 
In the June issue an article 

titled "Transistors: A Report on the 
State of the Art" stated that the 
plug-in circuit board employed in 
TV sets in use by Motorola was the 
only major use of this concept, and 
I wish to correct the statement if I 
might. Setchell-Carlson has been 
using this concept in their TV re- 
ceivers for a number of years. I 
have been familiar with their pro- 
ducts since about 1958 and I know 
that their TV sets have used this 
concept almost entirely since that 
time and possibly longer. 

W. E. Applegarth 
Applegarth Service & Supply 
Steele City, Nebraska 

Mr. Applegarth, you are right. 
Setchell-Carlson has employed a 
modular type chassis design for a 
number of years, although it isn't 
completely solid-state as is Motor- 
ola's. Setchell-Carlson calls their de- 
sign "unit-ized." 

According to data compiled 
and distributed by the Con- 
sumer Products Division of the 
Electronics Industries Associa- 
tion, the following numbers of 
home entertainment electronic 
products were in use as of 
1967: 

Color television 12,700,000 

B -W television 81,500,000 

Home radios 195,000,000 

Auto radios 73,000,000 

Phonographs 51,000,000 

Total 413,200,000 

COMPLETE 

P`-,-___ 

eonrznxu. <aeooERï 

IBA 

,.,rKSIONAI w,OT BAND 

..I.nT., 

_APT RIGNT VECTOR EX; NORM .OT TOR 

ORTI MORIR OITL VERt VETI 
VATE KATE PLAT: PLATE 

8-y_VECTORSCOPE -R -y 
INPUT CONNECTION ,NIM 

TO RESETI 

NEW OSCILLOSCOPEIVECTORSCOPE 
With just the flip of a switch 

NOW YOU CAN SERVICE 
COLOR BOTH WAYS 

Vector Pattern (as recom- 
mended by Zenith, etc.) 

Conventional "S" Pattern 
(as recommended by RCA, 

Admiral, etc.) 

A truly remarkable service scope; complete for every servicing test recom- 
mended by any and all TV manufacturers. For the very first time, here is a 

scope sensitive enough to view the IF tuner output but with adequate high 
voltage protection to view the plate of the horizontal output tube directly. 
Leave the rear view switches in their normal position and you can use the 
PS 148 to service color TV from chroma take off to the tri -color tube follow- 
ing the standard RCA "S" pattern approach. Flip the VECTOR switch on the 
rear and you have converted to a standard vectorscope ... and for only 
$20.00 more than the Sencore scope without vectors. Compare these speci- 
fications and you will be convinced that the PS 148 is the most complete, 
versatile, scope on the market today. 

. Direct Peak to Peak Voltage Measurements. Read the peak to peak waveform voltage 
directly from the vertical input controls. Faster and easier than a VTVM and extremely 
accurate. 
Wilde Band. Vertical amplifier frequency response is flat from 10HZ to 5.2MHZ ± 1DB. 

High Sensitivity. Vertical amplifier sensitivity of .017 volts 
RMS per one inch deflection. Ultra sensitive for transistor 
servicing and for viewing signals directly off a TV tuner. 
Direct and Lo -Cap Probe on one cable for maximum ver- 
satility. The Lo -Cap probe can handle high voltage signals 
up to 6000 volts peak to peak. 
Extended Horizontal Sweep Frequencies. Horizontal sweep 
ranges from 5HZ all the way to 500 KHZ in five overlapping 
steps; allows you to look at higher frequency waveforms. 
Sync is so positive you would think it has triggered sweep. 

Exclusive Vectorscope Features. Flick one switch at the 
rear of the PS 148 and you have an easy to use vectorscope. 
This new vector pattern greatly simplifies chroma trouble 
shooting and bandpass alignment. 
Minimum Circuit Loading on Vectors. Prevents distorted 
vector patterns due to lead capacity loading by having 
vectorscope connections on rear of PS 148. 

Special Vectorgraph Screen. Shows exact degree of chroma 
demodulation. 

. Provisions for intensity modulation and direct connections 
to CRT deflection plates on rear for forming lissajous pat- 
terns, etc. Just a flick of two switches; no need to discon- 
nect leads or make special connections. 

PS 148 

en» 

NCOF1 
NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101 
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Analyzing color problems 

with the Vectorscope 

BURST 

R -Y 
2 O 4 

/ 

\8 

B -Y 

Fig. 1 Typical vectorscope pattern. 

Fig. 2 Pattern obtained with fine tuning 
of receiver slightly misadjusted. 

Fig. 4 Pattern observed with tint con- 
trol rotated completely clockwise. 

by Stan Prentiss 

Another approach to 
color servicing 

Would you believe that a com- 
plete AFPC and chroma demodu- 
lator alignment could be performed 
in the home without turning the 
living room into a service shop? 

Fig. 3 Saturation of the petal tips 
caused by gross misadjustment of the 
fine tuning. 

Fig. 5 Full counterclockwise rotation 
of tint control produced this pattern. 

Arrival of the vectorscope on the 
servicing scene has made such home 
call procedures possible. The fol- 
lowing case history not only adds 
to the proof that it can be done, it 
also points up the effectiveness of 
the vectorscope for troubleshooting 
chroma circuits. But first, let's ex- 
amine the pattern displayed by the 
vectorscope and how it is inter- 
preted. 

The Vectorscope Pattern 
The 10 chroma bars from a gated - 

rainbow generator are processed 
through the circuits of the color re- 
ceiver and picked off by the vector - 
scope at the R and B, or R -Y and 
B -Y, amplifiers to form a circular 
pattern of daisy petal fingers on the 
300° calibrated graticule of the 
vectorscope, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The R, or R -Y, 3rd bar points 
almost vertically at 90° and the B, 
or B -Y, 6th bar extends horizontally 
at 180° or 180° plus. The various 
amplitudes, thinness, curvature, po- 
sition, and presence or absence of 
these two prinicipal vectors can re- 
late almost anything you might want 
to know about the condition of the 
receiver's color circuits. 

This instrument can be of tremen- 
dous value to the technician and, 
as we shall soon prove, it can be 
used just as easily in the home as 
in the shop. 

The Proof 
We received a call one day to 

come and service a relatively new 
Sylvania, Model 25LC 114C, color 
receiver that reportedly had poor 
vertical linearity, a yellow haze on 
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Fig. 6 Partial schematic diagram of chroma circuitry employed in Sylvania DO2 series chassis. 

the left side, a high -voltage arc, 
color fringing on monochrome pro- 
grams, and inadequate flesh tones 
during color broadcasts. It sounded 
like the perfect shop job, but we 
took along a supply of tubes, a 

good DC triggered sweep oscillo- 
scope and a vectorscope. 

Preliminary checking re v al e d 

that the high -voltage arc was caused 
by a corona leak through the insul- 
lated filament winding. We cured 
this problem with a heavy duty, 30 - 
kilovolt cable. 

Next, we checked the tubes. 
There were four weak ones, in- 
cluding the vertical output tube, 
which was the cause of the poor 

Fig. 7 Double exposure dis- 
plays both the DC and AC 
waveform components at the 
plate of the burst amplifier. 

P 

# ...... ::.a.., ...I,,.. 

11111111111 .. 111111111111 

1111111111 11111111 
f11111111111'11 

Fig. 8 Pattern displayed with color out 
of sync. 

Fig. 9 Pattern showing third petal on 
the R -Y axis and the sixth petal midway 
between the B -Y axis and position 7. 

vertical linearity. The VHF tuner 
was also dirty, so it's cover was 
removed, and the contacts cleaned. 
A new 6GU7 horizontal blanking 
and G -Y amplifier eliminated the 
yellow stripe on the left of the 
screen. (A decrease in the ampli- 
tude of the blanking pulse can cause 
a greenish -yellow vertical band that 
can be moved by adjusting the hori- 
zontal hold control.) Slight static 
and dynamic convergence did the 
rest. 

After the set and its new tubes 
had been allowed to heat for half 
an hour, a slight adjustment of static 
and dynamic convergence elimi- 
nated the fringing. A final routine 
check of the high voltage indicated 
that it was adjusted within the nec- 
essary limits for safe levels of X- 
radiation. Also the screen controls 
were adjusted for color tempera- 
tures that would produce uniform 
gray -scale tracking over the entire 
brightness range. 

Now came the ultimate test- 
proper flesh tone, or hue, reproduc- 
tions. We covered the top of the 
receiver with a cloth and set up the 
DC triggered -sweep oscilloscope and 
a combination vectorscope and col- 
or bar generator. 

The combination vectorscope-col- 
or bar generator was connected to 
the antenna terminals through the 
RF lead, and to the R -Y and B -Y 
outputs at the grids of the picture 
tube (points K and M). Both the 
receiver and the pattern in Fig. 2 
were observed. 

The first rule for using a vector - 
scope is to look at the fine tuning 
of the TV receiver. If it is misad- 
justed (for the vectorscope), the pat- 
tern will open up into a wide, oval 
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petal display indicating that the 
local oscillator of the receiver must 
be readjusted for a relatively fine - 
line pattern. (Live pictures may re- 
quire a slight readjustment from this 
position when the vectorscope is 
disconnected since the intensity and 

frequency of the live and instru- 
ment -generated signals will differ.) 
Gross misadjustment of the fine 
tuning will spread the 10 leaves of 
the pattern even more and produce 
what appears to be clusters of sat- 
uration at the petal tips (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 10 Effects of rotating the tint control either side 
Tint control clockwise. (B) Tint control counterclockwise. 

of its mid -point setting. (A) 
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CRT RED GRID 

Fig. 11 Partial schematic of color difference amplifiers employed in Sylvania chassis. 

Note that the R -Y third bar in both 
photographs is considerably sepa- 
rated from the vertical axis where, 
reportedly, it should be to produce 
"perfect" demodulation. 

The next thing we observed was 
the range of the tint control. (Re- 
member that lack of flesh tones was 
the principal color complaint.) With 
the tint control turned fully clock- 
wise, the third vertical bar was only 
a few degrees to the right of the R -Y 
vector (Fig. 4). When the tint con- 
trol was rotated fully counter clock- 
wise, the pattern spread enormously 
and the third bar wound up almost 
along the O burst axis (Fig. 5). This 
was wrong since the receiver manu- 
facturer's literature specifies that the 
tint control must move the pattern 
at least 30° either side of the R -Y 
axis to provide an acceptable range 
that will meet all colorcast and re- 
ceiver reception conditions. 

Referring to Fig. 6, note that the 
tint control is simply a charging and 
discharging path to ground for C130 
(an actual time -constant) that, in 
turn, is connected to the lower side 
of the burst amplifier transformer 
as a sort of AC voltage divider and 
is used to control the phase of the 
burst transformer secondary. This 
helps trim the phase detector as it 
reacts to the difference between the 
3.58 -MHz oscillator output and the 
station -generated burst (color sync) 
signal so that the DC correction 
voltage generated across R173 and 
R174 will correctly tune V24A, the 
chroma reference oscillator control. 

Since the tint control, R8, does 
affect the operation of the 3.58 - 
MHz oscillator, it would be best to 
be sure of two things: first, that 
there is no actual breakdown in the 
burst amplifier that would make the 
tuning of A 17 worthless and, sec- 
ond, that the 3.58 -MHz oscillator 
should be calibrated so that the 
color demodulation would be rela- 
tively correct since A17 has been 
properly adjusted. 

First, let's look at the first ampli- 
fier. The waveform at the plate 
should be approximately 60 volts 
peak to peak at a DC level of 385 
volts. The actual reading, shown in 
Fig. 7, was approximately 380 
volts at a peak to peak scope adjust- 
ment of 100 volts per graticule di- 
vision, and an AC waveform ampli- 
tude of 60 volts p -p as indicated by 
bothe top and expanded trace (20 
volts/div.) on the bottom. This 
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IT TAKES AN EXACT REPLACEMENT 

TO HIT THE MARK IN COLOR TV SERVICE 

TWIST -LOK® Capacitors come in the right ratings 

so you can make exact replacements 
Ask your Sprague distributor for a copy of Sprague's comprehensive 

Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 or write to: 

Sprague Products Company, 105 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247. 

P.S. 

65.9,09 

You can increase your business 7'/:% by participating 
in E I A's "What else needs fixing?" program. Ask your 
distributor or write to us for details. 

Circle 12 on literature card 

SPRAGUE' 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 
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photo is a double exposure to show 
both the DC and AC waveforms in 
convenient perspective and also to 
illustrate the way a DC voltage can 
be evaluated using the bottom line 
of the graticule as O, or ground, 
reference. Since all voltages were 
well within 5 percent of the manu- 
facturer's specifications, there was 
evidently no trouble in the burst 
circuit, other than some drift. This 
was due to aging of the 6GH8 (it 
checked good on a tube checker) 
or a slight change in the value of a 
capacitor or resistor, assuming the 
receiver had been properly aligned 
when it left the factory-and it evi- 
dently had, considering the follow- 
ing information. 

Point J, between R173 -R174 and 
R177 (the isolation resistor in the 
grid circuit of the chroma reference 
oscillator control) was grounded so 
that the 3.58 -MHz circuit would be 
free running, permitting it to be 
tuned so that its resonant frequency 
would approximate that of the sig- 
nal from the generator, thus keep- 
ing the color bars in floating sync 
(absolute sync is not attainable with 
point J grounded since the oscilla- 
tor receives no correction voltage 
through V24A). 

With the receiver out of color 
sync, the signal on the vectorscope 
looked like a semicircular, whirling 
pattern (Fig. 8) with complete ab- 
sence of the prominent 10 color bar 
fingers usually present. Reactance 
coil L30 was tuned so the 10 color 
bars displayed on the TV screen 
were standing still. When the short 
at point J was removed, color sync 
snapped into lock, and the receiver 
was immediately tested on a color 
program. If the color bar generator 
itself isn't accurately calibrated for 
operation close to 15,750 Hz less 
than the set subcarrier frequency of 
3.579545 Hz, the receiver sync oscil- 
lator may fail to lock in on the local 
programs, and the receiver will not 
produce the correct color informa- 
tion. An accurate electronic counter 
can be used to calibrate your color 
bar oscillator to a frequency of 
3.563795 Hz; or you may achieve 
a coarse calibrat_on by beating the 
generator signal with the broadcast 
burst in the color receiver. However, 
check several stations, as they may 
vary. 

The next step was to actually 
tune the burst amplifier transformer 
(A17) so that the tint control would 
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Fig. 12 Conventional 
displays of the out- 
puts of the R -Y and 
B -Y amplifiers. (A) 
Sixth bar close to 
zero reference. (B) 
Third and ninth bars 
close to zero refer- 
ence. 
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have as wide a range as possible 
from its center setting. There are 
two methods for accomplishing this 
adjustment: the vectorscope method 
and the conventional scope method. 
We decided to use the vectorscope 
method first and then check the re- 
sults with the conventional scope. 

The third bar, or petal on the vec- 
torscope was positioned on the R -Y 
axis (Fig. 9), and A17 adjusted so 

that rotating the tint control either 
side of its center setting caused the 
third bar to move approximately 45 

degrees either side of the R -Y axis 
(Figs. l0A and 10B). The actual 
effect of the tint control on flesh 
tones was checked by watching a 

color program while rotating the 
tint control. The control had good 
range and produced acceptable flesh 
tones, although the center of the 
tint range did not correspond to the 
center setting of the control. 

Next, the preceding tint range ad- 
justment was checked using a con- 
ventional scope. The tint control 
was set at its mid point of rotation 
and the scope was connected to the 
point K (Fig. 11), the output of the 
R -Y difference amplifier. The burst 
transformer, A17, was then adjusted 
so that the 6th bar in the waveform 
in Fig. 12A was as close as possible 
to the zero reference line. 

The scope input was then 
switched to point M, the output of 
the B -Y difference amplifier, and 
the waveform checked to insure that 
the third and ninth bars were as 
close as possible to the zero ref- 
erence line on the scope, as indi- 
cated in Fig. 12B. 

With the waveforms in Figs. 12A 
and 12B present at points K and 
M, respectively, the burst trans - 
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11111111l1211111111Elli 
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former was assumed to be adjusted 
for a proper balance between the 
R -Y and B -Y outputs, thus provid- 
ing correct tint control range. 

The vectorscope was then recon- 
nected to the receiver to again check 
the positions of the 3rd and 6th 
bars on the vector pattern. As shown 
in Fig. 13, the third bar, or petal, 
was at approximately 85 degrees 
and the sixth fell slightly beyond 
the B -Y axis. 

Thus, from the vectorscope pat- 
tern it was determined that the de- 
modulation angle between the R -Y 
and B -Y demodulators was approxi- 
mately 105 degrees (190-85) which 
corresponded to the demodulation 
angle prescribed for this receiver by 
the manufacturer. 

As a precaution, the adjustment 
of the 3.58 -MHz oscillator trans- 
former, A15, was checked as fol- 
lows: The grid of the burst amplifier 
was grounded and the DC oscillator 

Fig. 13 Pattern indicating a chroma 
demodulation angle of approximately 
105°. 

transformer was then adjusted for 
maximum negative output while 
viewing the vectorscope. As it 

turned out, the transformer was al- 
ready properly tuned, as evidenced 
by the following action: As the 
transformer was adjusted counter- 
clockwise from its original setting, 
the vector pattern elongated with a 

slight phase shift to the left. The 
same action was observed when the 
control was rotated clockwise. Also, 
at the maximum negative DC volt- 
age setting, the pattern was null and 
the scope display did not shift. 

The chroma bandpass amplifier 
output transformer was checked and 
found to be properly adjusted since 
further tuning simply widened or 
only slightly narrowed the petals of 
the vector pattern. 

Although the job was actually 
finished in the shop it could have 
been completed easily in the home 
if we had not decided to compare 
the results of the two methods for 
adjusting the tint -control range. 

The preceding case history shows 
that both the conventional wide - 
band and the vectorscope have wide 
applications in color TV servicing. 
The two types of equipment can be 
used together with one supplement- 
ing the other, or they can be used 
alone. Either approach will be ef- 
fective as long as the technician 
understands the limitations and ap- 
plications of each instrument and 
can quickly and accurately interpret 
the waveforms and patterns asso- 
ciated with them. Additional arti- 
cles on color TV servicing, both 
with the conventional scope and 
with the vectorscope, will appear 
regularly in future issues of PF Re- 
porter. 
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color 

The RCA WT -509A Picture Tube Tester is a precision 
instrument in the famous RCA tradition. It tests both 
color and black and white picture tubes for emission 
quality, interelectrode leakage, and shorted ele- 
ments. It's all solid-state AND IT'S ONLY $118.00.* 

The RCA WR -64B Color-Bar/Dot/Crosshatch Gen- 
erator has for years been the finest instrument of its 
type. Exceptionally stable, portable, it's a precision 
instrument designed for use in the laboratory and 
factory as well as for servicing on -the -bench and in - 
the -home. AND IT'S ONLY $129.00.* 

The RCA WR -502A "CHRO-BAR" color -bar genera- 
tor has even more features than the famous WR -64B. 
It's all solid-state, battery operated. It provides color 
bars, dots, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal 
lines, blank raster. It has rock -solid stability. Ali new 
circuit design. THE "CHRO-BAR" IS ONLY $168.00.* 

*Optional Distributor resale price. 
For a complete catalog of descriptions and specifications for all 
RCA test equipment see your RCA Test Equipment distributor or write 
RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Department 

IL Jr` No. K-33WA, Harrison, N.J. 07029. 
LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/MEASURE/VIEW/MONITOR/GENERATE 
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monitor 

The RCA WV -503A 240 -Volt Power Line Monitor is the 
big brother of the WV -120A. At a glance, it provides a 
continuous, accurate indication of the AC line voltage 
from 200 to 280 volts. Used in conjunction with a variable 
isolation transformer, it is an invaluable aid in selecting 
line voltages for TV servicing, test equipment calibra- 
tion and the operation of electronic equipment that re- 
quires a known line voltage supply. ONLY $18.50.* 

The RCA WV -120A Power Line Monitor is designed for 
use by radio -TV repair shops, labs, and industries where 
it is important to know the power line voltage at all times. 
Used in conjunction with the RCA WP -26A Isotap isola- 
tion transformer on a 50-60 cycle power line, it is an 
invaluable aid in selecting line voltages for TV servicing, 
test instrument calibration, and in the operation of elec- 
tronic equipment that requires a known line voltage sup- 
ply. AND IT'S ONLY $18.50.* 

The RCA WP -26A TV Isotap is a higher rated version of 
the popular and reliable RCA WP -25A. It is designed for 
use as either an adjustable isolation transformer or as 
an adjustable autotransformer to facilitate testing and 
trouble -shooting of radio and TV receivers. It is particu- 
larly useful in the service shop for duplicating low or 
high supply -line voltage conditions often found in the 
home, and in checking operation of the oscillator sec- 
tions of TV receivers. ONLY $40.00.* The WP -25A is still 
an excellent buy at only $27.50.* 

*Optional Distributor resale price. 

For a complete catalog of descriptions and specifications for all 
RCA test equipment see your RCA Test Equipment distributor or write 
RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Department 
No. K33WB, Harrison, N.J. 07029. 

LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/MEASURE/VIEW/MONITOR/GENERATE 
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Chroma Demodulator and 
CRT Input Troubles 

A look at the common trouble symptoms produced by demodulator and -Y amplifi- 
er circuit defects. by Homer L. Davidson 

From Demodulator to 
Picture Tube 

The most common trouble symp- 
toms produced by defects in demo- 
dulator and -Y amplifier circuits are: 
missing color or colors, poor black - 
and -white picture, out of focus 
and a blooming picture. These same 
symptoms may appear intermit- 
tently; also, more than one trouble 
may occur in these circuits at the 
same time. 

Generally, defects causing mis- 
sing colors are found in the demod- 
ulator circuits. Poor black -and -white 
and blooming picture symptoms are 
usually caused by defects in the 
R -Y, B -Y and G -Y amplifiers, but 
don't overlook picture tube and 
drive circuit defects as the cause for 
a poor black -and -white picture. 

Localizing the Trouble 
To quickly localize the trouble, 

place the normal service switch 
found on most color receivers in 
the service position. This will col - 

R -Y AMP 

%25GH8A CRT 
RED 

100052 GRID .01mfd 

285V 

HORIZ 
BLANKING 

HOR IZ 
BLANKING 

AMP 

Fig. 1 Diode in plate circuit of RCA 
color difference amplifier is potential 
cause of missing color symptom. 

lapse the raster to a thin horizontal 
line. Next, turn down all three 
screen controls to minimum. Then, 
turn up each screen control until a 
red, blue, or green line appears. If 
all three colors appear on the CRT 
screen, the CRT and corresponding 
circuits are functioning. A weak or 
missing color indicates a defective 
CRT or drive circuit. 

If one color is missing, change 
the corresponding demodulator tube. 
Also, if one or two colors are 
missing it could be a result of a 
defect in the -Y amplifier stages. 
Replace the -Y amplifier tubes for 
poor b -w gray scale symptoms. 

Excessive picture blooming may 
be traced to the high -voltage regu- 
lator or picture tube circuits. The 
same symptom is produced if the 
screen grid drive controls are set too 
high. In the older color receivers, 
picture blooming is normal when 
the brightness level is increased 
toward maximum. 

Missing Colors 
For one or more missing colors, 

replace the "X" and "Y" demodu- 
lator tubes. If this does not cure 
the trouble, take voltage and resis- 
tance readings in the demodulator 
circuits. A quick scope check on the 
plate of the demodulator tube will 
uncover a weak or missing color 
signal. For accurate scope wave- 
forms always use a dot -bar color 
generator connected to the recei- 
ver antenna terminals. 

Defects in the demodulator stages 
that cause missing color(s) are: de- 
fective tubes, open coils, burned re- 
sistors, and leaky coupling capaci- 
tors. For a weak color condition, 
check the plate load and cathode 
resistors. In many cases the demod- 

ulator tube will short internally, re- 
sulting in burned plate load resis- 
tors. Also, check the continuity of 
all plate coils in the demodulator 
circuits. Generally, accurate voltage 
and resistance readings will indicate 
the defective stage. 

Poor B -W Picture 
A poor black -and -white picture 

is usually caused by a defective -Y 
amplifier tube or corresponding 
component. It is also possible to 
have a defect in the -Y amplifier 
stages that kills one color. Accurate 
voltage readings and scope checks 
will isolate the defective stage. 

In the earlier color receivers a 
poor b -w picture was caused by 
leaky coupling capacitors between 
the demodulator and the -Y ampli- 
fier grid terminals. These defective 
coupling capacitors placed a posi- 
tive voltage on the grid of the -Y 
amplifier tube, causing excessive 
current drain. In most cases, the 
plate load and cathode resistors be- 
came burned and changed value. 
When locating a leaky coupling 
capacitor in these circuits, replace 
all three coupling capacitors in the 
input circuits to the R -Y, B -Y, and 
G -Y amplifier tubes. This can pre- 
vent a possible call back. Most of 
these capacitors were rated at 400 
volts and should be replaced with 
1000 -volt units. 

Don't overlook the possibility of 
a defective CRT when a good black - 
and -white picture cannot be ob- 
tained. Disconnect the CRT tube 
socket and check the condition of 
the CRT with a CRT tester. It is 
possible that one or two guns will 
be weak. 

Also found in some color receiv- 
ers is a color fidelity control cir- 
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Not all businesses are listed in the Yellow Pages 
Tie Yellow Pages is one of the most complete, well -indexed buying 
guide -s a businessman could ask for. In addi:icn to telephone listings, 
Yellow Pages advertising often ccmtains time -saving buying information. 

That's why 9 out of lO buyers in manufacturing 
firms done, use the Yellow Pages to find their s ippliers.* 

It's a good place to look for most products or services Yellow 
your business needs to do business. For a nice fresh apple, pages 
you may have -o try someilace Else. 

*Audits & Surreys Ine.,Yellow Pages Indus--ia1 Usage Study 
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cuit. This color fidelity circuit will 
change the b -w picture to a blue or 
reddish tint. Always remember to 
set the color fidelity control in 
the center of its rotation before at- 
tempting to set up the black -and - 
white raster. This color fidelity con- 
trol is electrically located in the out- 
put of the G -Y and B -Y amplifier 
circuits. 

One advantage of the color fidel- 
ity control is that it can be used to 
compensate for aging of the X, Y 
and Z circuits which can gradually 

change the tint of the color picture 
over a period of time. Also, since 
no two persons see color alike, the 
shade or tint of the picture can be 
tailored to the individual viewers 
preference. 

In some of the 1958 RCA color 
chassis a pulse set diode is located in 
the plate circuit of each -Y ampli- 
fier (Fig. 1). These diodes can be- 
come shorted or open. When one 
color becomes dominate with a 
b -w picture, check the pulse diode 
in the -Y amplifier circuit associated 

Now Compare CRT Color Guns 

AUTOMATICALLY! 

fit, ON. 

Simplifies Color CRT Tracking Test 
Tests Each Gun in Color or B&W CRT's Completely 

Now, for the first time, you can test CRT color guns for color tracking 
automatically; and exactly according to industry standards. No more 
time-consuming logging of each color gun reading at every setting 
of the G2 control like other testers. 

Only the Sencore CRT CHAMPION has three separate G2 screen 
grid controls just like the color TV itself. A color tracking scale right 
on the meter makes the all-important tracking test easy, fast, and 
accurate. This is most important when claiming credit for a defective 
color CRT. 

The CHAMPION also makes all the standard color and black and white CRT 
tests - short, emission, and life tests. Line Adjust control assures exceptional 
accuracy. An exclusive three step Automatic Rejuvenation Circuit lets you save 
many a faulty black and white tube or 
equalize gun currents in color tubes. Plug-in 
sockets are provided for fast testing and 
easy updating. Rugged vinyl -clad steel case 
has spacious lead compartment. 

CRT manufacturers, set manufacturers, 
distributors, technicians all recommend the 
CR143 CRT tester as the only tester that 
does a complete job. Why not check with 
them before you buy. 

Sencore CR143 - CRT CHAMPION ...$99.50 

NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101 
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with the predominate color. For in- 
stance, if the screen becomes pea 
green, check the pulse diode in the 
G -Y amplifier plate circuit. A quick 
ohmmeter check right on the PC 
board will determine if the diode is 
defective. These diodes will nor- 
mally read 10 ohms in one direction 
on the low ohm scale. A shorted 
diode will read less than 10 ohms 
with the ohmmeter leads reversed. 
Most of these diodes can be re- 
placed without removing the chassis 
from the cabinet. 

Blooming Picture 
Excessive picture blooming is 

usually caused by improper high - 
voltage regulation, a defective video 
or -Y amplifier stage, and defective 
picture tube input circuits. Bloom- 
ing is caused by reduced speed of 
the electron beam in the picture 
tube. 

First, make sure the high voltage 
is correctly adjusted and properly 
regulated. With the brightness con- 
trol set for reduced brightness ad- 
just the high -voltage control for cor- 
rect ultor voltage. Now insert the 
current meter in the high -voltage 
output tube cathode circuit and ad- 
just the horizontal efficiency coil 
for minimum current reading. A 
weak high voltage regulator or high - 
voltage rectifier tube is a likely 
cause of picture blooming. 

After the high -voltage circuits 
are cleared of possible defects but 
excessive blooming persists, check 
the video and picture tube circuits. 
Any stage that reduces the drive to 
the CRT can be at fault. 

A defective R -Y, G -Y, or B -Y 
amplifier tube can cause blooming. 
An open or burned cathode resistor 
in any -Y amplifier circuit will 
cause this symptom. Also check for 
a shorted or leaky coupling capaci- 
tor in these stages. 

Again, voltage and resistance 
readings will usually isolate the de- 
fect. Also check for increase resis- 
tance or burned resistors in the cath- 
ode drive circuits of the picture 
tube. Any change in resistance can 
produce excessive blooming. When 
only one color blooms, suspect the 
bypass capacitors across the cor- 
responding screen control. Setting 
the screen drive controls too high 
will also cause blooming. 

Poor Focus 
Generally, poor focus is caused 
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X DEMODULATOR 

6HZ6 

155V 275V 

R -Y AMP 

Fig. 2 Poor solder connections at R208 
CTC25 color chassis. 

by a defect in the high -voltage sec- 
tion, but it is possible to have poor 
focus conditions with a blooming 
picture. First, check for correct 
focus voltage to the CRT. Also 
check for a corroded focus pin on 
the CRT tube socket. Improper 

and L40 caused intermittent color in RCA 

high voltage will result in lower 
focus voltage. 

If the focus voltage is correct, 
check the CRT or corresponding 
circuits. A weak or shorted picture 
tube will never focus properly. 

The following paragraphs will an- 

alyze actual troubles caused by de- 
fects in demodulator and -Y amp- 
lifier circuits. 

Intermittent Color 
The red color was missing from 

this RCA CTC17 color chassis, and 
the screen was predominately green 
with a small tint of blue in the 
picture. Replacing the "X" demod- 
ulator tube did not solve the inter- 
mittent condition. The red color 
would appear and then the raster 
would shift to a green cast. 

The color chassis was pulled and 
voltage readings were made in the 
"X" demodulator and R -Y amplifier 
circuits. After several attempts, the 
red color disappeared and no volt- 
age could be found on the plate of 
the demodulator. A poor soldering 
connection was found on one side 
of resistor R208 (Fig. 2). The inter- 
mittent color condition was elimin- 
ated by making a better soldering 
connection. 

In another RCA chassis, CTC25, 
the same intermittent color condi- 
tion was located in the same cir- 
cuit. One leg of coil L40 had an 
intermittent tinned lead. The coil 
was removed and soldering paste 

The best TV deserves 
the best antenna! 
Install a Zenith Quality -Engineered Antenna! 

414 

Model 973-94 
designed for far fringe areas 

Exciting Surprises 
for You- 

and Your Family! 
Fun for all! 

Get the details 
at your Zenith 
Distributor's 

Parts Department. 

These features help a Zenith 
outdoor antenna provide the su- 
perior reception that makes for 
satisfied customers: 

Capacitor coupled cap - 
electronic VHF dipoles. 

Tapered UHF grid driver. 

Staggered square UHF 
directors. 

Low -impedance, triple 
boom construction. 

IV 

.Z. 

You can choose from 12 all -new 
Zenith VHF/UHF/FM or VHF/FM 
antennas. All are gold color 
alodized aluminum for better 
conductivity, greater corrosion 
resistance and longer service. 
Ask your Zenith distributor for a 
free technical manual. He has 
charted the reception character- 
istics of your area, so he can 
recommend the best antenna for 
each installation. 

BEST YEAR YET TO SELL THE BEST 

EN rr 
The quality goes in 

before the name goes on 
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Dyna- 
f ex 
the only practical probe 
for testing 
transistors in circuits. 

Throw away your alligator clips! 
Dyna-flex, the world's first and 
only 3 -point probe, makes instant 
test connections to transistors in 
printed boards. Easy to use, the 
Dyna-flex probes are spring - 
mounted on ball joints. Allow you 
to adjust to any spacing 1/32" to 
5/8", using only one hand. Dyna- 
flex eliminates costly unsoldering; 
can be used to make temporary 
component substitutions on printed 
wiring boards. Each point is color - 
coded for fast, easy identification. 
Dyna-flex-another engineering 
breakthrough from B&K. 

Model FP -3, $12.95 user net 

B&K Division of Dynascan Corporation 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue/Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life 
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9 

8 

12V 

lead. Intermittent color conditions 
are usually caused by poor PC board 
connections and intermittent demod- 
ulator and -Y amplifier tubes. 

An RCA CTC19 chassis would 
become intermittent, then the screen 
would turn blue and green without 
any red in the picture. Tapping 
the cabinet or chassis would cause 
the picture to flash on and off. 
The "X" demodulator tube and R -Y 
amplifier were replaced, but red was 
still missing from the color picture. 

Quick voltage checks were made 
at the "X" demodulator stage. By 
accident, resistor R177 (Fig. 3) was 
touched and the intermittent condi- 
tion began again. Probing uncovered 
the fact that one end of the resistor 
had a poor soldering connection. 

Half and Half 
The left side of the picture dis- 

played by an RCA CTC28 chassis 
was all green and the right side a 
dark purple color. The trouble was 
first thought to be a video defect; 
however, when the R -Y and B -Y 
amplifier tubes were pulled, the 
screen went black. The trouble had 
to be in the G -Y amplifier stage. 

Pulling the chassis and making 
accurate voltage readings isolated 
the trouble. L706, in one leg of the 
270 -volt supply line to the G -Y and 
R -Y amplifiers (Fig. 4), was open. 

Since these small inductance coils 
are completely sealed, it is difficult 
to find a broken end of the winding 

X 

DEMOD 

.1 mfd 

G -Y AND 

B -Y AMPS 

100 pF 

820Q 

R -Y AMP 

B6GH8A 

380V 

Fig. 3 Poor solder connection at R177 resulted in loss of red color on screen of 
RCA CTC19 chassis. 

applied to make a completely tinned to repair. It is usually easier to 
replace them. 

To save valuable service time, 
suspected peaking and coupling coils 
can be checked with an ohmmeter 
from the top of the TV chassis. 

PLATE OF 

R -Y AMP 

27íN 

G -Y AMP 

%26GU7 CRT 

GREEN 

GRID 

Fig. 4 Open L706 in RCA CTC28 
chassis turned left side of screen green 
and right side dark purple. 

G -Y AMP 

86GU7 

. 047mfd 

1.5meg 

470K 

405V 

CRT 

GREEN 

GRID 

ISPARK GAP 

Fig. 5 Leaky C135 caused blooming on 
screen of RCA CTC25 chassis. 
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Excessive Blooming 
When the brightness control was 

turned down, the picture on an 
RCA CTC25 chassis began to 
bloom. Adjustment of the screen 
drive controls made no difference. 
Three months prior to the appear- 
ance of this trouble symptom a new 
CRT had been installed in this color 
receiver. 

We tried to isolate the trouble 
between the picture tube and -Y 
amplifier circuits by throwing the 
service switch. The green horizontal 
line would not register on the CRT. 
Since a new picture tube had been 
installed recently, the trouble was 
probably in the circuitry of the pic- 
ture tube. 

After taking screen and grid volt- 
ages on the CRT, the only telltale 
voltage reading was on the plate of 
the G -Y amplifier tube (Fig. 5). The 
voltage there measured 45 volts less 
than the normal voltage indicated 
in the PHOTOFACT folder. 

A resistance check of the plate 
load resistor, R191, indicated that 
it was normal. The CRT end of 
capacitor C135 was removed from 
the PC board and the unit checked 
for leakage. A DC voltage reading 
on the disconnected side indicated 
that the unit was leaking. The ori- 
ginal 100 -volt type was replaced 
with a capacitor rated for 600 volts. 

Dim Picture 
An RCA chassis displayed a dim 

picture. The customer also com- 
plained of white lines flashing across 
the screen. The lines would appear 
shortly after the color receiver was 
switched on and would continue 
only for a few seconds. 

When the 22 J P 22 picture tube 
was tapped lightly at the tube socket, 
the picture would come and go. 
Testing the CRT on a picture tube 
tester indicated a short between the 
heater and cathode elements. 

Summary 
Missing color is found usually in 

either the demodulators or -Y amp- 
lifier stages. Excessive blooming 
can develop in the -Y amplifier, 
high -voltage regulator, CRT or pic- 
ture tube drive circuits. On color 
receivers that have a service -normal 
switch, CRT circuit problems can 
be isolated by placing the switch in 
the service position and turning up 
each screen drive control to deter- 
mine which color is missing or 
weak. 

THE BEST ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS START WITH .. 

QUALITY 
MOUNTING ACCESSORIES 

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE INDUSTRY 

r 
HEAVY-DUTY i TUBULAR ï TRI -POD 

ROOF TOWERS 

nÌ10-.. 
i 

AVAILABLE IN: 

2 ft. 5 ft. 
21/2 ft. 71/2 ft.' 
3 ft. 10 ft.` 

"Exclusive swing -lock feature 
permits mast to be placed in 
sockets from side of tower 

Pre -assembled, individually boxed, 
opens like an umbrella. 
Gold baked enamel or Hot -Dip gal- 
vanized 11/4" OD steel tubing. 
Exclusive adjustable slide permits 
tower feet to fasten directly to non- 
standard spaced rafters, on peaked 
or flat roofs. 
For masts up to 11/2" OD. 

Roof sealing pitch patches, all hard- 
ware, 2" lag screws supplied. 

SEND FOR CATALOG SHEET 

AT SOUTH RIVER QUALITY IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT 

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS 

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. / SOUTH RIVER, N. 1.08882 
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RADIO and TV SERVICEMEN 

%DISCOUNT 

1 
on all 

STANCOR 
Flybacks and Yokes 

Look for your "10 
for 10" coupons in the 
mail or go to your nearest STANCOR 
Distributor Pro Shop. He can tell you how to get your "10 for 
10" coupons worth 10% off on STANCOR replacements until 
December 31, 1968. He'll answer any of your questions about 
STANCOR'S exact replacements ... he's the Pro! 

7TCo.r/d ESSEX 
' 

ff WIRE CORPORATION 
ESSEX CONTROLS DIVISION STANCOR PRODUCTS 3501 W. Addison St. Chicago, III. 60618 
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Practical Stereo -FM Servicing-Part 1 

by Robert G. Middleton 

Frequency response tests 
Although a stereo -FM or AM - 

FM stereo chassis is not a simple 
system, it can be broken down iato 
functional sectioia aE depic-ed in 
Fig. 1. Troubleshooting is cunpar- 
atively easier when a section is com- 
pletely dead, tha-i wl-en the system 
"still works but doesn't sound -ight." 

Preliminary chas often car be 
observed by tutring the function 
switch and listenmb .refully tc- the 
sound output on each fanctio_t. For 
example let us consicer the follow- 
ing situations: 

1. If the AM radio operates satis- 
factorily, but FM mono is distorted, 
the FM front end End the FM detec- 
tor are checked . There is a.so 
the possibility of t--o.tble in the FM 
function of the IF amplifier. 

2. If FM-s:ereo and pholo-stereo 
fin. tions aie distorted, the audio 
szc:ions are s-aspected first. 

If the phono -stereo fi: action is 

normal, but one channel is distorted 
en FM-sterc o, we turn our at=ention 
to the multiokx section. 

L. If the FM -stereo function is 
normal, but one channel is distorted 
on phono -s -eo, check tfe phono 
clr:ridge first. 

Tube vs. Transistor Circuits 
Section malfunction in -nbe-type 

cr hybrid sestems is apprcached in 
t=ie same manner as a TV receiver 
win the tubes being the immediate 
sasoects. However, in an ail -transis - 
tar system, capacitor defect; are sus- 

p:ctec at the outset as transistors 
hase a much :ower failure rate than 
tubes. A shcred or leaky capacitor 
wil_ usually scow up during DC 
v Hags m:as.irements, though an 
oocn .apacito- usually must be pin- 
poitted by wee waveform checks. 

With the brief introduction to 
boable local tion we will now dis- 
cass specific trouble symptoms and 
their causes aid cures. 

Frees. e 'icy -Response 
Chmacteristics 

One of rte more elusive causes 
of a "doesr_'t-sound-right" complaint 
is pocr frequency response in a de- 
fec:ive secti Dn. There are several 
common causes of this symptom: 

_. A capacitor or other corn - 

AM ANT \./ 

FM 

RF 

FM 

MIXER 

FM 

OS C 

SPEAKER 

O- 

O UT P UT 

AM 

CONV 

1ST FM 

IF AMP 

2ND FM 

1ST AM 
IF AMP 

OUTPUT 

DRIVER 

PHONO 

CARTRIDGE 

t 30 D EM 

2ND AM 

IF AMP 

AM 

DETECTOR 

DR IV EF 

PR EAM P 

PFEAMP 

RATIO 

DETECTOR 

STEREO 

INDICATOR 

FUL CT ION 

ITCH 

BANDPASS 
AMP 

19 kHz 

PILOT 

AMP 

38 kHz 

OS C 

DETECTOR 

AND 

MATRIX 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical AM -FM stereo chassis. 
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THE PROFITMAKER! 

40" 

REBUILDS ANY SIZE ROUND OR R=CTANGU- 
LAR COLOR PICTURE TUBES . . . AVERAGE 
COST PER TUBE $7.80 
REBLILDS ANY SIZE BLACK AND WHITE PIC- 

TURE TUBE . . . AVERAGE COST PER TUBE 

$1.80 
FREE INSTALLATION AND TRAIN NG ANY- 
WHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.A. 

FREE SUPPLIES FOR REBUILDING YOUR FIRST 

50 PICTURE TUBES 

OVEN -BOMBARDER COMBINATION 

30" 

EXTREMELY EASY TO OPERATE 

INCLUDES LAMINATING AND DELANINA.T- 
ING EQUIPMENT FOR REBUILDING BLACK 

AND WHITE AND COLOR BONDED -FACE 

PICTURE TUBES. 

INCLUDES ALL TOOLS FOR REBUILDING 

ROUND AND RECTANGULAR COLOR PICTURE 

TUBES 

INCLUDES ALL TOOLS FOR REBUILDING 
BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE TUBES 

I lilllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll3llllllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir 

Illllu'' _ 711111l_ 
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CRT COLOR CHAMPION ... $2,875.00 

C.R.T. Equipment Company, Inc. 
2740 Old Lebanon Road 
Nashville, Tennessee 37214 

Telephone (615) 883-0215 

Mail Coupon Today for FREE CATALOG 

(Please Print) 

Name 

Firm Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
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ponent associated with a tuned cir- 
cuit is defective. 

2. Rough handling has caused 
tuned circuits to resonate off -fre- 
quency. 

3. Expansion and contraction of 
components due to thermal cycling 
has caused frequency shift in a tuned 
circuit. 

4. A do-it-yourselfer has "fid- 
dled" with the alignment adjust- 
ments prior to the service call. 

5. Previous tube or transistor re- 
placements have changed the total 
capacitance in one or more tuned 
circuits, thereby causing tuned cir- 
cuits to resonate off -frequency. 

6. A tuned -circuit component has 
been replaced previously, and the 
stage aligned by ear. 

Let us consider the normal fre- 
quency response for the front end 
of an FM tuner. Fig. 2 shows the 
circuit diagram for a typical tuner. 
The front end consists of the RF 
amplifier, oscillator, AFC circuit, 
and the mixer. Each channel has a 
bandwidth of 150 KHz. Therefore, 
an ideal frequency response for an 
FM tuner would have a rectangular 
shape, as indicated in Fig. 3. The 
bandwidth indicated for station A 
would be 150 KHz. However, it is 
impossible to obtain this ideal fre- 
quency response with tuned circuits. 
Accordingly, we settle for a fre- 
quency response similar to the ac- 
tual response curve shown in Fig. 3. 

It might seem that a full 150- 
KHz bandwidth would not be ob- 

tained from the actual curve in Fig. 
3; however, the top portion of the 
curve is effectively sliced off by sub- 
sequent limiter action. Therefore, a 
full 150-KHz bandwidth is obtained, 
although the peak frequencies span 
a lesser bandwidth. 

It is undesirable to align a front 
end for excessive bandwidth, be- 
cause selectivity and gain are sacri- 
ficed. On the other hand, it is un- 
desirable to align for decreased 
bandwidth, because fidelity is sacri- 
ficed due to sideband cutting, i.e., 
if the higher sideband frequencies 
are attenuated, the higher audio fre- 
quencies will be attenuated propor- 
tionally. 

Note that the AFC and oscillator 
sections in Fig. 2 have no effect on 
the shape of the front-end response 
curve. The front-end response is 
developed between the antenna -in- 
put terminals and the mixer test - 
point (TP5) by the circuits that in- 
clude L5, L3 and L4. The oscillator 
merely injects a beat signal that is 
10.7 MHz higher than the center 
frequency of the front end. Since we 
are concerned only with the fre- 
quency -response characteristics of 
the front end at this time, details 
of alignment procedure will be re- 
served for subsequent discussion. 

The IF amplifier includes the cir- 
cuits from the plate of the mixer 
tube to the grid of the second limiter 
tube in Fige. 2. Normally, the IF 
amplifier has the same frequency - 
response curve as the front-end ex - 

Table 1. FM Stereo -Multiplex Adapter Alignment Procedure 

FM stereo multiplex alignment using FM stereo signal generator (±.0001% accuracy) 

Connect high side of generator to point C, low side to ground. 

Generator 
Frequency Indicator Adjust Remarks 

67 KHz Vert, amp. of scope through 
a 1 meg to point D; low 
side to ground. 

A19, A20 Adjust for minimum. If whistle or 
interference is present, readjust 
A19, A20 to eliminate this condi- 
tion. 

19 KHz Vert. amp. through 47K to 
point E; low side to ground. 

A21, A22 Adjust for maximum. 

19 KHz Vert. amp. through 47K to 
point D; low side to ground. 

A23 Adjust maximum for 38 KHz re 
sponse. 

Modulated Vert. amp, to point F; low 
Left side to ground. 

Channel 

A21, A22, Adjust for minimum. 
A23 

Modulated 
Right 

Channel 

Vert, amp, to point G; low 
side to ground. 

Check for minimum. Make com- 
promise adjustments of A21, A22, 
A23 if necessary. 

cept that the skirts are much steeper 
due to the cascaded tuned circuits 
consisting of T4, T5, T6 and T7. 

The bandwidth of a normal FM 
IF curve is measured as shown in 
Fig. 4. The frequency span between 
the 50 percent maximum amplitude 
points is normally 200 KHz. Thus, 
the FM signal with a bandwidth of 
150 KHz can be passed by the flat- 
topped portion of the response curve 
without sideband cutting. 

Note that the flat top of the re- 
sponse curve is due, in part, to lim- 
iter action. Therefore, minor peaks 
and valleys in the IF response prior 
to the limiter are sliced off, and a 
flat response is fed to the discrim- 
inator. Serious peaks and valleys 
cannot be removed by limiter action, 
though, so it is advisable to check 
the IF frequency response with a 
signal level that just produces silenc- 
ing. This will be explained in greater 
detail later. 

The normal frequency response 
of the FM detector, or discrimina- 
tor, is shown in Fig. 5. The im- 
portant characteristics of this S 
curve are adequate bandwidth (200 
KHz in the example shown) and a 
linear interval between the band 
limits. If the bandwidth is inade- 
quate, the high -frequency sidebands 
will be cut. If the frequency re- 
sponse is nonlinear, some audio fre- 
quencies will be attenuated and 
others will be enhanced. The end 
result of a good alignment job is 
flat frequency response over the 
complete audio -frequency range. 

Most readers are familiar with 
pre -emphasis and de -emphasis in 
FM systems. For the benefit of less 
experienced technicians, let us note 
that the high frequencies are em- 
phasized in an FM broadcast signal, 
but are not emphasized in a test 
signal obtained from a signal or 
sweep generator. Therefore, genera- 
tor tests of frequency response are 
made between the grid of V9 and 
test point D in Fig. 2. The de - 
emphasis network consists of R24, 
C39 and C40. This is a low-pass 
filter with a normal frequency re- 
sponse as shown in Fig. 6. The 
response of the de -emphasis net- 
work can be checked with an audio 
oscillator and an AC VTVM. 

FM stereo multiplex configura- 
tions, such as shown in Fig. 7, oper- 
ate from low audio frequencies up 
to 53 KHz. Therefore, the discrim- 
inator must drive the multiplex sec - 
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S' TAT IONiSTA1IONISTATION 

Tr DEAL 

FC7LAL 

. 
FREQ LEI\ CY 

Fig. 3. Frequency -response curve. 

10. 7lrnHz 

10.6 MI -17 10.8 MHz 
-- - 

5(P'o t 

Fig. 4. IF amplifier freq-ic my 
response. 

tion directly, ins-ead of through the 
de -emphasis network. As in Fig. 2, 
the output from the discriminator 
branches into two patin. One path 
leads through the de-erphasis net- 
work; the other 7hrotgh R37 to the 
multiplex adapte- socle:. 

Fig. 8 shows the frequency spec- 
trum processed by tie multiplex 
adapter. To check the frequency re- 
sponse of the multiplex adapter, a 
suitable generatcr such as an FM 

+12 

J 6 o > 
sD 

170 58 
DEV IAT 

] 5] 1)0 
01-IC'LO-I _RTP 

-15C 

Fig. 5. Discriminator f-egl_enoy 
response. 

O 

20 

1CO 2 5 130C ' 5 13.000 2 

F2ELFN[Y- iz 

Fig. 6. 5 tar dard de- ecpaamize curve. 

stereo mLltiple_ generato- or FM 
stereo sigral simulato- must be used. 

The audio amplifiers are confer--- 
tional 11-f. units, with en upper fre- 
quency re spons:, of apir 3xime tely 
20 KHz. Fig. 9 :rows the f.a: audic- 
frequency re spouse of which the 
amplifiers are n 3rmally capable 
along wit! - the ir_cuencw character- 
istics of the bass and :reble c3ntrole. 
Most s lops check a aci 3 -frequency 
responsi with az aud_o oscillato 

and VTVM, though a few employ 
an audio sweep generator and scope 
in this test. The chief advantage of 
an audio sweep test is that the fre- 
quency -response pattern can be 
"sized up" almost at a glance. 

Testing Frequency Response 
It is a common practice to check 

the frequency response of stereo -FM 
systems by sections. Thus, the RF 
IF sections are checked before the 
discriminator, etc. An FM test sig- 
nal is provided by a sweep -fre- 
quency generator (or simply sweep 
generator) and a scope is used as 
the indicator. As shown in Fig. 10, 
the FM signal is applied to the input 
of the tuned circuits, a scope is con- 
nected at the output of the tuned 
circuits, and a frequency -response 
curve is displayed on the scope 
screen. For example, the FM RF 
test signal might be applied at the 
antenna -input terminals of the FM 
tuner, and the scope connected at 
the grid of the limiter tube prior to 
the discriminator. 

We might set the front-end to 100 
MHz. In this example the center 
frequency of the sweep generator 
would also be set to 100 MHz. The 
sweep width, or deviation of the 
sweep generator, is set to a com- 
paratively high value so that the 
entire response curve and portions 
of the base line are displayed on the 
scope screen. The exact bandwidth 
of the correct response curve should 
be noted in the receiver service data. 
It is just as important to align for 
correct bandwidth as for a properly 
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shaped curve. A sweep width of 
approximately 450 KHz is generally 
used. Fig. 11 illustrates a distorted 
IF response curve. Compare it with 
the normal curve shown in Fig. 4. 

With reference to Fig. 11, it is 

necessary to identify the center - 
frequency point and the frequencies 
at the 50 percent of maximum 
points on the curve. This necessi- 
tates the use of an accurate marker 
generator in combination with the 
sweep generator. (A marker signal 
is merely a CW signal with a pre- 
cise frequency. It is marked with 
the sweep signal and produces a 
beat frequency that is displayed as 
a "pip" on the response curve at 
the marked frequency.) Some sweep 
generators have a built-in marker 
generator, if not, a separate marker 
generator must be used. 

Some sweep generators are pro- 
vided with a crystal holder into 
which can be plugged a 10.7 -MHz 
(or other frequency) quartz crystal 
for precise marker indication. For 
example, if we use quartz crystals 
to mark the curve shown in Fig. 4, 
we will require at least two crystals, 
with frequencies of 10.6 and 10.8 
MHz. A crystal with a frequency of 
10.7 MHz is also desirable for IF 
alignment. The foregoing example 
assumes that the sweep signal is ap- 
plied at the grid of the mixer tube 
(V5 in Fig. 2). If the sweep signal 
is applied at the antenna -input ter- 
minals, we then must use RF 
marker signals. For example, if the 
center frequency of the sweep is 100 
MHz, the bandwidth must be 
checked with frequencies of 99.9 
and 100.1 MHz. 

Next, let us consider a test of the 
discriminator frequency response. 
An IF sweep signal is applied at the 
grid of V9 in Fig. 2, and the scope 
is connected at test point D. A pat- 
tern similar to that shown in Fig. 12 

is normally displayed on the scope 
screen (compare it with Fig. 5). A 
beat marker is easily displayed at 
either of the band limits (10.6 and 
10.8 MHz). However, it is difficult 
to display a marker at the center 
frequency (10.7 MHz), particularly 
when a ratio detector is being 
aligned. Therefore, many techni- 
cians employ a trick of the trade 
that involves using an amplitude - 
modulated marker. This causes the 
response -curve frequency to beat 
with the modulating frequency, al- 
though the marker pip remains in- 
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NEW FIELD EFFECT MULTIMETER 
Here is the revolutionary new approach to circuit testing, the solid 
state Sencore FIELD EFFECT METER. This FE14 combines the 
advantages of a VTVM and the portability and versatility of a VOM 
nto a single low-cost instrument. This is all made possible by the 
use of the new space age field effect transistor that is instant in 

action but operates like a vacuum tube in loading characteristics. 
Compare the features of the FIELD EFFECT METER to your VTVM 
or VOM. 

Minimum circuit loading - 15 megohm input impedance on DC is better than a 

VTVM and up to 750 times better than a 20,000 ohm per volt VOM - 10 megohm 
input impedance on AC is 20 times better than a standard VTVM. The FIELD 
EFFECT M ETER is constant on all ranges, not like a VOM that changes loading 
with each range. 

Seven AC peak -to -peak ranges with frequency response to 10MHz. Seven zero 
center scales down to 0.5 volt. Five ohmeter ranges to 1000 megohms. DC current 
measurements to 1 ampere. Full meter and circuit protection. Mirrored scale. 
Low current drain on batteries - less than 2 milliamps. Built-in battery check. 
Unbreakable all -steel vinyl clad case. Optional Hi -Voltage probe adds 3KV, 
10KV and 30KV ranges with minimum circuit loading for greatest accuracy in the 
industry... $9.95. 

Only Sencore offers the FIELD EFFECT METER. 

Ask for it by name at your distributor. 

only $69.95 (less batteries) 

NCOFR 
NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101 
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WORKMAN 

that they make 
the best circuit 
breakers in the 
industry and 
are willing to 
send you one 

FREE 
to prove it. 

SEND YOUR REQUEST 
ON BUSINESS LETTERHEAD 

WORKMAN Í,eatic 
PRODUCTS, INC. P o sox 3121 SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33S71 

MANUFACTURES A 
COMPLETE LINE OF 

FAIL 

SAFE 
IN 

MOLDED 
BLACK 
PLASTIC 

CASE 

CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS 

EIA 1162 6630 
MODEL FAA 2.5 AMP 

CARRY CURRENT 

Model Numbers FA1.5 to FA7 

When Red Button is depressed, 

contacts remain open, circuit is 

refused ONLY after Red Button 

is released. 

RECOGNIZED UNDER THE 
COMPONENT PROGRAM OF 

UNDERWRITER'S 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

visible. If the S curve (Fig. 12) is 
centered on 10.7 MHz, the beat 
amplitude will pass through mini- 
mum as the marker generator is 
tuned through 10.8 MHz. 

Two basic steps are used to test 
the frequency response of the FM 
stereo -multiplex adapter. First, the 
peak and trap frequencies are 
checked in accordance with the in- 
structions in Table 1. Note that A 19 
and A20 in Fig. 7 are SCA (subsi- 
diary carrier assignment) traps that 
are tuned to 67 KHz. L15 is aligned 
first by peaking it to the subcarrier 
frequency (38 KHz). However, the 
optimum adjustments of L15, A21 
and A22 are made on the basis of 
a separation test with stereo signals. 
This is a specialized test procedure 
that will be explained in detail in 
the next article of this series. The 
procedure is finally verified by 
checking the frequency -response 
over the audio -frequency range. 
Since this verification is tied in with 
separation characteristics, it also will 
be covered in the next article. 

Frequency -response tests of the 
audio -amplifier channels in Fig. 1 

are commonly made as shown in 
Fig. 13. The important points to be 
observed are: (1) provision of a suit- 
able value of power resistor across 
the output terminals so that the 
amplifier output circuit is correctly 
loaded; (2) setting of tone controls 
for flat response; (3) driving of the 
amplifier to its maximum rated 
power output; and (4) spot-checking 
of the audio -oscillator output to 
make certain that a constant level 
of drive is applied over the entire 
audio -frequency range. 

FM Tuner Alignment 
Either a signal generator and 

VTVM may be used, or a sweep - 
and -marker generator and scope. 
Let us consider the use of a signal 
generator. Referring to Fig. 2, pro- 
ceed as follows: 

1. The AFC switch is turned off. 
If this is not done, the oscillator in 
the front end will tend to "follow" 
the test signal, and the bandwidth 
will seem to be substantially greater 
than is actually the case. 

2. Alignment of the IF amplifier 
is usually checked first. Turn the 
FM level control (R1) to maximum 
and connect the VTVM across the 
grid -leak resistance of the second 
limiter tube (V9). This is test point 
B. 

3. A low-level 10.7 -MHz CW 
signal from the signal generator is 
applied to the grid of the first limiter 
tube (V8). By setting the generator 
output below the limiting level, a 
much sharper peak indication is ob- 
served on the VTVM. 

4. Slugs Al2 and A13 are ad- 
justed to obtain maximum response 
at 10.7 MHz. Note that the band- 
width is not checked at this time. 

5. Align T6 in the same manner. 
The generator signal is applied to 
the grid of the second IF tube (V7), 
with the VTVM connected as be- 
fore. Thus, T6 is aligned in com- 
bination with the response of T7. If 
the peak indication is broad, reduce 
the output from the signal generator. 

6. Transformers T5 and T4 are 
peak -aligned in the same way, with 
the VTVM connected at the grid of 
V9, as before. 

7. The primary of T8 is then 
peak -aligned. Leave the generator 
output connected to the grid of the 
mixer (V5), but move the VTVM 
connection to the center tap on the 
secondary of T8. With the generator 
set for an output below the limiting 
level, slug A10 is adjusted for maxi- 
mum indication at 10.7 MHz. 

8. To align the secondary of T8, 
the VTVM connection is moved to 
test point D, and the VTVM is set 
for zero -center scale indication. Slug 

38 kHz SUPPRESSED 
SUBCARRIER 

19 kHz 
SUBCARRIER il 

L+R L -R LOWER L -R UPPER 
SIDEBAND SIDEBAND 

15 19 23 38 53 

FREQUENCY IN KILOHERTZ 

Fig. S. Frequency spectrum processed 
by multiplex adapter. 

BASS BOOST-TREBLE BOOST' 

FLAT RESPONSE 

BASS C Uf TRE BLE CUT 

10 100 1kHz 10 kHz 
FREQUENCY 

Fig. 9. Response curves for bass and 
treble tone controls. 
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The 
call-back 
kilers.. 
Genuine RCA replacement parts. 

They're tamous for silencing 
customer complaints and wiping out 
costly cell -backs. 

That's because they're specially 
designed and fabricated ... every 
electron c value, every material, every 
mechanical dimension ... for 
particular applications in specific 
RCA hone instruments. 

In effect they're criginal parts. They 
restore original performance and 
original customer sa:isfaction. 

You can spread that satisfaction 
around by using mary of them for 
universal applicatior, too. They're 
great for upgrading performance 
wherever you use them. 

Call your RCA. distributor. He'll set 
you up with a supply of the fastest 
moving Dnes today. 

Parts and Accessories, Deptford, N.J. 
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A21 is then adjusted for zero indi- 
cation on the meter. Since A20 and 
A21 tend to interact, it is advisable 
to repeat steps 7 and 8. 

9. Peak alignment of the IF sec- 
tion is now complete, and we turn 
next to the RF and oscillator sec- 
tions in the front end. The signal 
generator is set up to 108 MFIz and 
its output is applied through a 270 - 
ohm resistor to the FM antenna - 
input terminals. The VTVM is con- 
nected at test point B. 

10. With the receiver tuned to 
108 MHz, A22 is adjusted for maxi- 
mum response. This puts the oscil- 
lator in rough alignment. 

11. Tracking is checked by set- 
ting the generator and receiver tun- 
ing to 88 MHz. If A22 requires re- 
setting to obtain maximum indica- 
tion, a compromise adjustment is 
made. 

12. The final peak -alignment pro- 
cedure concerns the RF section. 
With the generator and VTVM con- 
nected as before, trimmers A23 and 
A24 are adjusted for maximum in- 
dication with the receiver and gen- 
erator set to 106 MHz. If appreci- 
able adjustment of A23 and A24 is 
required, it is good practice to re- 
peat steps 10, 11 and 12 because 
the response is being checked 
through the IF section. 

Peak alignment is ordinarily suf- 
ficient. However, when hi-fi re- 
sponse is sought, we must conclude 
by checking the bandpass of the 
FM tuner. This is done by leaving 
the generator and VTVM connected 
as in Step 12. The generator output 
is advanced to obtain limiting action 
(very broad peak indication on the 
VTVM). Then, the bandwidth is 
checked with a scope, as shown in 
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SIGNAL III FROM FM SWEEP GENERATOR 
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CIRCUITS 
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Fig. 10. Basic principle of sweep alignment. 

Fig. 11. Distorted IF response curve. Fig. 12. Discriminator "S" curve. 
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AMPLIFIER 

o 

AC 

VTVM 

Fig. 13. Equipment setup for testing frequency response of audio amplifier. 

Fig. 4. Insufficient bandwidth will 
cause attenuation of the high audio 
frequencies and impaired stereo- 
multiplex action, as will be ex- 
plained in detail in the next article. 
Excessive bandwidth is undesirable 
because selectivity and gain are then 
sacrificed. 

Abnormal Bandwidth 
When the over-all response curve 

indicates incorrect bandwidth even 
after peak alignment has been at- 
tempted, there is probably a defec- 
tive component in the system. The 
first step is to localize the defective 
section. Therefore, we recheck the 
peak -alignment procedure outlined 
previously, but we now measure the 
bandwidth from stage to stage. As 
we check back from the second 
limiter, a stage will be encountered 
at which the incorrect bandwidth 
suddenly appears. We direct our at- 
tention to this stage. Defects in early 
sections are most troublesome be- 
cause the inaccuracy is amplified by 
the following stages. 

A common cause of insufficient 
bandwidth is regeneration. Look for 
defective screen bypass capacitors, 
poorly grounded transformer shields 
and defective plate-decoupling ca- 
pacitors. Regeneration shows up not 
only as insufficient bandwidth but 
also as a change in shape of the re- 
sponse curve at various signal levels. 
Peaks and valleys in the response 
curve that are not removed by nor- 
mal limiter action are usually 
caused by regeneration. If you place 
your hand near a tube in a regenera- 
tive circuit, the meter indication will 
change. Stable stages (without re- 
generation) are practically immune 
to the effects of hand capacitance. 

Excessive bandwidth is com- 
monly caused by leaky capacitors 
connected across tuned coils. The 
leakage reduces the circuit Q which, 
in turn, reduces the stage gain and 
increases the bandwidth. Suspected 
capacitors must be disconnected for 
test since the shunting coil resist- 
ance is very low. Shorted turns in a 
coil have the same effect on circuit 
action, but this defect is rare. 

When transistors are used in an 
FM tuner, low gain and excessive 
bandwidth point to collector -junc- 
tion leakage. It is easy to make in - 
circuit checks of transistor control 
action. However, this topic is re- 
served for treatment in the next 
issue. 
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Professional installers count on antenna gain 
not the numbers game. 

If you count elements when you buy antennas, you might 
be shortchanging yourself and short-circuiting your cus- 
tomer's reception. It's performance that counts. 
And that's where JFD Color Laser and Log Periodic anten- 
nas outclass all other all -channel antennas. Only patented 
JFD capacitor -coupled perform double duty - respond on 
the fundamental and harmonic modes. Actually multiply 
gain and signal-to-noise ratios over larger multi -element 

(but less efficient) antennas. 
That's why professional installers who count on antenna 
gain (not the numbers game) prefer JFD Color Lasers and 
LPV Log Periodics. Call your JFD distributor and prove it 
on your next installation. 
Did you know that JFD now markets a great new line of 
solid state Snow -Plow and Program Center amplifier - 
distribution systems? Ask your distributor! 

FROM JFD - ORIGINATORS OF THE ANTENNA THAT REVOLUTIONIZED RECEPTION 

JFD Color Laser and 
LPV Log Periodic TV antennas. 

JFD ELECTRONICS CO. 
15 Avenue at 62 Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377 JFD Canada, Ltd., Ontario, Canada 
JFD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos 125-97, Maracaibo, Venezuela 

LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE Of U.S. PATENTS 2.958.081: 2,985,879; 3,011.168; 3,108,280; 3,150.376: 1210.767. RE. 25.700 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING IN U.S. A AND CANADA. PRODUCED BY ISO 
ELECTRONICS CO UNDER LICENSE FROM THE UNIVERSITY Of ILLINOIS FOUNDATION. LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE Of US PATENTS 2.955.287 AND 3.015.821 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING 
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In January, 1969 

PF Reporter® 
becomes 

Electronic Servicing 

Why this change in name? This publication 
is now the only nationally circulated elec- 
tronics magazine devoted exclusively to elec- 
tronic servicing. To other publications, the 
servicing of electronic products has become 
only a part of the editorial content. For Elec- 
tronic Servicing it is the only subject area 
covered. The change in name is made to 
reflect this total commitment to the men who 
dedicate their technical and business talents 
to this profession. 

What's not changed. This magazine continues 
to be "A HOWARD W. SAMS PUBLICATION." 
It will continue to provide the same timely 
and accurate technical information electronics 
professionals have come to expect from the 
Sams organization, pioneer publishers in the 
electronic service field and originators of the 
internationally accepted PHOTOFACT. 

Readers can look forward to complete cover- 
age of the electronics servicing business. Each 
issue will offer concise and practical informa- 
tion on new and refined circuits and test 

equipment, accurate diagnostic and alignment 
procedures, effective business management, 
profitable shop operation techniques, and 
timely, accurate reporting of events and trends 
that affect the servicing industry. Included will 
be such topics as stage -by -stage analysis of 
the operation of new and existing circuits in 
black -and -white and color TV, AM/FM radio, 
tape recorders, auto radio, stereo systems ... 
quicker diagnosis of trouble symptoms . . . 

understanding solid-state servicing techniques 
. . . operation and application of test equip- 
ment ... up-to-date accounting methods .. 
realistic pricing . . . more efficient shop lay- 
out ... measuring the progress and require- 
ments of your servicing business ... solutions 
to personnel problems ... gauging the effects 
of new products and designs on service in- 
come. 

These, plus all the regular departments our 
readers have come to depend on over the 
years: PHOTOFACT BULLETIN . .. Tube Sub- 
stitution Supplement ... The Electronic Scan- 
ner ... Symfact ... The Troubleshooter .. 
and Notes on Test Equipment. 

Electronic Servicing 
published by Intertec -Publishing Corp. 

subsidiary of HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 

1014 Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64105 
ABP 
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Another benchwarmer? 
Not this one. Our new B&K 
Diagnostic Oscilloscope is more 
than re -engineering of an old 
model to keep pace with TV 
technology. It is instead a basic 
departure from all other 
oscilloscopes. A departure Mat 
has simplified a complex 
instrument to make 
it easier for you to 
use. But there's 
something else. 

What this 
oscilloscope has is 
exclusive. An 
Intermittent Analyzer 
with electronic memory-and 
optional remote Audio/Visual 
Alarm. 

With it, the elusive intermittent 
conditions that make so many 
TV sets tough dogs can now be 
detected and identified in your 
absence. Preset one control. 

When the faulty stage is detected, 
you'll know about it as soon as 
you come back from service calls. 
Then run the scope overnight 
to check another set for an 
intermittent condition. 

All this adds up to greater 
shop efficiency, more time for 
profit -making service calls and a 
lot more mileage out of a very 
fine diagnostic oscilloscope. 

An oscilloscope that shows 
vector patterns exactly as 
specified by color TV 
manufacturers. (All vectorscope 
inputs and controls are 
conveniently located on the front 
panel.) Also allows you to 
read peak -to -peak voltages in all 
ranges on a double -scale 
calibrated screen-just by turning 
a switch. (As the range is 
selected, the appropriate scale 
lights automatically.) 

Circle 26 on literature card 

Automatic synchronization 
locks in all patterns at any signal 
level or frequency. There are 
also fewer controls and these 
are positioned for 
easier operation. 

Give our Diagnostic 
Oscilloscope some thought. 
It's worth it not to be sidelined 
with a benchwarmer. See your 
B&K Distributor or drop us a note 
for detailed literature on 
Modell 1450 and our full -line test 
equipment catalog, AP -24. 
DIAGNOSTIC OSCILLOSCOPE 
Model 1450, Net: $27995 

B & K Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Where electronic innovation is a way of life. 
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JWD General Electric's 
/"Harvest of Gifts'òffers you 

a selection of toys, 
GE appliances or me 
with all the trimmings. 

(please take agift) t/ 

Earn a complete turkey dinner and your 

choice of exciting toys and popular GE 

appliances for the whole family when you buy 

GE Tubes. See "Harvest of Gifts" details 

at right and visit your participating GE Tube 

Distributor today. Start earning gift points 

now and have a holiday on GE! 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
TUBE DEPARTMENT, OWENSBORO, KY. 

288-19 
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oward more 
oficient 
3rvicing 

ieginning with this issue, PF 
PORTER will provide periodic 
Arts on new training sessions and 
cialized electronic courses avail- 
; to service technicians and shop 
ters who are interested in main- 
,ing their knowledge and servic- 
skill at a level consistent with 
technological advances of the 

;tronic industry. 

Semiconductor Courses 
Ile Training and Education De- 
tment of North American Philips 
mpany, Inc. (Norelco) has an- 
inced the expansion of its PRAC- 
,ONICS program of electronics 
truction to include a course in 
Jai conduc tors . Like the first 
:ACTRONICS course, Basic 
:ctricity, full understanding of the 
erse in semiconductors is achieved 
ough deductive reasoning based 
on practical observations. 
In each chapter, the method of 
truction involves a practical ex- 
-iment which serves as an intro- 
ction to the theory and the math- 
tatics. The student performs the 
periment, makes and records ob- 
vations and compares his results 
th the ideal results given in the 
ct. He then reaches conclusions. 
ese conclusions may be expressed 
mathematical and theoretical 

tguage such as laws, theorems, 
and general statements relating to 
electrical and electronic phenomena. 

With this background, the stu- 
dent is better able to understand the 
theory because he has actually "re- 
discovered" the basic principles in 
his experiment. Completion prob- 
lems are given at the end of each 
chapter to test his understanding of 
the material. There are also experi- 
mental problems in circuitry, posed 
in theoretical terms, which he is re- 
quired to solve using mathematical 
formulas. He must then validate his 
solutions by constructing the circuit 
and making instrument observations. 
Thus, the student learns by working 

from the practical to the theoretical, 
then from the theoretical back to 
the practical side of the problem. 

The Semiconductors course be- 
gins with Basic Operation of the Di- 
ode and Transistor and progresses 
through characteristics, specifi- 
cations, technology and applications. 
It consists of two "Practibook" texts 
and a test set which provides all the 
necessary power sources, measuring 
instruments and a variety of com- 
ponents such as capacitors, resistors, 
diodes, etc. 

The same matrix used in the 
Basic Electricity course is used in 
the construction of the experimental 
circuits in semiconductors. It is a 
transparent matrix specially de- 
signed to overlay printed diagrams 
in the text. In this way, the student 
learns to recognize essential com- 
ponents visually, in both two and 
three dimensional contexts, as well 
as schematically. 

The seven -pound, portable, cord- 
less laboratory test set folds to form 
a compact unit measuring 11" x 
63/4" x 6" complete with carrying 
handles, and is powered by eight 
1.5 -volt "C" cells. This signal gen- 
erator -power supply unit also pro- 
vides a 6 -volt unstabilized source; 
a constant voltage source; and a 
constant current source. An oscil- 
lator produces both sine and square - 
wave outputs. A multi -range volt- 
meter/ammeter indicates DC volt- 
age range, AC voltage range and 
DC current range measurements. 

The transparent matrix is 
equipped with "spiders" containing 
self-adjusting receptacles which ac- 
cept both patch cords and mounted 
components. In practice, the remov- 
able matrix will overlay any of the 
printed diagrams in the "Practi- 
books". The student constructs the 
circuit directly on the matrix at the 
same time as he sees the actual 
schematic. Each component is pre- 
cision mounted so that the student 
can build a reliable circuit. 

The matrix and the test set are 
common to both the Semiconduct- 
ors and Basic Electricity courses. 
Progressing from either course to 
the other involves the purchase of 
the pertinent "Practibooks" and 
components only. A classroom dem- 
onstrator using the same test set and 
a large-scale matrix is available. 

TV Repair Course 
International Correspondence has 

developed an accelerated program 
of independent study to teach all 
practical aspects of color and black - 
and -white TV repair. 

Called TV Servicing/Repair, the 
course differs from other standard 
ICS courses in this field by dispens- 
ing with electronic theory not nec- 
essary for a comprehensive repair 
knowledge. 

The course consists of six hard- 
cover volumes (936 pages) written 
by electronics consultant Forest H. 
Belt, and takes a reader from tube - 
changing to bench servicing of vir- 
tually all TV set disorders-port- 
able and console, tube and tran- 
sistor, black -and -white and color. 

Each volume is indexed and illus- 
trated with line drawings, schemat- 
ics and close-up photographs- 
many in full color. Each chapter 
concludes with a "Check Your 
Learning" section with answers in- 
cluded so the reader can test his 
grasp of the subject matter. At the 
end of the course is a comprehensive 
examination, which is mailed to ICS 
for correction. A diploma is 
awarded after successful completion. 

A specially prepared dictionary 
of TV terms and supplimentary the- 
oretical information, carefully keyed 
to text material, is included with 
the course. A portfolio of schemat- 
ics of major manufacturer's most 
popular TV models also is available. 

This course has been recognized 
by the National Electronics Asso- 
ciation (NEA) as credit towards 
NEA certification in the Associa- 
tion's apprenticeship program. The 
price is $99.00. 

Solid State Color Training 
RCA has embarked on an ambi- 

tious training program to acquaint 
service/dealers and technicians with 
their new CTC40 solid-state color 
chassis. 

Approximately 80 RCA district 
service representatives recently at- 
tended two-day training sessions 
conducted by the Product Perfor- 
mance -Technical Training Division 
of RCA at the Marrott Hotel in In- 
dianapolis. Each representative at- 
tended one of six two-day sessions 
held over a period of two weeks. 
The objective of this kick-off por- 
tion of the program was to ade- 
quately train each district service 
manager so that when he returned 
to his home area he, in turn, could 
conduct as many two-day training 
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by Robert M. Brown, 
K2ZSQ/W9HBF, and Tom 
Kneitel, K2AES. Fully ex- 
plains the new incentive 
licensing which affects both 
newcomers and old-timers. 
Covers all the new FCC 

Regulations and band allocations. Includes 
multiple-choice questions and answers (as 
close to actual FCC exams as possible) cover- 
ing the new Advanced -Class, and the modified 
requirements for the Extra -Class exams. Also 
includes sample exams for Novice, Technician, 
Conditional, and General -Class licensing. 
160 pages. Order EE -050, only $2.75 

Commercial Radiotelephone 

Important E & E Books 

The VHF Amateur 
by Robert M. Brown, 
K2ZSQ/W9HBF. A com- 
pletely updated handbook 
packed with data on vital 
vhf subjects not available 
elsewhere. The author for- 
merly published the famous 
VHF Magazine whose back 
issues are much in demand 

This new handbook incorporates the finest 
vhf material from the former publication, plus 
new data of great interest to both old and 
new vhf men. 160 pages. 
Order EE -65060, only $4.50 

Amateur Radio Incentive Licensing 

n,Tac Study Guide 
NrlNelntrlrtgpg 

s\) c 

License Q&A Study Guide 
by Woodrow Smith and Robert Welborn. An 
invaluable aid in preparing for the exams for 
the various grades of radiotelephone license 
or permit. Questions cover the first four ele- 
ments of the radiotelephone license exam. 
Answers are comprehensive and detailed and 
relevant to the pertinent subjects of the ex- 
am. 272 pages. Order EE -031, only $6.95 

Single Sideband: Theory & Practice 
by Harry D. Hooton, W6TYH. The one -source 
reference guide to ssb. Covers the origin and 
principles of ssb, derivation of ssb signals, 
carrier suppression techniques, sideband se- 
lection, ssb equipment, tests and measure- 
ments. Order EE -350, only $6.95 
17TH EDITION OF THE FAMOUS 

Radio Handbook 
Tells how to design, 
build, and operate the 
latest types of ama- 
teur transmitters, re- 
ceivers, transceivers, 
and amplifiers. Pro- 
vides extensive, simplified theory on practi- 
cally every phase of radio. Broadest coverage; 
all original data, up-to-date, complete. 
848 pages. Order EE -167, only $12.95 

Order from your electronic parts 
distributor or send coupon below. 

EDITORS and ENGINEERS 

P.O. Box 68003, New Augusta, Ind. 46268, 
Dept. PFE118 

Send me the following books: 

EE -65060 
D EE -050 

EE -031 EE -350 
D EE -167 

Name 

Address 

City State- Zip 
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A member of RCA's Product Performance -Technical Training Division uses a flip 
chart to explain the circuit operation and servicing procedures associated with the 
new CTC40 chassis. 

The workshop segment of the RCA training program provided district service rep- 
resentatives with practical, first-hand knowledge of the servicing procedures associ- 
ated with solid-state color chassis. 

Product Technical Training 
Cortlfloote of Aehlavotnoet 

This to 10 certify tat 

,,as successfully completed to prescribed Trameng Program- 

-.c CTC AO sourd -State 
=.n cheese` 

fly awarded Ime cetliicete 

Technicians who successfully complete the RCA CTC40 familiarization program 
receive this Certificate of Achievement. 
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sessions as needed to provide every 
interested service/dealer and tech- 
nician with the technical knowledge 
necessary to properly service the 
new solid-state color chassis. 

The training sessions were di- 
vided into two segments. The first 
portion was a three-hour slide lec- 
ture on circuit theory. The second 
portion, requiring about one and a 
half days, was devoted to a work- 
shop training situation in which 
every technician was given the op- 
portunity to apply the solid-state 
servicing techniques outlined by the 
instructor. 

Because of the need for individu- 
alized instruction during the work- 
shop portion of the program, each 
class was limited to no more than 
12 men. 

During the slide lecture each cir- 
cuit was analyzed in detail using 
block diagrams, schematics and 
photos of the actual circuitry as it 
appears on the circuit board or 
chassis. Using this method of pre- 
sentation, the technician is able to 
relate physical appearances with 
schematic and block diagram illus- 
trations to increase his understand- 
ing and retention of the material. 

In the workshop part of the pro- 
gram, the instructor used flip charts 
to review stage -by -stage circuit op- 
eration and introduce proper test 
procedures. This was followed by a 
preview of the service problems that 
are most probable in each circuit, 
along with the test procedure that 
will most effectively provide quick 
and accurate diagnosis of the trou- 
ble and its cause. 

With the preceding information 
fresh in their minds, the technicians 
then moved to the working CTC40 
chassis and test equipment to actu- 
ally perform the test procedures just 
outlined by the instructor. 

Repeated exposure to the opera- 
tion of the CTC40, together with 
a practical application of each test 
procedure provided each district ser- 
vice manager with the in-depth 
knowledge necessary to conduct ef- 
fective training sessions in the field. 

After successfully completing the 
two-day training session, each dis- 
trict service representative was 
awarded a Product Technical Train- 
ing Certificate of Achievement. The 
same certificate will be awarded 
technicians who attend field -training 
sessions conducted by the district 
service managers. 

PROFESSIONAli 

DEGAUSS1NG 

COIS 
for all Color TV Receivers 

CATALOG No. 9317 
Suggested Net $19.95 

An invaluable service aid for every TV service man, a must 
on every color TV service call. The degausser eliminates 
stray magnetic fields in color sets as required prior to final 
purity adjustment. This durable professional model, 13" in 
diameter, is made to standard industry specifications and 
is completely enclosed in a molded hi -impact plastic case 
to withstand the abuse of continuous service use, give 
maximum service life. The full-length 9 -foot service cord, 
and convenient momentary contact switch permit de - 
energizing operations without ever pulling the plug. 
Designed right, made right, this degausser is another GC 
quality service aid to make service calls easier, faster, and 
more profitable. 

Always insist on GC 
you'll get more for your money, every time! 

GC ELECTRONICS 
A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS. INC. 

MAIN PLANT ROCKFORD ILL.u.sA. 

Giant FREE Catalog... 
Only GC gives you everything in electronics 

. has for almost 40 years. Match every 
part and service need from over 10,000 

quality items. Write for your copy today! 
Circle 28 on literature card 
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SOLVING 
WRONG -HUE 
SYMPTOMS 

This analysis of circuit operation, trouble symptoms, and troubleshooting techniques will help you quickly pinpoint 
the causes of improper color. by Carl Babcoke 

When the faces on the color TV 
picture look like green Martians in- 
stead of the sunburned Indian hue 
preferred by most viewers the seem- 
ingly natural inclination of many 
technicians is to adjust the burst 
transformer until the skin color is 
natural. Although occasionally a 
burst phase adjustment seems to 
clear up the trouble, in most in- 
stances such a procedure merely 
camoflauges the trouble symptom, 
making the real defect harder to 
diagnose. After all, a hue adjust- 
ment only changes the phase of the 
3.58 -MHz subcarrier that is applied 
to the demodulators and many other 
troubles will also produce wrong - 
hue symptoms. In the following par- 
agraphs we'll discuss the require- 
ments for proper color production 

and the techniques needed to un- Set-up adjustments, such as con - 
cover defects causing wrong hues. vergence, focus, AGC and bright- 

ness -limiter, can greatly improve the 
Good Color From Good B -W quality of both the b -w and color 
The b -w picture on a color re- picture. Refer to Howard W. Sams 

ceiver is actually three color pic- Color Television Servicing Made 
tures-one red, one blue and one Easy, volumes 1 and 2, for many 
green. When all three have the right helpful hints on fast and accurate 
brightness and contrast ratio and set-up adjustments. 
are in good register, the composite Of even more importance to na - 
picture fools the eye into believing tural colors are two other set-up 
the picture is actually black -and- adjustments: purity and screen color. 
white. When the desired areas of Check the purity by using a gun - 
these three pictures are brightened killing switch box to look at one 
or darkened by the chroma signal, screen color at a time. The amount 
the b -w picture is changed to full of impurity you see in the red, blue 
color. Since the color picture is and green fields is the amount of 
really the b -w picture slightly modi- hue error you will see in that area 
fied, any defect which keeps the of the color picture. Modern picture 
b -w picture from being perfect also tubes, with the phosphor dots large 
degrades the color picture. and close together, will show im- 

purities more on color than on b -w 
pictures. While discussing purity, 
it should be noted that poor purity 
can sometimes cause weak color. 
This is most likely when the im- 
purity causes each color field to be 
nearly white instead of its intended 
color. MORAL: always check the 
purity with this simple test, then 
correct it, if necessary, before you 
consider other possible causes of 
wrong -color symptoms. 

The visible balance of red, blue 
and green in the b -w picture is very 
critical for true colors. This state- 
ment is easily verified on those 
models which have a "tint" or "color 
fidelity" control on the front panel 
to permit the viewer to adjust his 
own screen color. This screen color 
control often changes the color ren- 
dition as much as the hue (phase) 
control does. To adjust the screen 
color on models with this control, 
set the tint or hue knob to its mid - 

CHROMA 

SIGNAL 

3.58 
SUBCARRIER 

PHASE 

SHIFT 

NETWORK 

X 

DEMOD 

Z 

DEMOD 

OUTPUT 

TO B -Y 
AMPLIF IER 

OUTPUT 

TO R -Y 
AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 1 X and Z demodulators are similar except for phase of 3.58 -MHz subcarrier 
applied to them. Defective components in phase shifting network cause false colors 
to appear in place of blue. 
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This little part plays 
a big role in radio. 

This box gives you top revues. 

The transistor is no bit player 
when it comes to radio 

performance. That's why Delco 
transistors are manufactured 

under controlled conditions that 
assure high reliability. And 

why they're thoroughly tested 
before being placed in the 

familiar blue and black box. 

Delco Radio engineers are 
leaders in auto radio design 

and transistor technology. 

Delco radios are original 
equipment on over half 

of the cclrs on the road. 

That United Delco box is your 
guarantee of genuine OEM 

1 GM 

Transistor 

ió 

V 
DS -501 

quality replacement parts. And 
just 12 Delco transistors replace 
over 7,500 other types. 

Doesn't it make good sense to 
stock the best? 

Remember these facts when you 
re -order. And remember, too, 
that your United Delco supplier 
handles the most recognized 
name in the parts business. 

Next time you think little, 
think big. Think Delco. 

DELCO RADIO, Div. of General Motors, Kokomo. Ind. 

GM 
dist 

United V 
De1ca 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE 
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point, then proceed to adjust the 
screen color as usual. 

If blue in the b -w picture is weak, 
the screen color will be greenish - 
yellow; if green is weak, the picture 
will be purple. Both of these effects 
are easy to see. But if red is weak, 
the screen color will be cyan (blue- 
green)-and this is not a bad color 
for a b -w picture. For this reason, 
you should particularly watch the 
red when you check or adjust the 
screen color. 

There are two easy tests for suf- 
ficient red in the raster. Use the gun - 
killer switch to turn red off and on 
several times. Did you notice a def- 
inite change? You should be able to 
tell the difference without any doubt. 
Now switch rapidly from blue to red 

to green several times (with a nor- 
mal b -w picture tuned in). Red and 
blue should be nearly the same 
brightness, while green should be 
somewhat bright. If you have any 
doubts, better do the whole series 
of screen color adjustments-using 
the set-up switch, CRT bias, screen 
controls and video drive controls- 
before you check the color picture 
quality. MORAL: a complete set-up 
may change a blurred picture with 
false colors to a good, sharp b -w 
pictures with true colors during col- 
orcasts. 

Wrong Colors 
From The Picture Tube 

Another related problem, which 
is even harder to recognize, is the 
color imbalance caused by a weak 

gun (or guns) in the picture tube. 
It seems logical to assume that the 
screen color adjustment step (where 
the vertical is collapsed and the hor- 
izontal line is made white by adjust- 
ing the three screen controls) would 
be a good test to show up a weak 
gun. This is not true because the 
beam current required to make this 
one horizontal line bright enough to 
be clearly seen is extremely small 
and often, weak tubes will provide 
enough current for the line. The 
true test comes later in the adjust- 
ment series, when the picture has 
normal brightness, contrast and 
sweep. The almost -black areas of 
the picture may be gray, showing 
all three colors to be balanced at 
low brightness, but the highlights 

Fig. 2 Green color bar crossovers at bars one and seven as seen on the picture tube and scope screens. (A) Color -bar display on picture tube screen. (B) Waveform analysis of color bars. 

Fig. 3 Adjustment of the hue control must move red crossover from bar five to bar seven or more. (A) Crossover at bar five. 
(B) Crossover at bar seven. 
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You're making money in electronics now. 

RCA offers 4 ways to make more. 

Study at home ...set your own pace. 
RCA Institutes has an easy approach 
to bring you bigger earnings. 

COLOR TV During this course you'll perform 
over 50 experiments-and receive all parts and instruc- 
tions to build your own color TV. 

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included in the tuition- 
in both the beginner's program and the advanced 
course in color TV servicing. 

Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry and 
equipment. 

FCC LICENSE TRAINING Get your 
license-or your money back! We're that sure you'll 
succeed with RCA Institutes Home Study Training. 
Course is all new-both in content and in the up-to- 
date method of study. 

Choose the course for the FCC License you want: third, 
second or first phone. If you need basic training first, 
apply for the complete License Training Program. 

TRANSISTORS Transistor circuitry is what 
the TV repairman must cope with in most receivers to- 
day. This course gives you the necessary background. 

You'll discover an easy way to an effective understand- 
ing of semiconductor technology, including character- 
istics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers and other solid state 
devices. Transistorized TV Receiver Kits also available. 

CATV TRAINING Technicians are In 
short supply in CATV (Community Antenna Television 
Systems). 

That's because CATV is expanding, as people seek 
better reception and more than local stations. 

You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering the 
practical phases of CATV systems in either the Tele- 
vision Servicing or Communications courses. 

WHEN YOU STUDY THROUGH RCA INSTITUTES 
HOME TRAINING, YOU CAN PAY FOR LESSONS AS 
YOU ORDER THEM, OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EASY 
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN. LICENSED BY NEW YORK 
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. APPROVED FOR 
VETERANS. ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME 
STUDY COUNCIL. 
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will have a tint. Yellow highlights 
are produced by a weak blue gun; 
purple highlights by a weak green 
gun. Again, red is the easy one to 
overlook, for those cyan highlights 
look almost normal. Check all three 
guns if your picture tube emission 
tester is handy. If not, switch in one 
color at a time and check the pic- 
tures for any signs of highlight com- 
pression. 

A b -w picture with too much 
green will also show too much green 
on a colorcast, and too much blue 
will make blue dominant on color. 
One of the obvious indications of 
insufficient red in the raster is that 
adjusting the hue control during col- 
orcasts will change skin color from 
purple to greenish without even pro- 
ducing the normal skin color be- 
tween these extremes. MORAL: 
Poor screen color and tracking may 

fool you into thinking there is a 
hue or phase problem where none 
exists. 

The Chroma Signals 
Must Be In Balance 

The next important test is for the 
right amount of red, blue and green 
chroma signals at the grids of the 
picture tube. A keyed -rainbow color 
bar generator is best here. The usual 
chroma percentages are: blue 100%, 
red 85% and green 35%. (This 
ratio varies somewhat according to 
the designers personal preference, 
parts tolerances and phosphor effi- 
ciencies, but should be close to those 
listed here.) The chroma voltages 
can be measured accurately at the 
picture tube grids with the peak to 
peak function of a VTVM, provided 
the receiver does not have horizon- 
tal blanking spikes applied at the 

BURST KEYER TUBE 

TINT 
CONTROL 

TO PHASE 

AND KILLER 
DETECTORS 

3.58 MHz CSC 

3.58 MHz 
SUBCARRIER 
TO DEMODS 

Fig. 4 Two methods for adjusting hue. (A) Burst transformer is tuned to change 
the burst phase, thus changing the phase of the 3.58 -MHz oscillator output. (B) 3.58 - 
MHz oscillator output transformer is tuned to change the phase applied to the 
demodulators. 

Fig. 5 60 -Hz hum 
in the chroma IF 
circuit can blank 
out part of the 
color, as shown 
here. 

CRT grids. Otherwise, use a cali- 
brated scope to measure only the 
chroma portion of the composite 
waveform. 

There is a simpler and faster way 
that is accurate enough for most 
cases. Tune in the color -bar pattern 
with moderate color saturation and 
with the brightness high enough to 
see the background between the 
bars. Turn the brightness control 
down until one of the three primary 
color bars disappears. The first to 
disappear should be green. The red 
bars should disappear next and fi- 
nally leave faint blue bars. Any dif- 
ference from this normal response 
should prompt a check of the 
chroma channel to find the defect 
causing the weak bars. 

Demodulator Phasing 
There must be at least two de- 

modulators, although some models 
have three, and a few have four. 
To avoid complications, we'll dis- 
cuss only the two -demodulator de- 
signs. 

The demodulators in each make 
of receiver are very nearly identical, 
except for the phase relationship of 
the chroma signal to the 3.58 -MHz 
subcarrier (Fig. 1). In most models 
the phase of the received chroma 
signal is the same for both demodu- 
lators, while the 3.58 -MHz subcar- 
rier phase difference between them 
may be anything from 75° to 105°, 
depending on whether they are "X" 
and "Z" or R -Y and B -Y, and how 
much tinkering the design engineer 
has done. 

This vital subcarrier phase differ- 
ence may be determined by the 
values of the fixed resistors, capaci- 
tors and inductances in the phase - 
shifting network; or the phase may 
be variable by a tuned circuit, de- 
pending on the model. These parts 
can fail or be burned by external 
overload, and the resulting wrong 
phase will cause false colors. 

To check demodulator phasing, 
use the color bar pattern to deter- 
mine which bars are at crossover 
(i.e., the same brightness intensity 
as the background between the bars) 
by switching in one gun at a time 
and counting bars from the left side 
of the screen. If you adjust the hue 
control to make the brightness of 
the sixth bar the same as the bright- 
ness of the background, the blue 
crossover should be at 31/2 and 91/2, 
and the green at 71/2 for a modern 
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receiver. Theory calls for blue at 3 

and 9 and green at 7 (as shown in 
Fig. 2A). Of course, a scope can be 
used to provide even better accur- 
acy, if you are working at the bench 
(Fig. 2B). Each bar represents 30° 
of phase, but don't worry about de- 
modulator phasing unless the cross- 
overs are more than 1/2 bar wrong. 

Hue Control Phasing 
Adjustment of the hue control 

changes the phase to all the demod- 
ulators at the same time and the 
same amount. With color bars, the 
entire pattern moves left or right 
with adjustment of the hue and, on 
a colorcast, all the colors change the 
same amount. Figs. 3A and 3B 
show red bars at bar 5 crossover 
(bar 2 maximum) and at bar 7 

crossover (bar 4 maximum). You 
will notice the crossovers are much 
more definite than the maximums. 

A hue (phase) control is desir- 
able to give the viewer a choice of 
color rendition, but the principal 
use is to allow correction for burst 
phase errors which are broadcast by 
the various stations. If you doubt 
this statement, just tune from one 
colorcast to another without touch- 
ing the hue control and notice the 
wide differences in hue. 

Phase errors caused by wrong 
chroma alignment are usually indi- 
cated when the hue control circuit 
will not change the phase enough 

VIDEO _ TAKEOFF CHROMA 

AMPLIFIER - COIL 
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KEYING 
PULSE 
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6JC6 

Fig. 6 Open C705 in RCA CTC25X 
chassis reduced the burst level, producing 
weak chroma sync and erratic hues. 

to permit correct hues, even when 
accurately adjusted in accordance 
with the method suggested by the 
manufacturer. This is particularly 
possible in those models using di- 
rect burst injection into the 3.58 - 
MHz oscillator. Improper IF align- 
ment will indirectly cause wrong 
phase action also, because the 
chroma bandpass will be misaligned 
in an effort to make the overall 
alignment (including the erroneous 
IF's) satisfactory. In this case the 
chroma sidebands are the signal 
which is most affected by the im- 
proper alignment. 

Almost all color receivers use one 
of two general methods of adjusting 
hue. One way is to change the phase 
of the burst signal by tuning the 
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Fig. 7 Shorted turns in L43 of Philco 17QT85A chassis changed the phase of all 

three colors. The lowered impedance of L43 effectively placed C68 and R69 in 

parallel with the tuned secondary of the 3.58 -MHz oscillator transformer, detuning 

it. Also, the two demodulators had nearly the same phase. 
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describes the methods and tools used in con- 
structing electronics projects. Explains proper 
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drilling and punching. Also describes elec- 
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Shows how to apply fast troubleshooting pro- 
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available from your Electronic Parts Distributor 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 

Order from your Sams Distributor today or mall 
to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. Pt -11 
4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46268 

Send me the following books: 
D 20677 El 20660 20358 El 

206601 [] 20664 0 20662 0 20619 
$ enclosed 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

LMy Distributor is 
J 
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burst transformer. Other models 
vary the phase of the 3.58 -MHz 
subcarrier by tuning the oscillator 
output transformer. See Fig. 4. 

One peculiar effect can be noticed 
in those circuits in which the coil 
is tuned by a variable resistor in 
series with the fixed tuning capac- 
itor. The signal level in the tuned 
circuit changes greatly (25% to 
35%) when the variable resistor is 
adjusted to shift the phase. Also, the 
signal voltage may be weakened 
enough to cause sync or color sat- 
uration problems if the coil slug is 
offset too far in a vain attempt to 
make the circuit tune to good skin 
color. At the same time, this mis - 
tuning will reduce the maximum 

phase change so that a large adjust- 
ment of the hue control will change 
the hue very little, perhaps only one 
or two bars. 

In many receivers with direct 
sync injection, such as the RCA 
CTC19 type, the burst transformer 
is NOT to be adjusted for correct 
tint. To do so may weaken the 
burst enough to cause weak chroma 
sync. A good method for setting 
both sync and hue (written in de- 
scriptions rather than "C" and "T" 
numbers to make it more universal) 
is this one: add a 1 megohm carbon 
resistor to the outside of the VTVM 
probe and monitor the 3.58 -MHz 
oscillator grid DC voltage. Adjust 
the burst transformer for minimum 

X DEMOD 

6G Y6 

CHROMA IF___ 
AMPLIFIER 

PLATE 

B -Y 
-AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 8 Shorted Z modulator in Admiral D11 chassis burned the plate load resistor 
and changed the value of the grid resistor. 

CHROMA IF 

TRANSFORMER 

f -- B Y DEMOD 

39 pf 

(-- B Y DEMOD 

3.58 MHz 
SUBCARRIER 

DEMODULATED 

R -Y OUTPUT 
TO R -Y 

AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 9 Open X702 in RCA CTC38 chassis caused wrong R -Y demodulation, pro- 
ducing weak and blurred red hues. 

negative voltage when there is NO 
burst, video or snow coming through 
the burst amplifier. This can be 
done by shorting the burst amplifier 
grid to ground with a short jumper 
wire. Remove the meter from the 
oscillator grid and preset the tint 
control to the center of its range. 
Bring the oscillator into frequency 
by adjusting the oscillator grid ca- 
pacitor while you watch the weak 
color bars float upright across the 
screen. Connect the VTVM to the 
control grid of either demodulator 
and adjust the oscillator plate trans- 
former slug for maximum negative 
voltage. Remove the jumper from 
the burst amplifier grid, and before 
you remove the meter probe, turn 
the tint (hue) control from one end 
to the other and notice the change 
in meter readings. Readjust the os- 
cillator transformer until the same 
voltage is obtained at each end of 
the control, with minimum near the 
center. This presets the circuit to 
give maximum phase change, and 
usually gives correct hue as well. 
Remove the meter and tune in the 
color -bar generator very carefully, 
especially with the fine tuning knob. 
Now try the hue control to see if 
the second bar will go from slight 
purple to slight green or more. If 
the station broadcasting color is 
within tolerance, this should give 
correct hue control action on color - 
casts. Touch up the adjustment 
slightly, if necessary. 

Suppose we have gone through 
this procedure carefully, but the sec- 
ond color bar would not adjust to 
purple and the faces on colorcasts 
would adjust from green to normal 
or very green to slightly green. The 
most likely cause is poor alignment 
in the video IF's or chroma IF's 
and in an extreme case would re- 
quire a complete alignment of both. 
If the hue control action is nearly 
right, try a slight misadjustment of 
the oscillator transformer. However, 
it should be noted that excessive de- 
viation from the normal adjustment 
will cause two other problems: The 
tint will change very little with ad- 
justment of the hue control, although 
the color saturation will change. 
This will shake you up the first 
time you experience it. The wrong 
adjustment of the oscillator trans- 
former will weaken the 3.58 -MHz 
subcarrier signal to the demodula- 
tors until they become inefficient 
and reduce the color. 
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Don't try to produce true colors 
at the exact center of the hue con- 
trol. It is sufficient if the color bars 
travel from 3 to 4 bars when the 
hue is adjusted, and if the second 
bar changes from purple to green 
somewhere in this range. 

False Colors 
From Hum And Shading 

Wrong colors from hum and 
shading are rare but possible. Any 
hum originating in the tuner or 

Ultra -compact 

Solid State 
color bar pattern generator 

LCG-389 

Pattern appears instantly 
when turned on, and is as 
stable as a station signal. 
Compact and sturdy con- 
struction for field use - 
supplied with carrying 
case. Only 21/4" x 57/8" x 
73/4", weighing about 3 
pounds. 

Crystal controlled oscil- 
lator. 
Flipflop and logic cir- 
cuitry assure highest 
operating stability 
One receiver input to TV 
antenna 
Two selectable TV chan- 
nels 
Chroma level controll - 
0 to 200% 
Horizontal line flicker- 
ing prevented by pro- 
gressive scanning 
Horizontal and vertical 
signal return trace 
blanking 
Gun killers for conver- 
gence adjustments 
Regulated DC power 
supply 

ONLY $99 
BBBBBB\ 
allIBBEIH -\I 7 

.. 111B 1. 
\ \ ,: --B -- 

B/BBBB BB»: --./ :: --\. .. , Ú 7-'Iliii \ I-iÌ.Q111 -'J11.I1B--BB 

24 - 20 Jackson Ave. 
Long Island City, N. Y. 

video IF's will be seen only with a 
station tuned in. Hum in the video 
stages will be present either on or 
off channel, and hum from both of 
these sources will be displayed on 
the screen in the same manner as 
similar hum in a b -w receiver. 

Hum in the chroma IF's will 
blank the colors from part of the 
screen (Fig. 5) or cause weak colors 
in that same area if the hum is not 
quite as intense. The main point is 

that all colors are affected the same 
way. 

Hum in a demodulator or -Y 
amplifier will show a hum pattern 
either on or off channel and, in ad- 
dition, may cause a change in screen 
color in the hum area. 

Hum bars have rounded edges at 
the top and bottom and will move 
up or down the picture on broad- 
casts. Shading is a darkening or 
brightening at the right or left side, 
top or bottom, and does not move 
since it is usually caused by vertical 
or horizontal sweep voltages getting 
into the picture. 

Case Histories of 
Wrong Hues 

RCA CTC25X Symptoms: Color 
sync weak, and hue would change 
with fine tuning on colorcast, or by 
varying the percentage of burst on 
the color -bar generator. Since strong 
color was produced, burst was sus- 
pected. All DC voltages on the 
burst keyer were normal, but low 
DC was measured on the phase de- 
tector diodes, indicating weak burst. 
The scope showed strong color bars 
at the chroma take-off coil spike. 
Diagnosis and cure: C705 open; 
replaced with 120 -pf ceramic ca- 
pacitor. See Fig. 6. 

Philco 17QT85A Symptoms: Inter- 
mittent, red interference lines; screen 
color changes with fine tuning; and 
vertical stripes of color when a 

color -bar pattern was viewed. All 
symptoms very erratic. Color was 
weak, so scope was used to signal 
trace the the chroma circuits. Strong 
bar pattern up to the plate of the 
second chroma amplifier, but almost 
no signal on the secondary of the 
plate transformer. Diagnosis and 
cure: Open circuit in the ground end 
of the plate transformer secondary. 
Found broken wire and repaired 
to avoid realignment. 

"Your wife gets the house, 

your car, and custody of 

the children, but you 

get to keep your 

INJECTORALL SUPER 100 

TUNER CLEANER." 

Circle 33 on literature card 

WHY 
SEND TO 
JAPAN? 

You Can Get Same Day 
Shipment of Replacement 

Heads for Norelco and 
Most Import Cassette 
Tape Recorders From 

MICHIGAN MAGNET/CS 
A DIVISION OF VSI CORPORATION 

VERMONTVILLE, MICHIGAN 49096 
Telephone (517) 259-8911 

FREE 

CATALOG 

Send for 
Your Copy of 

Consumer Audio 
Catalog #680 
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Zenith 20K1C36 Symptoms: The 
tint controls changed flesh tones 
from bright green to light green, 
but had less than the usual range. 
Color sync and other adjustments 
checked normal, except for the burst 
transformer. Ohmmeter tests around 
the transformer and tint control 
showed too much resistance in the 
control circuit. Diagnosis and cure: 
Corrosion on the ground pin of the 
three prong plug wired to the color 
and tint controls. Cleaned and tight- 
ened socket and plug, then reset the 
burst transformer. 

RCA CTC24 Symptoms: Flesh 
either too purple or too green. De- 
modulator phase crossovers of all 
three colors were normal. Turned 
brightness control down to check 
the amplitude of red, blue and green 
bars. Test showed red bars to be 
weak. Diagnosis and cure: Weak 
6GH8A "X" demodulator and R -Y 
tube; replaced. 

Philco 17QT85A Symptoms: All 
hues wrong; outside man reported 
green bars were on the left, blue 

Meet the Pro's Pro! 

NtINENtAL II 
MU150 

World's I 
Finest Tube 

Analyzer 

Sophisticated Circuitry 

Plus Advanced 

Mechanical Design 

For The Ultimate 

In Performance 

This is the MU150 Continental Il-Sencore's new combination 
emission and mutual conductance tube tester. So precisely accu- 
rate you'll never have to guess again whether a tube is good or 
bad. See why we say it's the professional's professional tester. 

Replaceable tube socket chassis 
Simplified setup book 
Sectioned and reinforced panel and case 
Portable high -style attache case 

Checks over 3000 tubes-foreign and domestic. 
Mutual conductance test with 5000 Hz square wave truly analyzes the 
tube. 
Emission tests at near full rated cathode current on power tubes. Not 
available on other mutual conductance testers. 
100 megohm grid leakage sensitivity check. A must to catch trouble- 
some tubes with arid leakage or gas. 
180K short sensitivity check. Compares each element in the tube 
against all others for possible shorts. 
Regulated for complete accuracy and assurance on marginal tubes. 

If you want to go first class-go with the MU150 
$219"Continental 

II. Only 

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRON/C MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101 
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in the middle and red on the right. 
Scope showed the demodulator 
crossovers to be wrong, with blue 
the worst of all. Checked compon- 
ents in the phase shifting circuit; all 
seemed normal except the resistance 
of the coil was low. Diagnosis and 
cure: Shorted turns in L43; replaced 
and verified normal performance. 
See Fig. 7. 

RCA CTC28 Symptoms: B -w screen 
color showed some impurity, and 
hues were wrong. Checked purity 
and found it to be very poor. De- 
magnetized with an external degaus- 
sing coil and purity became normal. 
Three days later made a call-back 
for the same symptoms. Brought 
chassis to the shop and found the 
purity remained good if the test jig 
degaussing coil was left discon- 
nected. Scope showed the waveform 
across the degaussing coil to be un- 
symmetrical and more 60 Hz than 
120 Hz. Diagnosis and cure: Power 
supply silicon rectifier found open 
in wiring at the rectifier. 

Admiral Dll Symptoms: Flesh 
tones fair, other colors false. Con- 
fetti on a blank channel was too 
pink. Tried color bars and found 
green and red normal but, weak 
blue. Diagnosis and cure: Weak "Z" 
demodulator was suspected since 
screen color had not changed. New 
tube did not help much, but scope 
still showed weak output from the 
"Z" demodulator. Ohmmeter indi- 
cated 500 ohms for the 6.2K -ohm 
plate resistor; also, the 470 -ohm grid 
resistor had changed in value. Diag- 
nosis and cure: The "Z" demodula- 
tor had shorted and burned the re- 
sistors. Replaced the burned resis- 
tors and the shorted "Z" demodu- 
lator tube. See Fig. 8. 

RCA CTC38 Symptoms: Colors 
smeared and slightly false. Switched 
in one screen color at a time using 
color -bar pattern. Blue bars normal, 
green bars fair, and red bars 
smeared and weak. With all three 
colors switched on, the background 
between the bars on the left was 
greenish. The scope showed the out- 
put of the R -Y demodulator diodes 
to have a curve in the center base 
line. Diagnosis and cure: Defects in 
R -Y demodulator; ohmmeter 
showed X702 to be open. Sche- 
matic diagram is in Fig. 9. 
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RAYMER 
"AMERICAN MADE" 

TUNERS 
UNER 

AMPLIFIERS 
EIVERS REC 

... for Sound Installations 
by Radio-TV Servicemen. 

Model 761 Receiver 

List Price $151.75. See your electronic 
parts distributor for dealer cost. 

AM -FM with 15 Watts Audio and micro- 
phone paging. 

Designed for 24 hour trouble -free round- 
the-clock operation. Top performance. 

Just add speakers for a complete back- 
ground music system in stores, offices, 
schools, apartment buildings, homes, etc. 
QUICK AND EASY INSTALLATION. 

Also available: Tuners, Amplifiers, Tuner - 
Amplifiers. 

All top quality at low cost. 

Ask for complete catalog at your 
parts distributor or write factory 
direct requesting Catalog #HHH. 

TRUTONE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
14660 RAYMER STREET 

VAN NUYS, CALIF. 91405 
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ac 
and' 
profits, 

check the "Silencer", 
QUIETROLE 

Check QUIETROLE ... the 
"Silencer" for noisy radio, 
TV, (black and white, color 
too) and instrument con- 
trols, that protects your 
reputation, guards your 
profits. 
QUIETROLE, the quality lu- 
bricant -cleaner for over 20 
years, is harmless to plas- 
tics and metals, is non-con- 
ductive, non -corrosive, non- 
flammable,... with zero 
effect on capacity and re- 
sistance. 

For best results, specify QUIETROLE.. 
Mark II for tuners Spray Pack for controls 
and switches Silitron for general use 
Available in Aerosol Can or Dropper Bottle 

manufactured by 

QUIETROLE COMPANY 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 
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Zenith 20Y1050 Symptoms: Tint 
control produced purple flesh tones. 
Color sync and tint adjustments 
checked normal. T12, the 3.58 -MHz 
injection transformer, would not ad- 
just correctly. When the R -Y core 
was turned in the direction to give 
maximum positive, DC voltage at 
the cathode of the AFC phase de- 
tector, the reading nose-dived indi- 
cating that the oscillator had quit. 
Voltage and ohmmeter tests showed 
nothing wrong, except the primary 
of T12 measured about 50% high. 
Diagnosis and cure: An unknown 
defect in T12, the injection trans- 
former. Replaced it, then adjusted 
R -Y core for maximum voltage at 
the cathode of the AFC phase de- 
fector. The B -Y core was then ad- 
justed for minimum. Checked cross- 
overs and color hues. 

RCA, almost any chassis Symp- 
toms: Weak vertical color stripes be- 
hind the regular color picture. The 
stripes varied with color control set- 
ting. This chassis had just been re- 
turned from the shop where it 
checked normal. Diagnosis and 
cure: Something must have changed 
during the delivery. Visual inspec- 
tion showed the center lug of the 
color control had been bent so that 
it shorted to the chassis. 

Summary 
A satisfactory color picture is 

the sum total of all these factors: 

1. A good b -w picture founda- 
tion, including purity, conver- 
gence, screen color and track- 
ing, brightness and contrast, 
focus, picture size and locking. 

2. Sufficient color gain and band- 
width, with freedom from beat 
and interference patterns. 

3. The correct ratio of red, blue 
and green chroma signals at 
the picture tube grids (85%, 
100% and 35%). 

4. The right demodulator phasing 
to give correct crossovers. 

5. Sufficient range in hue control 
to produce natural skin color. 

A deficiency in any of these five 
requirements will result in false 
colors and an unsatisfactory color 
picture. 

ALL NEW! 
NRI learn -by -doing training in 

ADVANCED 
COLOR TV 

THE ONLY 

COLOR TV 
TOTALLY 

ENGINEERED FOR 
TRAINING 

Build your own custom color 
set in 5 training stages 

50 designed -for -learning 
color circuit experiments 

Programmed with 18 "bite -size" 
lesson texts 
A comprehensive training plan for the 

man who already has a knowledge of 
monochrome circuits and wants to 
quickly add Color TV servicing to his 
skills. DEFINITELY NOT FOR BE- 
GINNERS. It picks up where most 
other courses leave off - giving you 
"hands on" experience as you build the 
only custom Color TV set engineered 
for training. You gain a professional 
understanding of all color circuits 
through logical demonstrations never 
before presented. The end product is 
your own quality receiver. 

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER 
This NRI course - like all NRI train- 
ing - is an outgrowth of more than 50 
years experience training men for Elec- 
tronics. NRI has simplified, organized 
and dramatized home -study training to 
make it easy, practical, entertaining. 
You train with your hands as well as 
your head, acquiring the equivalent of 
months of on-the-job experience. De- 
mand for Color TV Service Technicians 
is great and growing. Cash in on the 
color boom. Train with NRI - oldest 
and largest school of its kind. Mail 
coupon. No obligation. No salesman will 
call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTI- 
TUTE, Color Div., Wash., D.C. 20016. 

MAIL FOR FREE CATALOG 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Color TV Division 
Washington, D.C. 20016 45.118 

Send me complete information on NRI new Advanced 
Color TV Training. (No salesman will call) 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 
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Transistor Testers 

The term "transistor tester" is 
somewhat misleading, as the instru- 
ment should be capable of testing 
a variety of solid-state devices such 
as FET's, zeners, scr's, etc. Most 
transistor testers available today are 
capable of performing tests on all 
solid-state devices and can perform 
these tests both in and out of cir- 
cuit. In -circuit tests are a must if 
you have to remove the component 
from the board or chassis. You 
might just as well test by substitu- 
tion. However, we are all aware 
of the inherent disadvantages asso- 
ciated with removing solid-state de- 
vices from a printed circuit board 
unnecessarily. Transistors are sub- 
ject to damage from soldering iron 
heat. Tips of irons can develop a 
comparatively high AC potential, 
and the magnetic field around a 
soldering iron tip has the tendency 
to pull printed wiring off the board. 
These are just a few of the prob- 
lems. 

There are many transistor testers 
on the market today of which many 
are separate and individual units. 
Also, most tube checkers are de- 
signed to perform tests on both 
tubes and transistors. In the next 
few pages we are going to attempt 
a brief outline of transistor tester 
circuit operation, instrument cali- 
bration and maintenance, then, in- 
troduce some new models of various 
manufacturers. 

by ELLSWORTH LADYMAN 

Transistor Parameters 
It is extremely difficult to conduct 

a test that would tell you how a de- 
vice would perform in a given cir- 
cuit. A tube checker alone can not 
tell you how a tube would perform 
when used as an RF amp, or con- 
verter. A transistor tester would be 
hard put to tell you that a specific 
transistor will work as an FM RF 
amp, or as an IF amp or perhaps 
a vertical oscillator. 

The transistor tester can tell you 
how close the device comes to mea- 
suring up to its original specifica- 
tions. This is done by a measure- 
ment of the semiconductor parame- 
ters. You then compare the results 
of the test against the original para- 
meters in the manufacturers specifi- 
cation sheet and judge the excellence 
of the device accordingly. 

A typical, moderate price, type 
tester designed for the service tech - 

Triplett Model 3490-A Transistor Tester. 

nician will perform measurements 
of the following parameters. 

ICBO-the collector cutoff cur- 
rent. 

AC Beta-small-signal current 
transfer ratio at a given frequency. 

DC Beta-DC current transfer 
ratio. 

ICEOÌ 
ICES collector leakage currents. 
ICERJ 
VCE (Sat.)-Collector saturation 

voltage. 
AC input impedance-at a given 

point of operations. 
The transistor tester is going to 

become a very necessary part of 
test equipment inventory. With the 
advent of the all solid-state TV 
color chassis, more and more hy- 
brid instruments in the home enter- 
tainment field and the widespread 
use of scr's, FET's and zeners in 
conventional circuits, the transistor 
tester will become a prerequisite. 

Triplett Model 3490-A 
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 

Bluffton, Ohio, recently introduced 
an extremely functional and sophis- 
ticated instrument. It is called a 
transistor analyzer and is designed 
to perform test procedures required 
by service technicians, lab techni- 
cians, quality control departments, 
schools, etc. It is an all solid-state 
device and is designed to test both 
small -signal and power transistors. 
It is also capable of performing 
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Open a 
avings Account 
with Sylvania. 

We'll even 
supply your deposits. 

We've minted our own kind of currency. 
Now you can save up for a color TV, a movie 
camera, a set of golf clubs, or even a new 
wardrobe, without putting away a dime. 

Every time you buy 50 Sylvania receiv- 
ing tubes, we give you our special mint called 
"Bright On Target" award checks. The more 
receiving tubes you buy, the more checks 

you get. And the more of Sylvania -currency 
you can spend. 

Unlike other award programs our plan 
is not only for big savers. If your needs are 
small and you can only save a couple of 
checks, you still get a chance to make many 
choices from our award catalog. 

The next time you're stocking up on 
receiving tubes, open a savings account with 
a participating Sylvania distributor. It's like 
putting money in the bank without putting 
money in the bank. SY VANIA 

GÉNERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
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)flrnaiw 
Automatic 

STAPLE GUN TACKERS 

Specially desiged for 
SAFE - FAST - SECURE 

WIRE & CABLE FASTENING 

No. T-18 
For wires up to 
3/16" in dia. 

Uses round crown 
staples in 

3/8" leg only. 

BELL, TELEPHONE, THERMOSTAT, 

INTERCOM, BURGLAR 

ALARM and other 
low voltage 
wiring. 

No. T-25 
For wires up to 

1/2" in dia. 
Uses round crown 
staples in 9/32", 
eá", 7/16", and 

9/16" leg. 

Fastens same wires. 

Also 
as No. T-18 

used for 
RADIANT 

HEATING r 
CABLE 

SHEATHED CABLE, RADIANT 
HEATING CABLE, WIRE 

CONDUIT, COPPER 

TUBING, DRIVE 

RINGS, ETC. 

No. 17785.16141 

For wires and 
cables up to 
1/2" in dia. 

Uses tack-poi...zed 
staples in 9/16", 
5/8" and 7/8" leg. 

All -steel, 
chrome finish. 

lam -proof mechanism 
for trouble -free operation 

SAFE! Driving blade automatically 
halts staple at right depth'of penetration! 
Can't cut or injure wires and cables. 

FAST! Powerful single stroke action 
shoots staples in 1/1000 of a second! 

Saves 70% ingime, effort and efficiency! 

HOLDS! Staple points diverge to 
imbed firmly in wood. Rosin -coated for 
tremendous holding power! 

Write for catalog and information. 

Saddle Brook. New Jersey 07863 

"Pioneers and Pacesetters 
For Almost A Half Century" 

tests on diodes, rectifiers, zener di- 
odes, scr's and FET's. 

The instrument package contains 
a 30 -page instruction book to help 
the purchaser become fully ac- 
quainted with the wide range of ap- 
plication possible with the Model 
3490-A. It is possible to plot the 
complete transistor characteristic 
curves for a specific transistor by 
taking single readings but flexible 
enough to allow the setting up of 
the conventional parameter checks. 
The actual set-up procedure is sim- 
ple. The instrument's internal cir- 
cuitry contains three separate power 
supplies and the large 41/2 -inch me- 
ters are easy to read from the dis- 
tance and in the angle a service 
technician sometimes finds himself. 

The Model 3490-A, Type 2, tran- 
sistor analyzer incorporates contin- 
uous current and voltage controls 
in its internal circuitry. Three sepa- 
rate 41/2 -inch meters are used to 
read static and dynamic values such 
as emitter current, base current, in- 
put voltage, collector voltage, etc. 
DC Beta, AC Beta @ 1 KHz, leak- 
age current, alpha, saturation volt- 
age, input current to 3 amperes, 
variable tetrode voltages and float- 
ing potential are some of the para- 
meters tester or analyzed by this 
instrument. 

A unique feature of Model 3490- 
A is the true AC beta test. In this 
procedure a small signal (5 micro- 
amperes) is applied to the base of 
the solid-state device under test on 
the 150 beta range. On the 600 
range the operator can go down to 
11/4 microamperes. The multi -range 
ammeter allows continuous monitor- 
ing of the collector current on any 
one of the eleven overlapping ranges. 
The circuit is designed to handle 
over 1,000 volt -amps of collector 
power. The collector voltage range 
is from zero to 120 volts. 

Control knobs appear to be rug- 
ged enough to withstand the beating 
they will receive with shop use and 
are located for convenient and 
speedy operation. The collector con- 
trol is a variable transformer con- 
trolling primary energy to the col- 
lector supply. The input control is 
a vitreous power potentiometer used 
for varying the secondary AC volt- 
age to the input supply. Each con- 
trol has a large knob for convenient 
adjustment. 

Test sockets supplied with the 

Triple. 
S¡. 

Input Curren 
(emitter or ba. 

0-100-300 ua 

0-1-3-10-30 ua 

0-0.1-0.3-0.1-1-3 . 

Collector Current 

0-300 ma 
0-1-3-10-30 ua 
0-0.1-0.3-1-3-10-30 amps 

ICEO, ICO, ICBO 

0-6 ua, 0-600 ua 

0-60 ua, 0-6 ua 

Collector Voltage 

0-120V, 0-60V, 30V, 
0-12V, 0-6V, 0-3V, 0-1.2V 

Emitter or Base Voltage 

0-12V, 0-1.2V 

Tetrode 

0-10V (calibrated control) 

Dimensions 

1813/16"x157/16"x 8" 

Shipping Weight 

30 lbs. 

Price 

$441.00 Consumer Net 

Manufactured by 

Triplett Electrical Inst. Co. 
Bluffton, Ohio 45817 
Phone 419/358-5015 

Model 3490 accomodate in -line, cir- 
cular, square, and power transistor 
basing designs. The power transistor 
socket (JEDEC outline TO -3) is 
built into a solid copper -bar heat 
sink, with binding posts that permit 
adapting other power transistor base 
designs to the heat sink. 
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Amphenol Model 830 
"Transistor Commander" 

Specifications 

Dimensions 
91/4" x 53/4" x 6/s" 

Weight 

Price 

3 lbs. 

$79.95 Retail 

Manufactured by 

Amphenol Corp. 
2875 S. 25th St. 

Broadview, Illinois 60153 
312/CO 1-2020 

Amphenol Model 830 
"Transistor Commander" 

The Amphenol Corporation has 
introduced a compact moderately 
priced transistor analyzer that dou- 
bles as a DC voltmeter. Named the 
"Transistor Commander" the instru- 
ment lends itself easily to the small 
shop operating on a comparatively 
small test equipment budget. 

The unit features simple opera- 
tion with a large (approximately 
4") meter with color coded scales 
to simplify readings. The Model 
830 is capable of combining semi- 
conductor checks and measurement 
of supply voltages to 100V DC. 
It functions as a diode analyzer and 
is capable of measuring both for- 
ward and reverse currents. Opera- 
tion is such that both in -circuit and 
out of circuit checks can be per- 
formed. 

Some of the features and capa- 
bilities of the Transistor Com- 
mander are as follows: 

1. Checks both high- and low- 

Amphenol Model 830 

power NPN and PNP transistors 
in -circuit for DC beta characteris- 
tics. 

2. Checks both high and low 
power NPN and PNP transistors 
out of circuit for DC beta, ICBO 
and ICED leakage. 

3. Checks diodes and rectifiers 
in -circuit for opens, shorts, and abil- 
ity to rectify. 

4. Checks diodes out of circuit 
for forward and reverse currents. 

5. Has color coded meter scales 
for beta range, collector current, 
leakage, etc. For example, in NPN/ 
PNP testing: 

a. Beta (hfe) range 1 thru 100 
± 5 percent accuracy. 

b. Adjustable collector current 
(IC) range 0-10 ma. 

c. Collector base leakage 
(ICBO) range 0-5000 ua. 

d. Collector emitter leakage 
(ICED) range of 0-5000 ua. 

6. During the testing of diodes, 
the diode under test is protected 
from accidental damage by a 10 ma 
limiting circuit. A function or selec- 
tor switch permits "forward to re- 
verse" measurements without re- 
moving the diode from the analyzer 
circuit. 

FREE WINDPROOF 
CIGARETTE LIGHTER 
When you buy 12 VU-BRITES 

Model C-401 only 
Standard Base, Parallel Wiring 

at the special price of 

$995 

World's Leading Single -Purpose Britener 

FREE SET OF FOUR 
DRINK 'N SNACK TRAYS 

When you buy 5 TU-BRITES 
Model C-212 only 

110° Button Base, Series or Parallel 
at the special price of 

$1095 
If the base is right, the boost is right! 

Our two biggest sellers-the Briteners you need most often-are now at your distributors 
in these special bargain packages with free gift inside. 

Perma- Power Briteners brighten up your customer relations as they brighten up those 
faded CRT's. 

Limited time offer. 
Stock up now on 

both Britener types 
while supplies last. 
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only picture tube analyzer 

that tests all color tubes 

as they should be tested! 

NEW LECTROTECH CRT -100 
PICTURE TUBE ANALYZER 

Does everything . . . you would need all three units of 
the leading competitive brands to equal the perform- 
ance of the Lectrotech CRT -100. No other brand has all 
the features .. . 

Line voltage adjustment (to insure all tube voltages are 
correct regardless of line voltage). 
Critical Grid -to -Cathode Leakage is read on sensitive 
meter for greatest accuracy. 
Leakages in all other elements are indicated on neon 
lamp. 
Tests all black and white and all color tubes for leakage, 
shorts and emissions. 
Tests each color gun separately. 
Tests each color gun to a standard set of test condi- 
tions. With variable G-2 voltage, each grid is normalized 
to a reference cut-off voltage. This method is used by 
tube manufacturers and simulates tube performance in 
color receiver. 
Rejuvenates and removes shorts on both color and black 
and white tubes for increased brightness. 
Life expectancy test, predicts remaining useful life of 
both color and black and white picture tubes. 
Continuously variable G-2 voltage for all tubes, present 
and future, including new 15 inch color tubes. 
Complete plug-in cables for easy replacement. 
Complete self-contained black and white socket assem- 
bly. No adapters to lose or cables to break. 
Including Pilot Light. 

Only 8950 net 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
See your distributor or write DEPT. PF 1 I 

LECTROTECH, INC. 
1221 Devon Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60626 

!Air?2i-g 

THE 
TROUBLESHOOTER 

Color Receiver Alignment 
I feel the need to equip my shop with a good align- 

ment set-up. Recently, we have become aware of more 
and more sets requiring extensive alignment proced- 
ures. I have looked through literature that we have 
and cannot decide by myself. Could you please recom- 
mend such a set-up? Maybe not the most expensive, 
but I would like the most reliable. 

FLETCHER SWEZEY 
Miami, Fla. 

It is not our practice to recommend any specific 
manufacturers equipment. Instruction requirements, 
however, are listed in each Photofact publication for 
all adjustment and procedures. The equipment used 
on the test benches by the Photofact analysis tech- 
nicians is by no means laboratory equipment. It is the 
same equipment you find covered under "Notes on 
Test Equipment" each month in PF Reporter and 
includes such names as Triplett, Sencore, RCA, Dyna- 
scan, Hickok, Precision, Heath, Eico, Lectrotech, etc. 

MATV "Tough Dog" 
I have a "tough dog" MATV distribution problem 

and I would appreciate any suggestions from you 
that could assist me in running down the trouble. 
Background information is as follows: 

1. There are three separate buildings. 
2. 72 -ohm coax is used throughout. 
3. Separate antennas are used for each of the three 

available channels, 4, 7 and 13. 
4. Individual amplifiers are used for each channel. 
5. All rooms are equipped with like TV receivers, 

approximately 1 year old. 
6. Channel 4 is local, Channel 7 approximately 25 

miles away and Channel 13 is approximately 60 
miles away. 

7. All wall receptacles are identical. 
The problem: Channels 4 and 7 are very good 

while Channel 13 is weak and snowy. This is true 
only when the receivers are plugged into the wall 
receptacle. By unplugging the receiver from the wall 
receptable and touching the center of the phono -type 
plug to ground (distribution feed line or receiver 
chassis) channel 13 becomes very good. 

CHARLES B. AYCOCK 
Charlotte, N.C. 
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Several possibilities exist that could be causing this 
problem. One possibility is that you simply do not 
have enough signal strength in Channel 13. Channel 
13, at a much higher frequency, coupled with the 
added distance to the tower, just might require more 
boost than Channels 4 and 7. Another point to check 
is mismatch. The length of the drop between recep- 
tacle and receiver becomes more important at lower 
levels of signal strength and higher frequencies. You 
could try connecting directly from the wall receptacle 
to the receiver antenna terminals. Be sure that all 
terminations are proper. The signal strength of Chan- 
nel 13 should be checked with a field -strength meter 
and compared to the strengths of Channels 4 and 7. 
Also, make point-to-point checks along the distribu- 
tion line to rule out any sudden drop in signal 
strength. 

A Real Baffler 
Here is a "toughie" I ran into in troubleshooting a 

General Electric 14T010. Approximately every 20 sec- 
onds the picture would roll a few frames, then lock in 
solid. Following normal troubleshooting procedures, I 
substituted new tubes in the vertical oscillator, vertical 
output and sync separator stages, but this had no ef- 
fect. I then made a voltage check of the previously 
mentioned stages checking the plate, screen, grid and 
cathode of each. All voltages measured within toler- 
ance. Since all other circuits in the receiver seemed to 
be functioning normally, I was puzzled. I connected 
my scope and viewed the vertical sync. The waveform 
displayed normal sync separation and amplification. 
However, it also displayed an extraneous pulse that 
would move slowly along the base line and coincide 
with the sync pulse, causing the picture to roll. 

40V 
P -P 
30 r\ 

EXTRANEOUS PULSE MOVING 
SLOWLY ALONG BASELINE 

POINT OF LOST SYNC 

The problem now was to determine the origin of 
this pulse. I established it's frequency as being 60 Hz 
which immediately pointed to the power supply as 
the source of the trouble. A filter capacitor was found 
to be defective, having decreased in value approxi- 
mately 30 percent, hence the unwanted ripple. 

This chassis utilizes a half -wave rectifier power sup- 
ply that depends greatly on the capacitance of the 
filter to eliminate the 60 -Hz ripple. The defective 
filter caused excessive ripple, which when added to 
the sync pulse resulted in a decrease in amplitude of 
the sync pulse, and periodic loss of vertical sync. 

Normally, symptoms of this type are indicated or 
accompanied with a hum in the audio and/or video. 
This receiver demonstrates again that a set service 
procedure almost always results in less bench time per 
job. 

NICHOLAS CONGO 

Huntington, New York 

"My shop's been loaded... 
since I got my FCC License." 

"And I could kick myself for not getting it sooner. I'm pulling in all 
kinds of mobile, marine and CB business that I couldn't touch before; 
have even had some calls to work on closed-circuit television. I've hired 
two new men to help out and even with them, I'm two weeks behind." 

And so it goes. Once you have that FCC ticket, you open the door to 
all kinds of new business. And that's not all. The knowledge you need 
to pass the FCC exam gives you a fundamental understanding of all 
electronics. You'll find you can do more work in less time...work on 
almost any kind of electronics gear. 

What's the best way to get a Commercial FCC License...and still keep 
up with your work? Thousands of men will tell you "Cleveland Institute 
of Electronics." CIE has been preparing men for FCC License exams 
since 1934. What's more, they back their Home Study Licensing Pro- 
grams with this remarkable money -back offer: 

A CIE FCC License course will quickly prepare you for a Com- 
mercial FCC License. If you fail to pass the FCC examination 
...on the very first try...after completing your course, CIE will 
refund all your tuition. You get an FCC License...or your 
money back! 

And only CIE offers you new, up-to-the-minute lessons in all these sub- 
jects: Logical Troubleshooting, Laser Theory and Application, Micro- 
miniaturization, Single Sideband Technique, Pulse Theory and Applica- 
tion, Boolean Algebra, and many more. 

Send coupon today for CIE's FREE informative book "HOW TO GET 
A COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE." Cleveland Institute of Electron- 
ics, Dept. pF-53 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL. All CIE courses are available un- 

der the new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since January 31,1955, 

OR are in service now, check box in coupon for G. I. Bill information. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics C 1 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Please send FREE book, "How To Get 
A Commercial FCC License." 
Name 

Address 

City 

Occupation Age 

Check here for G.I. Bill information 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
A Leader in Electronics Training...Since 1934 PF -53 

(please print) 

State Zip 
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Thanks for the tip. Your problem and the method 
used certainly is a point in favor of following a set 
servicing procedure for all jobs. Following false indi- 
cations invariably result in lost time and money. 

Horizontal Shift 
An RCA CTC 20C developed a horizontal shift in 

the raster, and, as the set warmed up, the blanking bar 
became visible on the right of the screen. When a check 
of the voltages around the video amplifier and cathode 
follower sections indicated there was something wrong 
with the bias on both tubes in these circuits, it was 
decided the trouble was forward of the cathode follower. 
Further investigation, however, revealed that the prob- 
lem actually was caused by a shorted diode located be- 
tween the cathode follower and the video amplifier. 
This diode is mounted on the underside of the chassis 
between the color circuitry board and the horizontal 
output section. 

Vallejo, Calif. 

FROM 

DELAY 

LINE 

SHORTED 

DIODE 

. 0022 mfd 

6804 

. lmfd 

390K 

1W 

J. B. AHERN 

( TOVIDEO 
AMPLIFIER 

27K 

56K 

B+ DEFLECT ION YOKE 
385V 

Solid -State Chassis, Vertical Trouble 
I have a Magnavox Chassis T908CA with vertical 

trouble. I can't adjust the controls to fill the screen 
vertically. The vertical linearity control has plenty of 
range; however, the height control is at maximum. I 
have checked all transistors and capacitors in the cir- 
cuit. The waveforms are all okay both in shape and 
amplitude with the exception of the waveform at the 
collector of 64N1, the vertical output transistor. I 
have set the bias for 120 ma across R93. The collector 
DC voltage is okay, only the output waveform is 
slightly decreased in amplitude. I suspect the yoke. 

M. S. BREYFOGLE 
Estherville, Iowa 

INPUT FROM 

VERTICAL DRIVER 

VERTICAL 
BIAS CONTROL 

R92 

12V 

It is quite possible the yoke is defective, and load- 
ing the circuit somewhat due to an impedance mis - 

VERTICAL OUTPUT 
64N1 

TO VERTICAL 
LINEARITY 
CONTROL 

120 ma 

HEIGHT 

R93 

70V 

T3 

VERTICAL VERTICAL 
BLANK YOKE COILS 

R94 

C20 

match. I would suggest, before replacing the yoke, 
that a thorough check of the following components 
be made: thermistor (R92), vertical output choke 
( T3) , electrolytic capacitor C20 and resistor R94. 

Disappearing Raster 
An RCA CTC 12 was long overdue for a conver- 

gence job, and preparatory degaussing led to an un- 
usual symptom. The raster disappeared when the de- 
gaussing coil was passed over the right hand side of 
the metal cabinet. When the coil was withdrawn the 
raster returned. 

After pulling the tuner from the cabinet, the cause 
of the mysterious problem was discovered. Dangling 
from the pilot lamp lead was a metal wire retainer 
which had evidently slid down the lead it was intended 
to support. This retainer normally holds the pilot lamp 
lead clear of the tuner indicator drum assembly. 

RETAINER WAS REST ING AT TH IS POINTár 
...._}:1,, 7. 

TO F !LAMENT 
SUPPLY 

RETA INER 

& LAMP 
SUPPORT 

In this particular case the degaussing coil was causing 
the retainer to vibrate so that it came in contact with 
the ground. The retainer had been resting on an unin- 
sulated portion of the lead next to the tuner tie point, 
resulting in a shorted filament supply. 

J. B. AHERN 
Vellejo, Calif. 

Not Enough Width 
We have an RCA Model 233B605 in for repair. The 

symptoms are: insufficient width, and wavy and 
bowed raster edges with an intermittent vertical roll. 
We have made the following measurements: 

1. Ohmmeter reading at pin 2 of V11 (6GW6) is 0 
ohms. 

2. Ohmmeter reading at pin 3 of V11 (6GW6) is 
infinite. 

3. Ohmmeter reading at pin 4 of V9 (6EM7) is 1.1 
megohms. 

4. Voltmeter reading at 270 volt source is 130 volts. 
5. Voltmeter reading at pin 2 of V12 (6ÁY3) is 130 

volts. 
What is our trouble? We replaced rectifiers XI and 

X2 without results. 

White Castle, La. 
C85 

117V AC 

J. A. TANOOs 

270v 

200/ 
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It would seem that your trouble is probably in the 
power supply. The measurement of 130 volts at the 
270 volt source indicates that you are not getting the 
"doubling" action of the circuit. I would replace elec- 

trolytic capacitors Cl and C2. It is possible that you 
have multiple problems; however, I am inclined to 

think that repairing the power supply will take care 
of the wavy raster and the intermittent vertical roll. 

Sound, But No Picture 
An RCA KCS 159A chassis produced sound, but 

the raster remained black on all channels. All tubes 
were checked and found to be satisfactory. The hori- 
zontal output tube was checked for signs of an over- 

load, but there was no evidence of such. The voltage 
on the cathode of the CRT was also normal. 

HORIZ OUTPUT 

6J F6 

HOR IZ 

DRIVE 

SIGNAL 

TO HORIZ OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER 

560K 

1 Olmfd I 
680K 

.047mfd 

33K 

C101 

.O47mfd 

When preliminary tests failed to disclose the cause 
of the trouble, the chassis was removed from the cabinet 
and further tests were made to determine the cause for 
the loss of high voltage. A visual check finally un- 
covered the fact that R116 had been exposed to an 

overload. Further checking uncovered a defective C107 
as the cause of the trouble. 

500V 

B. H. SEROTA 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

RCA CTC4A "Repeated H.O.T. Failure" 
I am having difficulty in tracking down the trouble 

in an RCA CTC4A chassis. This is a high -voltage 
problem which results in failure of the horizontal out- 
put tube. The horizontal output tube gets "red hot" 
and the horizontal centering control overheats. DC 
voltage readings at the terminals of the horizontal out- 
put and damper tube are normal or within toler- 
ance. Could this defect originate in the 380 -volt 
source? The high voltage and receiver operates nor- 
mally for approximately a half hour, then the screen 
of the CRT progressively darkens until the raster dis- 
appears. As the horizontal output tube begins to over- 
heat, B+ voltage starts to decrease. I have replaced 
the horizontal output tube, the high -voltage rectifier 
and the high -voltage regulator tubes. 

J. A. MARCINiAK 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

One basic cause of a horizontal output tube over- 
heating (drawing too much current) is insufficient 

FIRST WITH 
* Digital Integrated Circuits 

* 4 Crystal -Controlled Oscillators 
* Battery & AC Operation Standard 

The New Pace -Setting CONAR Model 680 

COLOR GENERATOR 
KIT $83.50 WIRED $114.50 
Until now, no commercially available color generator 
has offered so many quality features in a single instru- 
ment at such a low price. Only the CONAR COLOR 
GENERATOR has all these features at any price: 
exclusive digital integrated circuits; exclusive 4 crys- 
tal -controlled oscillators; exclusive AC or battery 
operation standard; completely solid state; color 
amplitude control; color phase adjustment; regulated 
power supply; stability control; TV station sync and 
blanking pulses; nine patterns; red, blue and green 
gun killers; compact; lightweight; portable. 
For details write Dept. MO8C 

CONAR instruments 
DIVISION OF NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016 

WRITE FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG 
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A $400 Audio Test Center 
for $48.00 

AUDIO AMP. 
Low- gain input for tuners, 
crystal phonos and all hi -out- 
put audio devices. 

AUDIO PREAMP. 
Hi -gain input for magnetic 
cartridges, mikes, tape heads 
and all low level audio devices. 

complete with probes. 

and you can carry it 
in your hand. 
ALL -SOLID-STATE 
AUDIO TEST CENTER Model 140 

TONE GENERATOR 
1000 Hz. 

SIGNAL TRACER 

Diode detector. Probe incl. 

LOW IMPEDANCE 
MICROPHONE TESTER 

50 to 150 St input, convertible 
to 600 n. 

SCOPE PREAMPLIFIER 
70 db gain 500 Sl drives any oscillo- 
scope. 

Now you don't need a bench full of equip- 
ment to test audio circuits. Here's all the 
instrumentation necessary for RF, IF, hi -gain, 
low -gain and signal tracing work - all in 

one palm -sized cabinet. It's the only audio 
system trouble shooter with all the features 
found only in a combination of higher priced 
instruments. Compact (41/4' H, 7" W, 31" D), 

lightweight (I Kg.), portable, battery -oper- 
ated instrument (6 penlite cells, supplied), 
comes complete with probes. Will NOT over- 
load or damage transistors. Gain 70 db with 
volume level control. Noise better than -60 
db.Freq.resp.±3db 100-12KHz. Harmonic dis- 
tortion less than 3%. Power output 200 MW. 
Power supply 9VDC @ 50 MA. Inputs 100K 0, 
50-150 9.0utputs 8 0, 500 SI. 6 transistors, 
1 thermistor. 

Century General 
Corporation 

570 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018 L 

Please send me a Model 140 Audio 
Test Center @ $48.00 each. ppd. 

D I enclose full payment (check or 
money order). Add local sales tax 
where applicable. 

Send me data on quantity 
discounts 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
Money Back Guarantee PF -11J 
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drive voltage. If, when you scope the drive signal at 
the horizontal output grid you find you have sufficient 
drive (125V p -p) and the waveshape is not distorted 
and all miscellaneous adjustments including high volt- 
age adjustment, high voltage performance check, etc., 
have been made; I would suggest you follow the Pro- 
duction Change Bulletin for the CTC4A chassis issued 
in Sams Photof act Folder 385-5. This is a rather 
lengthy procedure and too involved for a letter. 

High Channels Inoperative 
A Sears 562.10080 chassis first displayed what ap- 

peared to be Christmas Treeing. After the horizontal 
frequency coil was adjusted, the picture returned to 
normal and operated for a whole day with no apparent 
trouble symptoms. However, the following morning 
when the set was checked out prior to delivery, channels 
10 and 13 (local active channels) failed to operate. The 
other local active station, channel 3, operated normally. 

FINE I 

TUNING 

MIXER SCREEN GRID 

MIXER 

-z.av 

OK 

UHF R. DROPPING RESISTOR 

During preliminary troubleshooting it was discovered 
that adjustment of the AGC control produced a pic- 
ture on both high channels. The AGC, RF, and mixer 
circuits were checked, but no defect could be found. 
However, troubleshooting the oscillator circuit revealed 
that R212 had increased to 30 megohms. Replacement 
of this resistor and adjustment of the horizontal fre- 
quency coil and the AGC pot restored the set to normal 
operation. 

FRANK BRANDENBURG 
Norfolk, Va. 

No Vertical Sync 
I have an RCA Chassis CTC1IA. The trouble is 

"no vertical sync." The picture floats up and down, and 
the vertical hold control has no effect. All DC voltages 
are normal and within tolerance. All components on 
the vertical board have been checked. The brightness 
control seems to affect the rolling as it is rotated 
through its entire range. 

]acksboro, Tenn. 

Vertical circuits are perhaps one of the most exact- 
ing circuits in a TV chassis. This fact alone helps in 
their servicing. A certain set of voltage values must be 
attained if the circuit is going to function as de- 
signed. You must have vertical sync pulses of suffi- 
cient amplitude to trigger the oscillator. The operat- 
ing (DC voltages) potentials must be applied to the 
tube. An oscilloscope is a prerequisite. You must ob- 
serve the waveforms, both the shape and amplitude 
present in the circuit. The only advice I have to offer 

J. LIVELY 

is: Scope these waveforms; check the voltages and at- 
tempt to isolate the defect to a stage. This could be 
the sync separator or vertical oscillator. Then, make 
"point-to-point" checks to isolate the defective com- 
ponent. 

High Volts-Low 
I would appreciate some assistance in the repair of 

an RCA Model 21PD8115. The symptom is one of no 
raster, low high voltage. Boost voltage measures 300 
volts and high voltage checks out at 4500 volts. I have, 
of course, tried all tubes. DC voltages on the hori- 
zontal output tube are within tolerance. With a VOM 
I made continuity checks and checked capacitors in 
the damper and high -voltage circuits. I disconnected 
the horizontal windings of the yoke and boost went 
up to 700 volts, but the high -voltage remained at 4500 
volts. Again, using my VOM, I checked the DC re- 
sistance of the yoke windings and the capacitors in 
associated circuitry. Everything checked okay. I hesi- 
tate to replace the yoke, but why does the yoke load 
down the circuit and why doesn't the high voltage in- 
crease with the increase in boost voltage? 

F. ARDOLINO 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

R 120 
13KV 

(O G O -. 260V 

T 

YOKE 

270V 

Let's take your problems one by one. The first is the 
choice of test equipment. The VOM is a very func- 
tional and useful piece of equipment, but it serves 
your best interest in locating the defective com- 
ponent only after you have isolated the problem to a 
specific circuit or stage. Waveform checks around the 
circuit are far more useful in locating stage defects 
than continuity or VOM checks of a capacitor. A 
VOM, at best, can prove only that a capacitor is a 
capacitor and does NOT tell you whether its doing 
the job in waveshaping functions. 

You state that all voltages on the horizontal output 
stage are normal. Does that mean that the peak -to -peak 
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ANNOUNCING NEW 

CHANNEL MASTER 

COLOR VECTOR 
ANTENNAS 

12 models. VHF and VHF/UHF 
INNER METROPOLITAN TO DEEFEST FRINGE 

Antennas as revolutionary in performance as they 
are in appearance. And, to introduce them, your 
Channel Master Distributor has an unprecedented 
promotion and profit program . Call him today. 

¿fIANNEL .`ASTER 
Q 1968 Channel Master, Div. of Avnet, Inc. DIVISION OF AVNET. Elllenville, N.Y. 
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...the soldering tools 
professionals depend on 

The 
original Dual Heat 

Soldering Guns 
Preferred by technicians for their 

fast heating copper tips, exclusive 
trigger -controlled dual heat, and high 
soldering efficiency. Available in 3 watt- 

age sizes, each with spotlight. 

100/140 -watt Model 8200, 145/210 -watt 
Model D-440, and 240/325 -watt Model 
D-550. Also in complete kits: 

Utility Kit includes Weller 
100/140 watt gun, extra tips, 
tip -changing wrench, flux 
brush, soldering aid and solder. 
Model 8200PK 

Heavy -Duty Kit features Weller 
240/325 watt gun with 
soldering, cutting and smooth- 
ing tips, wrench and solder. 
Model D-550PK 

Dependable MARKSMAN Irons 
in a size for every job 

Ideal for deep chassis work and continuous -duty soldering, 
Marksman irons outperform others of comparable size and 
weight. All five feature long -reach stainless steel barrels 
and replaceable tips. 

25 -watt, 13/4 -oz. Model SP -23 with 1/8" tip (In kit with extra tips, 
soldering aid, solder-Model SP -23K) 
40 -watt, 2 -oz. Model SP -40 with 1/4" tip 
80 -watt, 4 -oz. Model SP -80 with 3/8" tip 
120 -watt, 10 -oz. Model SP -120 with 1/2" tip 
175 -watt, 16 -oz. Model SP -175 with 5/8" tip 

Complete Weller Line includes replacement tips and solder 

WELLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Easton, Pa. 
WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TOOLS 
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drive signal is normal, both in shape and amplitude; 
or do you mean that all DC voltages are within toler- 
ance? The yoke loads down a portion of the horizontal 
output circuit because it is the load for that circuit. 
The horizontal output circuit of a typical receiver has 
various loads. AGC, AFC reference voltage, high -volt- 
age rectifier, yoke, etc., are a few of the loads. Re- 
moving any of these can cause an upswing in voltage 
output. 

If the drive voltage at the grid of the horizontal 
output tube is 80 volts peak to peak, and all other volt- 
ages are normal, I would expect the horizontal output 
transformer to be defective. 

UHF Tuner Trouble 
I have recently encountered trouble symptoms of 

snow or a complete loss of sound and picture with an 
RCA color chassis employing the KRK 120 UHF 
tuner. In each case the trouble has been traced to the 
oscillator transistor, which became temperature sensi- 
tive and drifted. 

UHF OSC 

51037 

18V 
3 pf 

7V 

100052 

100lmfd 

UHF TUNER 

B+ SOURCE 

2200G 

1500G 

To speed troubleshooting time and prevent unneces- 
sary removal of the tuner, I measured the voltages at 
C306 and C307. The chart shown here indicates the 
normal and abnormal voltages. It should be remem- 
bered, however, that these voltages will not be present 
at the two check points unless the channel selector is 
rotated to the UHF position. 

Condition 
Normal 
Internal Short 
Open base -emitter 
or Collector 

C306 C307 
Voltage Voltage 

18 7.5 
8-9 9 

25% increase 10% increase 
B. H. SEROTA 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Psychedelic Color? 

I turned on my color TV to watch the evening news 
and was confronted with a psychedlic display of random 
color over the entire screen on both color and b -w 
programs. 

An hour later I was still trying to determine the 
cause when the solution hit me. During a thunderstorm 
earlier in the day, lightning had struck nearby. De- 
gaussing the screen cured the trouble. 

ANDREW SKVARCEK 
Orange City, Fla. 
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PHOTOFACT BULLETINTM 

PHOTOFACT BULLETIN lists new PHOTOFACT coverage 
issued during the last month for new TV chassis. This 
is another way PF REPORTER brings you the very latest 
facts you need to keep fully informed between regu- 
lar issues of PHOTOFACT Index Supplements issued in 

March, June and September. PHOTOFACT Folders can 
be obtained from your local parts distributor. 

AMC 

BROADMOOR 

CATALINA 

CORONADO 

MAGNAVOX 

MIDLAND 

3C422A, 3C426A, 
3C428A 993-1 

5812G, 5812S 997-1 

122-755A, 122-758A, 
122-771A 992-1 

AM -FM -FM Stereo Radio 
used with Model 122-755A 992-1A 

TV2-6617A 997-2 

Chassis T928 -01 -AA 992-2 
Chassis T/U921-01-10 994-1 

15-109 992-3 

15-214 994-2 
15-218 996-1 

SEARS SILVERTONE 

Chassis 528.70450/451/452/ 
453/454/455 996-2 

TRUETONE 

MEA3819A-86 
(2DC3819) 996-3 

EIS2885A-86/85B-86/ 87A- 
86/87B -86/89A-86/ 
89B-86 995-1 

WARDS AIRLINE 

GEN -11269A 993-2 
GEN -11469A 994-3 
GEN-12069A/B, 
GEN-12349A/B 995-2 

Discriminate Between 
Desired Signal and 

Unwanted Noise , . 
FREE SPACE 

STANDING 
W AV E 

M GNÉ1 IC ANT E óR A 

VHF -VHF -FM -CO 

Investigate now! 

S'801 Ebthsmu &e. 
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA 

Phone 419-693-0528 

206 West Florence Street Toledo, Ohio 43605 

Circle 48 on literature card 

Coming 
in the December 

issue... 

Analysis of RCA's Solid -State Color 

Lightning Protection for Transistor 
Amps 

Solving Stereo Separation Problems 

Color CRT or Chassis Defect 

A Proper Approach to Tuner Repair 

plus the regular departments packed 
with other practical servicing 
information 
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Listen! 

The right 

connections can 

save you money! 

every time you make 
a connection with Jensen's 
8 -inch Commercial Sound 
loudspeakers. The exclusive 
KWIKON® instant connectors 
and a pre -attached trans- 
former save better than 50 
per unit in installation cost! 
That's the built-in savings 
you get with Jensen. 

For example, with the 
Jensen K-950 coaxial loud- 
speaker you need only half 
as many units to deliver 
smooth, dynamic sound. 
The K -950's 110° coverage 
angle and exceptional fre- 
quency range provide 
approximately twice the 
coverage area of an average 
8 -inch speaker. 

There are 40 different 
Commercial Sound 8 -inch 
loudspeaker models to 
choose from ... your right 
connection to save money. 

jensen 
Jensen Manufacturing Division, The Muter Company 
5655 West 73rd Street, Chicago, Illinois 60638 

Be sure to ask 
"What Else Needs Fixing?" 

Circle 49 on literature card 
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Product 
Report 
For further information on any of the following 
items, circle the associated number on the reader 
service card. 

UHF Coupler 
(65) 

A new 2 -set UHF coupler has 
been announced by Gavin, Inc. 
Designated Model C-200, the new 
unit is designed for use with Gavin 
Gold Crest UHF antennas. 

According to the manufacturer 
the unit utilizes matched ferrites to 
provide low loss, high isolation and 
match over the entire UHF spec- 
trum. The splitting loss is less than 
4.5 dB at all UHF frequencies and 
the VSWR is better than 1.5 to 1. 
Isolation between sets is at least 
25 dB. 

The unit is shipped complete with 
mounting screws and lists for $3.75. 

Integrated Circuit Kit 
(66) 

A new integrated circuit kit by 
Vector Co., provides a means of 
inter -connecting configurations of 
integrated circuits for experimenta- 
tion. Called the 29X Kit, its mount- 
ing surface is of pre -punched Micro- 
Vectorbord and is supported by 
2" Vector Aluminum Frame-Loc 
Rails. The .042 -inch diameter holes 
on 1/10 -inch grid spacing allow 
high or low density mounting of dis- 
crete components. 

Wiring of component leads may 
be done with polyurethane coated 
wire (solderable through the insula- 
tion) or "Daisy Chain" patchcords, 
both included, which connect di- 
rectly to the wire wrap tabs or 
round pins. Flat bus strip is also 
supplied. 

Dual -in -line packages fasten di- 
rectly to the breadboard with tails 
extending through the holes, or may 
be plugged into the D.I.P. sockets. 

Kits are priced in the $50 to $60 
range, depending upon quantities. 

Shut-off Device 
(67) 

An automatic high fidelity sys- 
tem shut -down control is being mar- 
keted by Saxton, Inc. 

"Hi-Fi Sentinel" (Cat. No. MM - 
33) plugs into connectors located 
under the record changer. When the 
phonograph shuts off, the Sentinel 
automatically shuts down the entire 
hi-fi system. The unit may be used 
with Garrard, BSR, Dual and other 
changers that employ amp lock con- 
nectors. Manual or automatic con- 
trol is governed by a slide switch. 
It also serves as a convenience out- 
let for auxiliary hi-fi equipment. The 
price is $6.10. 

Scope Cart 
(68) 

A new scope dolly, Model LOW - 
8, is being introduced by Waber 
Electronics, Inc. The top shelf of 
this new unit can be adjusted to 
three positions and the bottom shelf 
offers additional capacity. Both 
shelves are constructed of 3/4 " ply- 
wood laminated with a heavy ribbed 
Koroseal facing and edged with 
heavy metal. The framework is of 
1" square tubing. 

The unit is equipped with an out- 
let box with three outlets. Prewired 
and ready for use, the outlet box 
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COLOR GENERATORS 

EVERT 
4 reasons why Sencore is your best buy 

in professional test instruments 

LOBOY CG10 

America's lowest 
quality standard 
All solid state. 
maximum portabi 

priced professional 
color bar generator. 
Battery powered for 

I ity. 
$89.95 

.P,ONbUPUT 

COLOR KING CG141 

Absolute stability assured by exclusive 
"Temp Control" and new timer cir- 
cuitry. All standard patterns, plus new 
movable single dot and single cross. 
Analyzing features too. 

$149.95 

Whatever the need, Sencore has the color gen- 
erator that is just right for you. Each has the 
built-in quality you expect from Sencore. Each 
has standard RCA licensed color bar patterns. 

LOBOY CG12 

AC operated version of the CG10. Also 
has 4.5 MHz crystal controlled signal 
for fine tuning adjustment. 

$109.95 

` 

COLOR ANALYZER CA122B 

The complete analyzer for color and 
B&W-far more than just a color gen- 
erator. Has variable RF and IF outputs, 
composite video, chroma, and hori- 
zontal and vertical sync pulses. 

$187.50 

Each is triple tested for guaranteed accuracy. 
Each is steel encased with chrome panel. See 
your distributor for more reasons why Sencore is 
your best buy, always. 

NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT 

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101 

Circle 50 on literature card 
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Adapter for Current 
Measurement 

(69) 
A new, versatile Model 150 Amp - 

Clamp is now being marketed by 
Simpson Electric Company. The 
unit may be used with any VOM 
having a 5,000 ohms per volt AC 
range of 0-2.5 or 0-3. The range 
selector in the handle permits read - 

features an on -off switch, a pilot 
light and a panel -mounted fuse, and 
is rated at 15 amperes, 130 volts 
continuous duty. 

The unit is 34" x 19" x 31" and 
has rubber tired casters 3" in di- 
ameter. It is priced at $79.50. 

RMSBEST 
PERFORMING 

UHF CONVERTERS 

RMS SOLID-STATE TWO TRANSISTOR DELUXE 
UHF CONVERTER HAS BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER! 
Updates any VHF TV Set to receive any of the 83 UHF/VHF Channels. Low noise, drift -free 
operation. Simple hook-up. Charcoal Gray Hi -Impact Plastic Housing has Silver -matte finish 
front panel. Features accurately calibrated UHF dial, UHF/VHF antenna switch, on/off switch, 
advanced pilot light indicator and tuning control. 
Model CR -300 List $34.95 

RMS SOLID-STATE 
ECONOMICAL UHF CONVERTER 
Two transistor advanced circuitry. Durable 
metal housing has wood grain finish and Satin 
Gold front panel with Black knobs having 
Gold inserts. #CR-2TW List ;27.95 

RMS UHF ANTENNAS... 
Top performers for all areas! Brings clearest Color and Black and 
White Reception on all UHF Channels 14-83. Features Reynolds 
Aluminum COLORWELD! 

Write for FREE Information on these and other 
Profit Building Products.... RMS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y. 10462 Tel. (212) TY 2-6700 

ings in six ranges from 0-5 up to 
0-250 AC amperes when used with 
a 0-2.5 AC volt scale. When used 
with a 0-3 volt scale, six ranges 
from 0.6 up to 0-300 AC amperes 
are available. Banana type plugs 
connect the Model 150 to the VOM 
and the instrument is instantly ready 
for AC current measurement. A 
conversion chart built into the han- 
dle next to the selector switch helps 
prevent miscalculation. The Amp - 
Clamp is priced at $30.00. 

Fluorocarbon Spray 
(70) 

A new aerosol has been intro- 
duced by Industrial Supply Division, 
Sprayon Products, Inc. Designated 
Sprayon No. 2005 Fluorocarbon 
Dry Lubricant it contains no sili- 
cones or solvents to contaminate or 
build up on parts-no need to clean 

before coating or bonding. It is de- 
scribed as a good corrosion -inhibi- 
tor and is reported in use in the 
electronics, aerospace, computer, in- 
strument and molding industries. 
The price is $18.00 per case. 

Hand Tool 
(71) 

A tool called the Plierench has 
been marketed by Vaco Products 
Company. A complete workshop in 
one tool, the Plierench can be used 
as a socket wrench, monkey wrench, 
open-end wrench, and a pipe wrench. 

The tool can be purchased in two 
sizes. The No. 86060 model is 7" 
long and lists at $6.25. The No. 
86070 model, 81/2" long, lists at 
$7.95. Each is equipped with a 
standard jaw and comes in a self - 
closing, transparent plastic pouch. 

Also available are three acces- 
sory jaws which fit the 81/2" model. 
No. 86072 is a standard pipe jaw 
priced at $1.75. No. 86074, a large 
pipe jaw, lists at $1.75 and the 
Giant Internal -External Jaw No. 
86073 lists at $2.00. The 81/" 
Plierench and the three accessory 
jaws, packaged as a kit in a blue 
plastic pouch, are priced at $13.50. 
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WORLD'S 
FINEST 

ERSIN 

MULTICORE 

ONLY 69C 
BUY IT AT RADIO-TV PARTS STORES 

Multitore Sales Corp. Westbury, N.Y. 11591 

Circle 58 on literature card 

NEW 

PERFECT 
PIN 

CRIMPER 

Picture -Tube Repair Tool 
Also for -5U4, 65N7, 6BQ6, etc. A MUST 

Eliminates that hard 
soldering job 

only $1.49 
each 

for round 
`.color pic 

PT -1 
\tubes 

3/32" PIN I 

Fix loose pin connec- 
tions in seconds. Pays 
for itself in time saved 
on first job. Less than 
3" long. Carry it in 

Patented your pocket. 

Intermittent operation of picture tubes and 
other tubes due to defective solder connec- 
tions easily corrected. Provides solid elec- 
trical connections, can also be used as 

hannel-selector wrench and screwdriver. 
Pin keeps its original form. A 3 -in -I tool. 

3 MODELS 
ELIMINATE SOLDERING 

Makes Solid Electrical Connections 

Phono Pin -Plug Crimper 
Slip wire in "pin 
plug," insert 

C -Rings 'I 
in tool, and 

3 for 5 squeeze ... AU -2 
job is done. 1/8 PIN Use end of 

tool to push 

ae8E-9 on C -ring for 
ground con- 
nection. 

Ant. plugs, hi-fi, multiple plugs, public ad- 
dress, radi oand TV tubes, radar, speakers, and 
loop connections. Many, many more uses. 

Model LC -3 for 5/32" pin diameter 
At your parts distributor, or write us 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
60000 KUNSTMAN 
WASHINGTON, MICH. 48094 

Statement of Ownership, Management and 
Circulation (Act of October 23, 1962; Sec- 
tion 4369, Title 39, United States Code). 

1. Date of Filing: September 25, 1968 
2. Title o,f Publication: PF Reporter 
3. Frequency of issue: Monthly 
4. Location of known office of publica- 

tion (Street, city, county, state, zip code): 
1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Jack- 
son County, Missouri 64105. 

5. Location of the headquarters or gen- 
eral business offices of the publishers 
(not printers): 1014 Wyandotte St., Kan- 
sas City, Jackson County, Missouri 64105. 

6. Names and addresses of publisher, 
editor, and managing editor: Publisher, 
Robert E, Hertel, 1014 Wyandotte St., 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105; Editor, 
George H. Seferovich, 1014 Wyandotte St., 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105; Managing 
editor, J. W. Phipps, 1014 Wyandotte St., 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105. 

7. Owner (if owned by a corporation, 
its name and address must be stated and 
also immediately thereunder the names 
and addresses of stockholders owning or 
holding 1 percent or more of total amount 
of stock. If not owned by a corporation, 
the names and addresses of the indivi- 
dual owners must be given. If owned by 
a partnership or other unincorporated 
firm, its name and address, as well as 
that of each individual must be given.) 
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.-a wholly 
owned subsidiary of International Tele- 
phone and Telegraph Corporation, 320 
Park Ave., New York, New York 10022. 

8. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and 
other security holders owning or holding 
1 percent or more of total amount of 
bonds, mortgages or other securities (If 
there are none, so state): None. 

9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 include, in cases 
where the stockholder or security holder 
appears upon the books of the company 
as trustee or in any other fiduciary rela- 
tion, the name of the person or corpora- 
tion for whom such trustee is acting, 
also the statements in the two paragraphs 
show the affiant's full knowledge and 
belief as to the circumstances and condi- 
tions under which stockholders and se- 
curity holders who do not appear upon 
the books of the company as trustees, 
hold stock and securities in a capacity 
other than that of a bona fide owner. 
Names and addresses of individuals who 
are stockholders of a corporation which 
itself is a stockholder or holder of bonds, 
mortgages or other securities of the pub- 
lishing corporation have been included 
in paragraphs 7 and 8 when the interests 
of such individuals are equivalent to 1 

percent or more of the total amount of 
the stock or securities of the publishing 
corporation. 

10. This item must be completed for 
all publications except those which do 
not carry advertising other than the pub- 
lisher's own and which are named in 
sections 132.231, 132.232, and 132.233, 
postal manual (Sections 4355a, 4354b, and 
4356 of Title 39, United States Code). 

Average No. Single 
Copies Each Issue 
Issue During Nearest 
Preceding To Filing 
12 Months Date 

A. Total No. Copies Printed 
(Net Press Run) 75,402 74,967 

B. Paid Circulation 
1. Sales through dealers and 

carriers, street vendors 
and counter sales 7,662 7,073 

2. Mail Subscriptions 60,797 59,886 
C. Total Paid Circulation 68,459 66,959 
D. Free Distribution (including 

samples) by Mail, Carrier or 
Other Means 3,623 4,621 

E. Total Distribution (sum of 
C and D) 72,082 71,580 

F. Office Use, Left -Over, 
Unaccounted, Spoiled 
after Printing 3,320 3,387 

G. Total (sum of E & F- 
should equal net press run 
shown in A) 75,402 74,967 
I certify that the statements made by 

me above are correct. (Signature of edi- 
tor, publisher, business manager, or 
owner). 

ROBERT E. HERTEL 

This new E -V 
phono needle 
package helps you 

buy, sell, 
then sell 
again! 

1?I 

Es 

2.1 

N E ORApH 

eOn every new E -V 
. needle package you'll find 

the model number printed three extra 
times on pressure sensitive tabs. 
Here's why: 

The tabs can help you order replace- 
ments. Or keep track of sales. Or you 
can stick one on a file card in a follow-up 
system that tells you what and when a 

customer last bought (so that you can 
tell him when to buy again)! Or put a tab 
on the customer's tone arm to simplify 
service on the next call. 

But don't be surprised if one of the 
tabs is missing. Your E -V distributor may 
be using one to keep track of his stock 
-so that you always have the needle 
you want, when you want it. 

Smart ideas in packaging of the 
world's finest phono service parts help 
make Electro -Voice your best buy. 
Available only from the parts distributor 
with much more than parts to offer! 

Ask for your copy of the latest Electro -Voice 
phono needle/cartridge combined catalog. 
It's free at your E -V distributor's. 

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 1187R 
632 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

51crerofec 
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
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Serious 
Disagreement 

on Quam 
Baffles 

Perplexes Sound Industry 
Experts! 

Molded of rugged polystyrene, blonde or walnut finish. 
Easy installation; just hang it on the wall! 

(Wall bracket supplied.) 

Chicago, 1968-Agreeing unani- 
mously that Quam baffles are 
tops, leading sound experts differ 
sharply on why. Some credit the 
sound (exceptional low end re- 
sponse). Others like the modern- 
istic, unobtrusive design. One 
vociferous group hails the low 
price, while another segment 
praises the ease of installation. 

Value Unquestioned 
Asked to referee the raging de- 
bate, a factory spokesman de- 
clared, "The best reason for 
choosing Quam baffles is value. 
Whether the emphasis is on good 
looks, good performance, or good 
construction - not to mention 
good sound-Quam buyers know 
they get their money's worth!" 

Choice of Speakers 
The baffles are 
available if de- 
sired with speakers 
(and transformers) 
premounted. Any 

of 10 Quam 8" background music, 
public address, or outdoor 
speakers can be selected. There 
is no charge for the mounting. 
You pay only for the components 
themselves. 
Complete information about Quam 
baffles and speakers Is available from 
the factory, 

Quam-Nichols Company, 
234 E. Marquette Rd. 

Chicago, Illinois 60637. 
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Book Review 

Transistor Fundamentals: 
Howard W. Sams, Indianapo- 
lis, Indiana, 1968; four vol- 
umes in slipcase, 51/2" x 81/2", 
each volume $4.50 or $15.95 
for complete series. 

This comprehensive, 4 -vol- 
ume work, covers the basics 
of transistor technology from 
Ohm's law to digital circuits. 

The introductory volume in 
this series is Basic Semicon- 
ductors and Circuit Principles, 
by Robert S. Brite (Training 
& Retraining, Inc.). This book 
is a carefully programmed in- 
troduction to semiconductors 
and basic electrical circuits. It 
begins with a brief description 
of transistors and later devotes 
an entire chapter to a detailed 
explanation of transistor prin- 
ciples. Sandwiched between 
these chapters are explanations 
of voltage, current and resis- 
tance, and the all-important 
Laws of Ohm and Kirchhoff. 

Volume 2 is Basic Transis- 
tor Circuits, by Charles A. 
Pike (Training & Retraining, 
Inc.). This volume describes 
transistors and how they are 
used in semiconductor circuits. 
Simple circuits, such as found 
in amplifiers and oscillators, 
help show how the basic op- 
erations are applied. Recent 
semiconductor developments 
are discussed later in the text. 

Electronic Equipment Cir- 
cuits, by Martin Gersten 

(Training & Retraining, Inc.) 
is the third volume in the 
series. This book covers cir- 
cuits used in audio, radio and 
television equipment. The 
reader is given a basic expla- 
nation of block and schematic 
diagrams and operating prin- 
ciples of input and output de- 
vices such as microphones and 
speakers. Numerous "X -Ray" 
illustrations highlight the de- 
scriptions of these devices. 
Also discussed are the uses of 
the oscilloscope, radio -fre- 
quency and audio generators 
and the voltmeter. Through- 
out, the reader will learn to 
recognize trouble symptoms 
and to use logical trouble- 
shooting methods to narrow 
down troubles to specific cir- 
cuits or stages. 

Volume 4 is Digital and 
Special Circuits, by Reginald 
H. Peniston and Louis 
Schweitzer (Training & Re- 
training, Inc.). This volume 
describes how transistorized 
digital circuits operate. The 
binary number system is ex- 
plained so that application of 
this system in digital circuits 
can be understood. The text 
gives a general background of 
the various digital circuits so 
that as new, more refined cir- 
cuits are developed, the same 
pinciples can be applied. Once 
these circuits are understood, 
their application in computers, 
test equipment and tracking 
and sensing equipment can be 
easily mastered. 

Got A Troubleshooting Tip? 

If you've recently run across an unusual trouble symptom 
and have determined what caused it, why not pass the 
info on to the other readers of PF REPORTER. You'll not 
only be saving other service technicians valuable trouble- 
shooting time, you'll also be making a little extra change 
yourself. Send a thorough description of the trouble symp- 
tom and the solution along with a brief discussion of your 
troubleshooting technique to: 

Troubleshooting Tip, PF REPORTER 

1014 Wyandotte Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105 
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NOW-a single instrument for 
the Professional TV Service- 
man, MATV Systems Engineer, 
and Antenna Installation Expert 

Jerrold AIM -718 
Signal Strength Meter 
First signal strength meter designed 
with the diverse technical tasks of to- 
day's TV Professional in mind. 

All solid-state 
Separate VHF and UHF tuners and 
channel dials 
Compact, lightweight design 
Long -life battery operation 
Audio output jack, crystal earphone 
provided 
Two built-in attenuators (20 dB on 
UHF; 20 or 40 dB VHF) 
Safety switch turns off power when 
cover is closed 

Loaded with profit -making uses 
Since it weighs only 4 lb. 6 oz., the 
AIM -718 can be used at the bench or 
taken right up on the roof to: 

Measure incoming TV signal strength- 
channel by channel 
Orient antennas for best reception 
Troubleshoot MATV and CCTV 
systems 
Measure loss in downlead and distribu- 
tion lines 
Determine noise figure, S/N ratios of 
TV amps and preamps 
Make power and voltage gain checks 
Check output level of signal generators 
Signal trace TV preamps, amplifiers, 
and tuners 

You'll satisfy more customers 
when you use an AIM -718. And satis- 
fied customers will let the word get 
around about you. So do the job the 
professional way ... the business -build- 
ing way ... the profitable way. With the 
Jerrold AIM -718 Signal Strength Meter. 
Price: less than $200. 

For further information on the AIM - 
718, write: Jerrold Electronics Cor- 
poration, Distributor Sales Division, 
P.O. Box A, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. 

JERROLD Focusing on one thing... 
better reception 

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 
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Gem City Tuner Repair Service 11 

General Electric Company ....40-48 

Heath Co. 10 
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co 80 
IRC, Inc. 12 

Injectorall Electronics Corp. .... 59 

JFD Electronics Co. 37 
Jensen Manufacturing Div. 74 
Jerrold Electronics Corp. 79 

Kay Townes Antenna Co. 8 

Leader Test Instruments 59 
Lectrotech, Inc. 66 
Littelf use Cover 4 

Multicore Sales Corp. 77 

Quietrole Co. 61 

RCA Electronic Components 
Entertainment Receiving 
Tubes Cover 3 

RCA Electronic Components 
Test Equipment 20-21 

RCA Institutes, Inc. 55 
RCA Parts & Accessories 35 
RMS Electronics, Inc. 76 
Rohn Mfg. Co. 18 

S & A Electronics, Inc. 73 
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 57 
Sencore, Inc. 13, 24, 33, 60, 75 
South River Metal Products 

Co., Inc. 27 
Sprague Products 17 
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 63 

Trutone Electronics, Inc. 61 
Tuner Service Corp. 3 

Weller Electric Corp. 72 
Workman Electronic Products, 

Inc. 34 

Zenith Sales Corp. 25 

'EEÇIALL\`.: 
gTED FOR. 

`^TìF TUNERS,: 

'4**JTThe NEW 
2 NO,. 800 

TUN-O-LUBE 
TUNER CLEANER 

FORMULATED 
FOR TV-TUNERS 
USING NUVISTORS & 

TRANSISTORS 

NO TUNER DRIFT 

NO 800 
$1.98 

DEALER 
NET 

Nuvistors and Transistors are highly 
sensitive to drift from .ngredients 
in most ordinary TV tuner cleaners. 
Drift has been found to cause call 
backs and expensive tuner repairs. 
For over 18 months CHEMTRONICS 
has been formulating and testing 
this new cleaner in both the lab 
and field. Lnder the most critical 
test, there has been NO DRIFT on 
scope patterns. We invite you to try 
this test yoLrself. 

No. 1550 

Atkat`ie4 ?brat 

SUPER 
FROST AID 

Cools Faster Leaves 
No Liquid Residue 

SUPER FROST AID is a faster 
circuit freezer designed to 
locate intermittent compon 
ents . without leaving a 
liquid residue. 

HEMTRONIC 
1260 Ralph Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y. 11236 
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DMS -3200 
Digital Measuring System 

Fully solid state with IC"sl 

Digital Printer PR 4900 - From $760 

Main Frame DMS 3200A - $375 
(or DMS 3200P Main Frame with printer output - $4501 

Shawn with OC Voltmeter Plug.in 

DC Voltmeter 
Plug-in DP 100 

$175 

Event Counter 
Plug-in DP 140 

S90 

1 MHz Counter 
Plug-in DP 150A 

$230 

Ohmmeter 
Plugin DP 170 

$275 

Capacity Meter 
Plugin DP 200 

$275 

The HICKOK DMS 3200 Digital Measuring System is a precision elect 
ronic measuring d ,ice which displays readings in digital form instead 
of the relatively imoccurate and difficult -to -read moving -pointer meter 
display A romparuon PR 4900 Digital Printer allows the displayed 
readings of the DMS 3200 System to be printed in permanent form for 
storage and future rrderence. 

Because the DMS 3200 System consists of a n frame which will 
accept a number al "plug-in units, it can be used to measure a variety 
of electrical Parameters The main frame provides display of the read. 
ing, the plug-in determines the application. 

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
10514 Dupotat Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108 

Circle 56 on literature card 

FREE 

CATALOG & 

LITERATURE 

SERVICE 

AUDIO 
100. Ampex Corp.-Bulletin T- 

255 describes production of 
magnetic tape and varie- 
ties available. 

101. Michigan Magnetics -20 - 
page 2 -color Consumer Au- 
dio catalog #680 lists me- 
chanical specifications and 
electrical and performance 
data about all production 
heads currently manufac- 
tured by this company. 

COMPONENTS 
102. Javex Electronics-Catalog 

#269 lists electronic and 
electrical components in- 
cluding 75 and 300 ohm TV 
terminations, connectors, 
jacks, plugs and switches 
suited for AC, AF, RF, 
MATV and CATV. 

103. Ohmite Mfg. Co.-Catalog 
750 describes features of 
Ohmite SSA solid state re- 
lays such as inherent con- 
tact isolation and universal 
operating voltage range. 
Electrical and mechanical 
specifications are included. 

104. Signal Transformer Co., 
Inc.-Catalog #55 de- 
scribes miniaturized regu- 
lating transformers down 
to 6 watts in rating. Com- 
plete circuits are specified. 

105. U.S. Capacitor Corp.- 
USCC General Purpose Ce- 
ramic Capacitors catalog 
gives physical drawings, 
specifications, test proce- 

dures and complete order- 
ing information for radial 
and axial lead units. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
106. Heath Company -116 -page 

1969 Heathkit catalog de- 
scribes over 300 electronic 
kits including stereo/hi-fi 
components, ham radio 
equipment, test, service 
and lab equipment and 
photographic aids.° 

SERVICE AIDS 
107. New York Accessories Sup- 

ply Co. -16 -page catalog 
features an assortment of 
uniforms and work clothes. 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
108. 3M Company -42 -page 

Producers Manual is a com- 
plete how -to -do -it guide for 
television videotape pro- 
duction. 

109. Microtran Co.-DC to DC 
Converter Technical Appli- 
cation Bulletin discusses 
converter applications, 
types of converter circuits, 
frequencies of operation 
and types of transformer 
construction. 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 
110. Sams, Howard W.-Litera- 

ture describes popular and 
informative publications on 
radio and TV servicing, 
communication, audio, hi-fi 
and industrial electronics, 
including special new 1968 
catalog of technical books 
on every phase of electron- 
ics.* 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
111. Star -T r o n i c s-2 engineer- 

ing data sheets describe 
flexible and semi -rigid ca- 
ble assemblies. 

'Check "Index to Advertisers" for ad- 
ditional information. 

MOVING? 

Don't miss a single issue of PF 

REPORTER. Mail a card indicating 

your old and new address to: 

PF REPORTER 

Circulation Department 
4300 W. 62nd St. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 46206 
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Extra Mileage with RCA! 
Valuable tires, auto batteries, and shock absorbers from B. F. 

Goodrich are available to you in exchange for "Extra Mileage 
with RCA" certificates. These certificates are FREE with your 
purchases of RCA entertainment receiving tubes from your par- 
ticipating RCA Tube Distributor at the rate of 1 certificate for 
every 20 tubes purchased. (Optional with RCA Tube Distributors.) 
Certificate values include installation and all applicable taxes. 

Silvertown HT -770 
Nylon Cord Tubeless 4 ply 
Extra performance and greater mileage 
for drivers who travel long distances at 
sustained high speeds. Black wall in size 
7.00/6.50-13 requires 18 certificates. Ad- 
ditional sizes in black and white wall up 
to 33 certificates. 

Auto Batteries 
Goodrich Pow -R -Cell auto batteries from 
the P53 at 15 certificates to the S27 at 21 

certificates. Delco Energizer auto batter- 
ies from the 557 at 16 certificates to_the 
Y81 at 25 certificates. 

B.F. Goodrich 

rweennemommeuema111414111hlôöÒóQ íÒl 

Extra 
mi 

QQp4lZQ4QN4P19MQQQ 

Silvertown 660 
Rayon Cord Tubeless 
New cars come equipped with these tires, 
which deliver above average mileage un- 
der most driving conditions. Black wall in 
size 6.50-13 requires 16 certificates. Ad- 
ditional sizes in black and white wall up 
to 31 certificates. 

Shock Absorbers 
B. F. Goodrich standard installed 

15 CERTIFICATES 

B. F. Goodrich Heavy Duty installed 
23 CERTIFICATES 

B. F. Goodrich Levelift installed 
38 CERTIFICATES 

LECTRONIC COMPONENTS, HARRISON, N. J. 

RC/1t 
u u yI n,u y IAY ,n I,dApi n,yn,yl yn l IN 

Silvertown Radial 990 
Rayon Cord Tubeless 
America's most advanced passenger tire 
offers up to 15,000 miles longer tread 
wear, and up to 10% savings in fuel con- 
sumption. White wall only. Size 6.50-13 
requires 28 certificates. Additional sizes 
up to 45 certificates. 

Also available are Silvertown Wide Pro- 
file tires, Trailmaker Silvertown Nylon 
Cord Snow Tires, and Silvertown Extra 
Miler Nylon Cord Commercial Truck Tires. 
See your local participating RCA Distrib- 
utor today for complete details and get 
extra mileage with RCA! 
RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J. 
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Give yourself 
a break I 

you can 
depend on: 

CIRCUIT BREAKER CADDY 

10 ratings, one each 2-1/4, 
2-1/2, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/4, 4, 
4-1/2, 5, 6 and 7 amps. 

SERVICE CADDY 

Breakers and Fuses 

One service call is all 
-8 breakers-one rating 
each 2-1/4, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/4, 
4, 4-1/2, 5 and 7 amps and 

30 fuses-five each type C3/10, 
C1/2, C3-1/2, N3/10, N7/10 and Nl. 

actual size 
13/4"x'3 ,"x1/2" 

Designed for the protection of television receiver 
circuits, the Littelfuse Manual Reset Circuit Breaker 
is also ideally suited as a current overload protector 
for all types of electronic and electrical control wiring 
such as model railroads and power operated toy trans- 
formers, hair dryers, small household appliances, 
home workshop power tools, office machines and 
small fractional horsepower motors. 

#094076 

Available individually packaged one breaker per 

display card; or 5 breakers of same rating per 

unit pack or as complete, versatile assortments 

for shop use or replacements in the field. 

Included with each assortment: 

Pocket size cross reference on color and 

black/white TV circuit breaker applications. 

Form No. CBCRP- 1266H 

LITTELFUSE PLAINES, ILLINOIS 
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